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Abstract 

 

Introduction 
Over the past few years, there has been growing awareness of the value of product design to 

innovation. The importance of design is increasing, which is indicated by a rapid growth of the 

number of design consultancy firms in the last decade. Nevertheless, many small to medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs) fail to recognize the benefits of good design practices and therefore do 

not grasp the full potential of their product development efforts. Design practices within SMEs 

can be improved by involving external designers in the product development process, but again, 

this is a difficult endeavour for many SMEs, which are often reluctant to involve designers. This 

report concerns a study on how product design processes in which SMEs and external designers 

collaborate evolve. 

 

Literature review 
Many definitions of design exist. Furthermore, product design is often viewed too narrowly, only 

focusing on styling and aesthetics. In this study, design is viewed as encompassing more than 

that; it also relates to materials choice, design for manufacturing, providing durability, etc. 

Design is seen as giving products meaning and delivering this meaning to customers. 

 Although the value of design can be substantial, a literature review shows that good 

design practices are often marginalized in SMEs because of a failure to recognize the importance 

of design, a lack of design skills, a lack of resources, and the belief of many SMEs that involving 

designers is time-intensive and too expensive compared to the benefits. Designers can be 

involved in the product design process in three ways: functional, integrated in the project team, 

and as project leader. Although the involvement of external designers could enhance the 

outcomes of new product development (NPD) projects within SMEs, it makes the product design 

process more complicated. 

 Many models have been proposed to structure the design process, ranging from strictly 

linear Stage-Gate models to more iterative and chaotic models. However, most of these models 

have not been developed within a SME context. NPD projects in SMEs differ from those in large 

enterprises, since they are often conducted ad hoc, suffer from insufficient planning, a resistance 

to change, poor communication, a short-term focus, and there are severe restrictions on skills, 

time, and financial resources. Hence, a deeper understanding of processes is needed to assess 

how product design processes within SMEs evolve.  

Three main models are proposed that can provide this understanding, namely Van de Ven 

et al.’s (1999) model of cycling divergent and convergent development, Dorst and Cross’ (2001) 

model of co-evolution of design problems and solutions, and Sarasvathy’s (2001) effectual 

process theory. 

 

Research questions 
A general research question is stated, namely: 

 

How do product design processes in which SME representatives and external designers 

collaborate evolve over time? 
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 This question is divided into five subquestions. The first question evaluates the 

effectiveness of Syntens’ current practices regarding the Design Pressure Cooker (DPC). The 

second question focuses on the role of the designer and the influence of type of project on this 

role. The third question focuses on how patterns in the design processes evolve, using Van de 

Ven et al.’s (1999) and Dorst and Cross’ (2001) models. The fourth question relates to 

identifying the influence of designers and SME representatives on these processes. The fifth 

question concerns identifying effectual characteristics in the product design processes. 

 

Methodology 
The study took place in cooperation with Syntens, an organization providing independent consult 

on innovation management within SMEs in the Netherlands. One of their activities to stimulate 

innovation in SMEs is a workshop called the DPC, in which SME representatives and designers 

are brought together to conduct a product design project.  

First, an evaluation of Syntens’ current practices regarding five DPCs that took place in 

Noord-Brabant since 2005 was conducted. Based on this evaluation, five participating SME – 

designer teams were selected to be studied in depth using a process research approach, namely 

Ergonomique – GBO, Formit – Garmt Development, Arte – Dave Keune, Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger, and GPG Stirrups – GBO. Cases were selected to guarantee high sample 

diversity to enhance generalization of results. Data on these cases were collected using 

interviews with key informants supplemented with available documentation. An extensive 

coding scheme was developed to generate event sequences and facilitate data analyses. Besides 

qualitative analyses, detailed quantitative analyses using phase mapping, gamma analyses, 

optimal matching, and cluster analyses, were applied to answer the research questions. 

 

Results 
The DPC evaluation shows it is a successful tool to stimulate SME – designer collaboration. 

Success factors are a good match between designer and SME expectancies, the opportunity for 

SMEs to focus on a product design project an entire day without being distracted by daily 

operations, and the demand for concrete results that should be presented at the end of the DPC. 

Nevertheless, product design projects are often not finished after just one day. This provides 

Syntens with the opportunity to increase the DPC’s success by enhancing post-DPC support. 

The in depth case studies show that in three projects, the designer is only functionally 

involved, in one project the designer initially acts as project leader, and in the other project the 

designer is integrated in the entire product development project. It seems that the more open the 

project formulation is at the outset of the project, the more involved the designer becomes in the 

entire process. Furthermore, SMEs might be willing to involve designers more intensively when 

they are already familiar with the value of design.  

 Regarding patterns of divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development, phase 

and gamma maps indicate cycling in all cases. Furthermore, phases appear to overlap, which 

indicates rapid iteration of divergence/convergence and a mutual influence of goal setting/idea 

development. Hence, support is found for both Van de Ven et al.’s (1999) and Dorst and Cross’ 

(2001) models. This implies that all projects contain divergent phases during which ideas are 

generated and explored, and convergent phases during which ideas are experimented with and 

modified. Furthermore, cycles of goal setting/idea development indicate that in most cases, goals 

are not treated as fixed, but change based on the ideas that are developed. Optimal matching and 
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cluster analyses indicate that the more functionally involved the designer is, the more unitary the 

product design process is. Still, on a micro-level, processes appear to evolve rather chaotically. 

 Statistical analyses show that designers dominate more divergent activities while SMEs 

dominate more convergent activities. Furthermore, designers are involved with process 

management; they propose project “phasing” and in two cases are responsible for the project’s 

planning. SMEs on the other hand often focus on defining what not to do. In addition, contextual 

changes can affect and delay the projects. 

Finally, gamma maps and a qualitative analysis of resource events identify effectual and 

causal processes. Effectuation theory appears to be applicable in an SME environment. 

Especially early in the product design processes, effectual processes are at work, meaning that 

the involvement of stakeholders and availability of resources (e.g. financial, time, skills) 

determine what goals to strive for and how ideas develop. Hence, the product design processes 

initially exhibit resource-based thinking and a focus on short-term results, which is in line with 

other SME studies. Analyses show that decision making is often based on effectual criteria, such 

as identity, available knowledge, partners are selected through existing networks, risk avoidance, 

and a focus on control as opposed to long-term planning. Later, causal processes are present; 

SMEs search for necessary partners and resources based on the needs for further idea 

development. From an effectual perspective, Syntens’ role in stimulating product design in 

SMEs is especially valuable since they enhance the SMEs’ network, link them with skilled 

designers, and provide initial resources to initiate a product design project during the DPC. 

  

Conclusion 
This study provides insight in SME – designer collaboration. Its results contribute to research in 

that a process perspective is taken to investigate these collaborations. The study links the 

designer’s role to the actual way in which design processes evolve. In addition, empirical 

evidence is found for three process models being at work in product design processes involving 

external designers in SMEs, namely Van de Ven et al.’s (1999) model of cycles of divergence 

and convergence, Dorst and Cross’ (2001) model of co-evolution of design problems and 

solutions, and the effectual model of Wiltbank et al. (2006).  

Results show that product design processes within SMEs involving external designers 

evolve far from linearly. Processes often evolve iteratively, having several cycles of development 

throughout which goals are redefined based on the ideas developed. Having frequent milestones 

in which concepts, goals, and project planning are evaluated might be fruitful. This study clearly 

shows that involving external designers in the product design process has benefits for SMEs. 

External designers proof to be valuable regarding enhancing divergence, but their benefits 

encompass a wider set of activities, such as process management, supplier selection, and 

prototype testing. Designers should emphasize their qualities other than styling and creativity, to 

convince SMEs of their potential value when involved in their NPD projects. Still, projects 

appear to be highly dependent on the availability of resources and the involvement of appropriate 

stakeholders. Therefore, interventions such as Syntens’ DPC can significantly enhance 

innovation within SMEs. Syntens already successfully stimulates SME – designer collaborations 

by means of the DPC, but they might expand their practices to support post-DPC processes. The 

role of Syntens Eindhoven in building a prominent design region can be significant, since the 

essence of building such a region lies not in the availability of a large number of quality 

designers, but in the link between designers and manufactures to translate designs to actual 

products creating economic value. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Over the past few years, there has been growing awareness of the value of product design to 

innovation (Lewis & Brown, 1999; Millward & Lewis, 2005; Moultrie, Clarkson & Probert, 

2007; Perks, Cooper & Jones, 2005; Roozenburg & Eekels, 1998). The importance of design is 

growing, as indicated by a rapid growth of the number of design consultancy firms in the last 

decade (Utterback et al., 2006). Nevertheless, many small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

fail to recognize the benefits of good design practices and therefore do not grasp the full potential 

of their product development efforts (Lewis & Brown, 1999; Moultrie et al., 2007). Design 

practices within SMEs can be improved by involving external designers in the product 

development process, but again, this is a difficult endeavour for many SMEs, which are often 

reluctant to involve designers.  

 Research shows that new product development (NPD) processes involving external 

designers differ from those conducted internally. For instance, communication between the 

company and external designers is more important to overcome the designer’s lack of familiarity 

with the company and its products (Bruce & Morris, 1994; Chiva & Alegre, 2007; Lewis & 

Brown, 1999). Designers can provide input into a wide array of activities, but their expertise is 

often viewed and applied too narrowly (Utterback et al., 2006). Designers can be involved on 

various levels, ranging from purely functional to fully integrated in the entire process or even 

acting as project leader (Perks et al., 2005). However, little is known about the role of designers 

and their influence on NPD processes in SMEs. Therefore, this study aims to answer the 

following research question: How do product design processes in which SME representatives 

and external designers collaborate evolve over time? 

 The study was conducted within Syntens, an organization providing independent consult 

on innovation management issues within SMEs in the Netherlands. One of their activities to 

stimulate innovation in SMEs is a workshop called the Design Pressure Cooker (DPC) in which 

SMEs and designers are brought together to conduct a product design project. Therefore, I first 

focused on evaluating current practices regarding the DPC. This evaluation shows that the DPC 

is a successful intervention, but post-DPC support of the product design projects might enhance 

its effectiveness. Hence, a multiple case study of five participating SME – designer couples was 

conducted to investigate how these product design processes evolve before, during, and after the 

DPC.  

By taking a process perspective and investigating three process models and their 

applicability to these cases, this study provides significant new insights into product design 

processes within SMEs involving external designers. First, this study is one of the first process 

studies regarding collaboration in product design projects. It will become apparent that these 

processes evolve rather iteratively and sometimes even chaotically. Second, several factors 

affecting these processes, such as the level of involvement of the designer in the project, the 

availability of resources, and contextual changes, have been identified. Third, the study shows 

that the role of the designer encompasses more than providing divergence in concept 

development. Designers appear to be highly involved in process management activities. Finally, 

it is one of the first studies that empirically tests effectuation theory. In addition, aside from its 

contribution to innovation theory, the results provide the basis for recommendations to Syntens 

to further enhance innovation through product design in the Eindhoven region. 
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 The report has the following structure. First, literature on innovation processes is 

reviewed. The focus will be on product design processes in SMEs and the involvement of 

external designers therein. Subsequently, a discussion of NPD process structures and theories 

follows. Three process models serve to identify process patterns, namely Van de Ven et al.’s 

(1999) cyclical model of divergence and convergence, Dorst and Cross’ (1994) model of co-

evolution of design problems and solutions, and the effectual process model proposed by 

Sarasvathy (2001). Second, based on this literature review, six research questions are defined. 

Subsequently, Syntens and its current practices are introduced. Then, the methodology employed 

in this study is discussed. The fifth chapter contains the research results after which an elaborate 

discussion of these results and their implications are presented in the final chapter. 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Product design in SMEs 

In today’s business environment, NPD is a major source of competitive advantage (Cardinal, 

2001; Chandy & Tellis, 1998; O’Regan & Ghobodian, 2005; Sarasvathy, 2002). An essential 

aspect of NPD is product design (Lewis & Brown, 1999; Millward & Lewis, 2005; Moultrie et 

al., 2007; Perks et al., 2005; Roozenburg & Eekels, 1998). Design concerns creating something 

new (Bradford & Childe, 2002). Some view design quite narrowly, only relating to styling, 

fitness for use, and aesthetics (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2004; Utterback et al., 2006). Yet, others see 

the value of design more broadly. Many design firms provide additional activities and services, 

such as assisting in choice of materials and components, selecting suppliers, marketing of the 

product, improving efficiency in production and use of materials, providing safety and durability, 

and so on (Utterback et al., 2006). Definitions of design are diverse, but generally, design 

concerns giving meaning to products and delivering this meaning to the customer (Verganti, 

2008). Styling or aesthetics is but one of many ways in which a product’s meaning can be 

transferred to the user. Therefore, this study takes a broad approach to design, encompassing not 

only styling or aesthetics, but also activities such as considering production efficiency, 

prototyping, etc. 

Product design can be a major creative force during the NPD process and creative input is 

a necessary condition for innovation (Amabile et al., 1996). The rapid growth in design 

consultancy firms over recent years suggests that design exhibits considerable added value 

(Utterback et al., 2006). Research has shown that good design improves competitiveness and that 

especially in small firms a design orientation can contribute to company success (Millward & 

Lewis, 2005; Moultrie et al., 2007).  

Perks et al. (2005) have demonstrated the importance of design involvement in the NPD 

process. They investigated different roles of design in NPD in eighteen mid-size to large UK 

manufacturers of consumer goods. They identified three roles: design as a functional specialism, 

design as part of a multifunctional team, and design as NPD process leader. In situations where 

design is only involved in NPD as a functional specialism, design is highly controlled and 

remains in its functional silo, only contributing to styling issues. This approach is mainly found 

in companies focusing on incremental product development and internal design. Where design 

becomes part of a multifunctional team, designers are involved more frequently and iteratively in 

the NPD process. They provide support to other functions, for example by participating in field 

trials and testing. Often, external designers are involved. Although this does provide the 

creativity needed for radical product development, the integration of external and internal 
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practices can often be time-consuming. In the final role Perks et al. (2005) identified, design was 

seen as a major innovative force. Design acted as the NPD project leader, driving and supporting 

a broad set of actions in the entire development process. Companies using this approach often 

were involved with radical innovations and had relatively rapid development cycles. 

Another study demonstrated the potential of design among Italian manufacturers 

(Verganti, 2008). Verganti states that one approach to design concentrates on a deep analysis of 

user needs. Although several firms have employed this user-centred strategy successfully, it 

generally leads to market-pull designs that are incrementally innovative. However, Italian 

manufacturers, such as Artemide and Alessi, employ a design-driven approach to innovation, 

proposing entirely new product meanings to customers and thereby generating radical 

innovations. These studies clearly show that the role of design in the NPD process can have a 

significant effect on its outcomes (Perks et al., 2005; Verganti, 2008).  

Still, good design practices seem to be marginalized in SMEs (Lewis & Brown, 1999). 

Design is often perceived costly and time-consuming and many SMEs exhibit a lack of internal 

design skills (Chiva & Alegre, 2007; Lewis & Brown, 1999; Millward & Lewis, 2005; Moultrie 

et al., 2007). In their longitudinal case study of three British manufacturing companies having 10 

to 50 employees, Millward and Lewis (2005) found that there is a failure to understand the value 

of product design. It is seen as just another activity in the front end of the NPD process, and 

because of constraints on appropriate design skills, available time, and financial resources, other 

activities are prioritized. 

To get attention for good design practices, Moultrie et al. (2007) developed an audit tool 

based on empirical literature and experimented with it in several field settings. They found that 

design processes consist of both management activities and design execution. Regarding design 

management, success factors such as using cross-functional teams, top-management support, and 

having an effective NPD process have been identified. In the area of design execution, success 

factors relate to early-stage activities such as understanding and involving customers or users, 

predevelopment planning, and prototyping.  

 Using these and other success factors, Moultrie et al. (2007) investigated whether the 

importance of design in SMEs is in fact marginalized. They found that most companies are 

reactive and fail to incorporate good design practices. Critical issues such as timing of industrial 

design involvement receive little attention. In addition, design is generally viewed as expensive 

and unnecessary since products are sold in the market based on their technological characteristics 

(Lewis & Brown, 1999; Moultrie et al., 2007). Still, companies did benefit from investing in 

professional design expertise. 

 After developing and experimenting with their audit tool based on these findings, 

Moultrie et al. (2007) found that design in SMEs differs from design in larger firms, because 

SMEs have clear constraints on financial and human resources. Furthermore, small enterprises 

often depend on one or just a few products, making new product success crucial. Hence, design 

seems especially important for SMEs since it has a demonstrated positive effect on business 

success (Moultrie et al., 2007). Involving external designers might be beneficial since many 

SMEs lack internal design skills (Chiva & Alegre, 2007). Hence, in the following section I 

discuss issues regarding external designer involvement. 

2.2 Involving external designers in NPD 

Few studies have been conducted focusing on involving external designers in NPD processes. 

This section presents issues concerning external designer involvement in NPD. Perks et al. 
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(2005) recognize the potential value of involving external designers. Involvement of external 

designers can be time-consuming and should thus be facilitated properly to make it efficient. 

External designers can come up with solutions that a firm on its own could never attain. For 

instance, in a study conducted at IDEO, the largest US design consultant, Hargadon and Sutton 

(1997), showed that one of their major strengths is to apply technologies from one industry in 

other industries. This extensive experience with different contexts and organizations that external 

designers often exhibit can enhance combinative creativity. Hence, by involving external 

designers, results can be accomplished that a company would not have looked for internally.  

According to Bruce and Morris (1994), a trend towards outsourcing of design expertise is 

evident, but only limited attention has been paid to the management of external design expertise.  

They conducted a comparative case study on eight UK manufacturers in which they compared 

design management practices in three different approaches, namely using an in-house design 

function, relying solely on external expertise, and a mixture of in-house and external design 

expertise. They find that managing external designers is more difficult than in-house design. 

Although external designers give fresh inputs and are not hampered by company culture, they are 

less familiar with the company’s practices, and communication difficulties might arise during the 

project. The choice between in-house or external design usage involves considerations of 

accessibility to proficient external design consultants, familiarity of the designer with the 

company and project, and the amount of control over the designer (Bruce & Morris, 1994). In the 

external design situation, intensive communication, evaluation, and a clear design brief are 

critical to success (Bruce & Morris, 1994; Lewis & Brown, 1999). Chiva and Alegre (2007), in 

their study of Spanish and Italian ceramic tile producers (mostly SMEs), apply Bruce and 

Morris’ typology and relate it to design skills companies posses. They find that especially 

smaller firms are involved with external design and that companies using in-house design obtain 

a higher degree of design management skills. However, firms using external design mainly 

obtain these services from suppliers, and not from design consultants. Hence, selecting the 

appropriate design partner might enhance design skills (Chiva & Alegre, 2007).  

Aside from the abovementioned studies, little research has been conducted on the effect 

of external designer involvement on NPD in SMEs. Furthermore, studies that have been 

conducted generally take a variance research approach. Hence, studies taking a process 

perspective on SME – designer collaboration are lacking. 

2.3 Structuring NPD processes 

Although it is clear that innovation is needed to create sustaining competitive advantage, debate 

remains on how to structure innovation processes, especially discontinuous ones (Chandy & 

Tellis, 1998; McDermott & O’Conner, 2002; McLaughlin, 2006). A prominent model structuring 

the NPD process is the Stage-Gate model introduced by Cooper, which implies that a project 

follows a number of stages in a linear fashion. After each stage, the project is evaluated and a 

decision is made whether or not it passes the gate. Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt (2002) 

argue that, with small adaptations to the circumstances, such a Stage-Gate model is suitable for 

any kind of innovation trajectory. Uncertainties are dealt with by using rigorous gates and clear 

evaluation criteria. Other advocates of similar rather linear NPD models are Ulrich and Eppinger 

(2004). In line with Cooper et al. (2002), they propose several alternatives based on a generic 

product development model to be applied under differing circumstances.  

  Buijs (2008) investigated what patterns of NPD processes can be found in practice. 

Because of the vast amount of models proposed (most models are variants on the traditional 
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stage-gate model), practitioners experience difficulties in choosing the right NPD process 

structure. Buijs started by identifying important NPD activities from literature. He eventually 

generated a list of 54 distinct activities. Subsequently, he conducted two studies to see what kind 

of patterns of activities might exist. The results showed that based on the familiarity and 

complexity of the product design projects, practitioners followed different NPD processes. 

Several other authors have argued that especially discontinuous innovations should be 

managed differently (Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995; McDermott & O’Conner, 2002; Salomo, 

Weise & Gemünde, 2007; Veryzer, 1998). They state that discontinuous innovations exhibit far 

more uncertainty and ambiguity. Hence, evaluation criteria and goals cannot be determined at the 

outset of the project, since it is unclear what development will lead to, what the possibilities will 

be, or what markets can be addressed. For instance, Veryzer (1998) found that especially in the 

upfront phase of the project, discontinuous innovation processes are less rigidly structured and 

managed more informally compared to continuous innovations. In addition, regarding 

differences found in the upfront phase of continuous versus discontinuous innovation processes, 

some authors have found planning to be beneficial (Salomo et al. 2007; Verworn, Herstatt & 

Nagahira, 2008), while research of others shows that planning can be detrimental in situations of 

high uncertainty and ambiguity (Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995). Concluding, consensus is lacking 

on how to structure the NPD process, in particular for more radical innovation projects. 

SMEs form a particularly interesting set of organizations regarding innovation in today’s 

industries. The abovementioned NPD structure models have been developed using research on 

large organizations and their R&D departments, but product development processes within 

SMEs might be different (Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). Still, most economies are largely 

composed of SMEs, making them an important source of potential innovative value (Hoffman et 

al., 1998). SMEs are different from large firms regarding for instance flexibility, availability of 

resources, and dominance of the owner/manager in NPD projects (Huang et al., 2002). Huang et 

al. (2002) conducted a study using 276 Australian SMEs to assess the completeness and quality 

of NPD processes in SMEs. They identified a list of NPD activities based on Cooper and 

Kleinschmidt (1986) and tested whether these were undertaken by SMEs. It appeared that the 

majority of SMEs undertook most activities suggested by Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1986), but 

differences were found in the proficiency of execution. Many SMEs felt they executed 

technology-related activities, such as product development and in-house testing, well, but 

marketing-related activities, such as preliminary market analysis and marketing tests were poorly 

executed. Furthermore, Huang et al. (2002) found that the quality of executing NPD activities is 

related to the SME’s resource and skill availability and the existence of a NPD strategy. Hence, 

although general NPD structure models might be applicable to SMEs to some extent, the specific 

characteristics of SMEs influence NPD projects. Therefore, how to structure the actual NPD 

processes within SMEs remains a matter of debate and many NPD projects in SMEs are poorly 

executed (Hoffman et al., 1998; Millward & Lewis, 2005; O’Regan & Ghobodian, 2005). 

Projects are often conducted ad hoc, suffer from insufficient planning, a resistance to change, 

and poor communication, and there are severe restrictions on skills (management, design, etc.), 

time, and financial resources (Bradford & Childe, 2002; Lindman, Scozzie & Otera-Neira, 2008; 

Millward & Lewis, 2005). Although SMEs do recognize the need for NPD, more immediate 

activities, such as attending to short-term customer or retailer demands, are often prioritized 

(Lindman et al., 2008; Woodcock, Mosey & Wood, 2000). 

Taken together, these sections show the importance of product design in NPD processes, 

especially for SMEs. Nevertheless, debate remains on how to structure NPD processes within 
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SMEs, especially involving external designers. Therefore, deeper insight in the processes taking 

place is essential. The next section presents some process models that might provide such 

insight.  

2.4 Process theories underlying product design 

Process research aims at constructing and explaining a timeline of events that are significant in a 

development or change process. Process studies are particularly suited for generating insight into 

mechanisms underlying innovation (Poole et al., 2000). Van de Ven et al. (1999) propose a 

general model that might be valuable for explaining innovation processes. They state, “The 

innovation journey is a nonlinear cycle of divergent and convergent activities that may repeat 

over time and at different organizational levels if resources are obtained to renew the cycle” 

(Van de Ven et al., 1999: 184). This model is especially interesting because it should be found on 

various organizational levels differing in both scale and time. Hence, it might also apply to the 

abovementioned process of product design during NPD in SMEs. 

The general model is displayed in figure 1. During the divergent phase, several directions 

of development are explored. The number of dimensions or complexity of the system increases. 

New ideas, strategies, and networks are created. This phase is triggered by the availability of new 

resources in a system. For instance, if new people with new ideas come on board a NPD team, it 

is likely that new ideas and lines of direction are developed. The convergent phase on the other 

hand is triggered by constraining factors, such as external rules imposed by the environment or 

internal discovery of a preferred course of action. These convergent phases reduce the 

complexity of a system and follow a dominant course of action. The process is about integrating 

the ideas generated in the divergent phase and the focus shifts from exploration to exploiting and 

testing given directions. Instead of following a linear process of idea generation (divergence) and 

subsequently the development of the most promising alternative (convergence), Van de Ven et 

al. (1999) state that the innovation journey consists of a repeating cycle of divergent and 

convergent phases. Other authors, such as Roozenburg and Eekels (1998), also describe the 

innovation process as a sequence of divergence and convergence in each stage. Nevertheless, 

although iterations in the innovation process are possible, according to Roozenburg and Eekels 

(1998) the sequence of activities is always maintained, indicating a cycling linear process as 

opposed to the chaotic progression in divergent phases as proposed by Van de Ven et al. (1999). 

The type of behaviour during the divergent and convergent phases is different (Van de 

Ven et al., 1999). During divergent phases, the system progresses in a multidimensional chaotic 

fashion. On the other hand, convergent behaviour is periodical. During convergent phases, the 

process is unidimensional and linear and follows a predictable path and pattern. On the other 

hand, during divergent phases, chaotic behaviour underlies the process in such a way that it 

moves in a nonlinear fashion, with a predictable pattern, but an unpredictable path. Hence, small 

differences in start conditions can lead to huge output differences, making the process far more 

uncertain and ambiguous. These different behaviours make different sets of practices effective in 

each phase. In line with Van de Ven et al. (1999), Cross (1994) suggests that people with 

different skills are needed in convergent and divergent phases of a product design project. 

Chaotic diverging processes exhibit learning by discovery, which is “an expanding and 

diverging process of discovering possible action alternatives, outcome preferences, and 

contextual settings” (Van de Ven et al., 1999: 203). Leadership in this situation should promote 

constructive criticism, encouraging the team to rethink current plans and explore alternative 

ones. Converging processes are guided by trial-and-error learning. In the foregoing divergent 
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phase, alternative courses of action, outcomes, and contexts have been identified and these can 

now be tested and evaluated. This convergent behaviour channels later divergent behaviour since 

it narrows focus on a specific course of action, but subsequently new questions will arise to be 

explored through divergent processes. Hence, in this continuous cycle of divergent and 

convergent phases, the project’s focus will become narrower over time due to the boundaries 

defined by convergent behaviour. 

  

  
Figure 1. Cycling the innovation journey (Van de Ven et al., 1999) 

 

Buijs (2003) investigated patterns of innovation processes in a study of 150 SMEs in the 

Netherlands, applying an innovation model based on (amongst others) the model of Roozenburg 

and Eekels (1998). In most cases, innovation processes followed the steps in the sequence, 
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although different patterns could be recognized. While most patterns where simple variants of 

the original model, two were distinct, showing no difference between divergent and convergent 

activities in the first two stages. It appeared that practitioners do not recognize separate steps in 

daily practice. Due to continuous iteration, the front-end of the process would be chaotic, without 

a fixed sequence. Furthermore, different members of the product development team can conduct 

many activities mapped sequentially in innovation process models in parallel. Buijs’ (2003) 

research shows that models exhibiting a divergence/convergence typology can provide useful 

insights in the innovation process, although in reality patterns of these processes might differ 

from evolving linearly or iteratively, to chaotically (Bradford & Childe, 2002). 

 A second model providing insight in the product design process is presented in figure 2. 

Dorst and Cross (2001) provided nine experienced industrial designers with an assignment to 

evaluate how design processes would unfold. They found that creative design is not a matter of 

first fixing a problem and subsequently searching for a satisfactory solution. Rather the problem 

formulation and ideas for a solution are constantly refined and co-evolve through continuous 

iteration. Dorst and Cross’ (2001) observations show that the design process first involves a 

period of exploration in which problem definition and solutions evolve. Subsequently, a so-

called problem-solution pair is fixed and developed further until new insights might lead to 

changes in the problem definition. This process might repeat itself several times. Hence, also this 

model depicts a cyclical pattern, this time not focussing on divergence versus convergence, but 

on problem definition or goal setting, and solution or idea development. 

 

 
Figure 2. The co-evolution model of problems and solutions in creative design (Dorst & Cross, 2001) 

 

A third alternative perspective shedding light on mechanisms underlying NPD has been 

brought forward by Sarasvathy (2001). She contrasts causal processes with effectual processes. 

Whereas most research seems to follow causal reasoning, she argues that effectual processes 

often underlie actual behaviour as well. Causation means that after defining a specific goal, 

means are sought to achieve that goal in the most proficient way, by analyzing, predicting, and 

planning how to adapt to the environment in which the product is to be introduced (e.g. the 

generic NPD process model as proposed by Ulrich and Eppinger (2004)). On the other hand, 

effectuation is based on the notion that in ambiguous situations this causal and mostly linear way 

of working cannot lead to the desired effects. Therefore, the effectual process (see figure 3) starts 

with a set of means (identity, knowledge, and social network) after which one explores which 

outcomes might be generated instead of pursuing predefined specific goals. 
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Effectual processes exhibit several characteristics that make them appropriate for 

application in a SME environment. First, effectuation focuses on short-term results (Sarasvathy, 

2001). Second, effectual processes are based on the premise of affordable loss. Hence, 

stakeholders in the process will evaluate alternatives according to the costs of committing to or 

exploring an alternative. Furthermore, effectuation involves resource thinking based on available 

expertise instead of a goal orientation (Read & Sarasvathy, 2005; Wiltbank et al., 2006). This fits 

the typical situation in many SMEs that have clear constraints on resources and prioritize short-

term actions (Lindman et al., 2008; Millward & Lewis, 2005). Wiltbank et al. (2006) propose a 

set of means, which provide the basis for decision making in effectual processes, namely 

identity, knowledge, and networks. Since the effectual process is driven by means, specific goals 

are not determined beforehand and several options will be generated and explored. In addition, 

since no specific goals are available, long-term planning activities are of less value. The focus 

will be on activities that are in control of the entrepreneur.  

 
Figure 3. The effectual process (Wiltbank, Dew, Read & Sarasvathy, 2006) 

 

The effectual process also operates according to a diverging (or expanding) and 

converging cycle (see figure 3). The reasoning behind these processes is quite similar. The 

effectual expanding cycle is caused by the availability of new means or resources, such as new 

stakeholders joining the project with new knowledge or financial means, which confounds with 

Van de Ven et al.’s (1999) proposition that availability of new resources triggers diverging 

behaviour. On the other hand, the converging cycle in the effectual process is caused by 

constraints on goals (Wiltbank et al., 2006). This is in line with the discovery of a preferred 

course of action within the organization as described by Van de Ven et al. (1999). Van de Ven et 

al. (1999) also mention the constraining effect of external rules and limitations as a trigger of 

convergent behaviour. Wiltbank et al. (2006) do not mention this trigger since they take the 

environment as endogenous to the organization. They state that because organizations are able to 

construct their own environment in which they wish to operate, they are in control of 

environmental limitations and therefore are not constrained by them. Hence, flexibility in what 

goals to strive for is inherent in the effectual process. This flexibility in goals is an aspect that is 

also included in Dorst and Cross’ (2001) co-evolution model. Concluding, the models proposed in 
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this section provide a framework used to investigate product design processes in SME – designer 

collaborations in detail. In the next chapter, based on this literature review, I will discuss the 

research questions that guided my master thesis. 

3. Research Questions 

 

The literature review shows the importance of product design for the business success of SMEs. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that design activities within SMEs are marginalized; priorities are given 

to other activities and necessary design skills are often lacking. Involving external designers in 

the SME’s NPD process might improve design activities, thereby enhancing the project’s 

success. However, relatively little is known about the involvement of external designers in the 

NPD process of SMEs. In particular, an understanding of underlying mechanisms seems lacking. 

Hence, I have taken a process perspective in this study, which is especially valuable to explore 

these mechanisms underlying innovation (Poole et al., 2000). Only when product design 

processes in SMEs involving external designers are understood, Syntens can provide proficient 

advice to entrepreneurs to facilitate increased innovation success. Thus, the following general 

research question is defined as the main topic of this study.  

 

How do product design processes in which SME representatives and external designers 

collaborate evolve over time? 

 

 To answer this question, I introduce several questions that are more detailed. The first 

question concerns an evaluation of the current practices of Syntens regarding facilitation of 

product design processes involving SMEs and external designers. In a workshop named Design 

Pressure Cooker, which will be discussed in detail later, Syntens brings together SME 

representatives and external designers to work on specific product design issues. Therefore, this 

study started with evaluating the current way of working with the DPC. These results provided 

the basis for a detailed case study of five participants regarding their product design processes. 

 

Q1: How effective are Syntens’ current practices regarding the facilitation of product design 

processes in the DPC? 

 

The subsequent questions focus on the entire product design processes, before, during, 

and after the DPC. Perks et al. (2005) found that design plays varying roles in NPD processes. 

These roles ranged from a functional involvement, in which designers work according to clear 

specifications on a limited part of the project, to an integrated approach, in which designers are 

involved in all stages of product development within a cross-functional development team, 

sometimes even leading the process. It is likely that these different roles coincide with different 

product design projects and with different patterns of activities (Buijs, 2008). For highly 

specified incremental projects, functional involvement of designers is likely to be sufficient, 

whereas for projects concerning innovations that are more open with respect to predefined goals 

and specifications, and which are new to the organization, an integral approach might be better 

suited (Perks et al., 2005). 

 

Q2: How does type of project affect the role of the external designer in collaborative product 

design processes? 
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Product design processes have been found to incorporate cycles of 

divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development (e.g. Dorst & Cross, 2001; Van de 

Ven et al., 1999). Nevertheless, the extent to which cycling occurs might vary from project to 

project. In addition, SME processes might differ from those in large organizations, for instance 

because SMEs are more short-term focused (Lindman et al., 2008). Furthermore, the 

involvement of external designers in the NPD process might change these cycling dynamics. 

Hence, a key issue in this study is how the interaction between divergence versus convergence 

and goal setting versus idea development occurs in NPD projects within SMEs involving 

external designers. The third research question addresses this topic. 

 

Q3: How do patterns of divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development evolve in 

collaborative product design processes? 

 

 In addition, the role of designers in the product design process can influence these 

patterns. Designers can contribute to a variety of activities, encompassing more than functional 

design (Utterback et al., 2006). Hence, their influence on the NPD process might be substantial, 

but this might depend on the extent of their involvement in the entire NPD project. On the other 

hand, SME representatives can affect NPD processes, for instance, by prioritizing short-term 

actions and focusing on more certain outcomes (Bradford & Childe, 2002; Lindman et al., 2008; 

McAdam & Keogh, 2004; Millward & Lewis, 2005). Therefore, the fourth research question 

focuses on how SME representatives and external designers contribute to the product design 

process. 

 

Q4: How do external designers and SME representatives influence collaborative product design 

processes? 

 

 Finally, another perspective that might provide additional insight in collaborative product 

design processes is effectuation theory. As explained in section 2.4, effectuation theory is likely 

to be applicable to SME processes, especially because of its short-term focus and resource-based 

thinking (Sarasvathy, 2001). Product design processes might therefore exhibit effectual 

characteristics such as frequent goal changes, a focus on controllable activities, short-term 

planning, and decision-making based on identity, availability of knowledge, and access to 

potential partners. In addition, if product design processes evolve effectually, they would be 

affected by resource availability and new stakeholder involvement. Hence, the final question 

focuses on effectual characteristics in the product design projects. 

 

Q5: To what extent do product design processes within SMEs involving external designers 

exhibit effectual characteristics? 
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4. Methodology 

 

This study took a design science approach to answer these research questions. Design science is 

based on the notion that in order to be practically relevant in the field of management, a multi-

disciplinary solution-oriented approach should be taken in which scientific knowledge is applied 

to address specific practitioner problems (Romme, 2003; Van Aken, 2005). Design knowledge 

can be used for constructing and implementing new ideas or designs within the organization, as 

well as for improving current organization practices (Van Aken, 2004). A design science 

approach is valuable since it focuses on the development of knowledge that can be applied by 

professionals in the field to design solutions to their field problems (Van Aken, 2005). The 

approach builds on organizational theory to uncover the nature of managerial processes. 

Comparative case studies are especially suited for this purpose (Van Aken, 2004). The 

practitioner perspective that this study addressed, was that of the Syntens advisor. In the next 

section, an introduction to Syntens is provided and subsequently I will present the research 

methods employed in this study. 

4.1 Syntens 

Syntens is an organization network for entrepreneurs. Its mission is to stimulate SMEs to 

innovate, thereby enhancing the innovative force of the Netherlands and supporting sustainable 

growth. Syntens focuses on SMEs with five or more employees in the sectors construction, 

creative industry, food and agriculture, logistics and wholesale, and industry and human health, 

making its potential customer base 240,000 organizations. 

 Syntens is an independent foundation, founded on January 1
st
, 1998, and has around 400 

employees, divided over eleven locations. These locations are situated in three regions that 

coincide with the business units the organization is split up in, namely Northeast, West, and 

South. This master thesis project took place at Business Unit South, at the Eindhoven location. 

The main contractor of the organization is the department of Economic Affairs providing €32 

million of the total €42 million budget. Syntens tries to stimulate SMEs to innovate sooner, 

better, and faster by combining its own and its partners’ knowledge, skills, and networks. Five 

basic functions are conducted, namely advising SMEs one-on-one (both short- and long-term), 

transferring knowledge to SMEs (through workshops etc.), redirecting SMEs to other 

organizations (e.g. linking organizations with knowledge institutes), building clusters of SMEs 

(to stimulate cooperation in innovation processes), and finally Syntens has an antenna function 

(maintaining sector innovation plans). To be able to advise as many organizations as possible, 

Syntens focuses on interventions taking limited time, up to a maximum of sixteen hours per 

organization per year. 

 As mentioned above, Syntens operates in the creative industry. To enhance cooperation 

between industrial organizations and the creative industry, in 2007 the project “Design Durven 

Doen
1
” started. Several activities were developed in cooperation with partners such as the 

Province of Brabant, Design Connection Brainport Eindhoven and the Dutch Design Week. One 

of these activities is the Design Pressure Cooker (DPC), which stimulates cooperation between 

entrepreneurs and external designers in the product design process. A DPC operates as follows.  

                                                 
1
 In English : “Design Dare Do”. 
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Syntens contacts around ten SMEs, often with little or no experience with (external) 

product design. These enterprises do have a need for product design in their innovation process, 

and are willing to participate in the project; most even have a specific assignment. The 

participating SMEs are coupled to design agencies, based on expertise of the designers and the 

specific demands of the entrepreneur. Since this is a project executed from the Eindhoven 

location, at least one of both parties (SME or designer) should have its business located in 

Noord-Brabant. During a first orientation meeting, which takes place before the DPC, the 

designer and entrepreneur, with the assistance of a Syntens advisor, define a concrete design 

issue for the particular SME. Subsequently, during one day, these teams of SME 

representative(s) and designer(s) have to cooperate under pressure to come up with a design 

solution, which is presented (conceptually) at the end of the day to an audience consisting of a 

jury and the other teams.  

 Several DPCs have taken place and the results are promising. A diverse set of SMEs 

participates in the programs, ranging from organizations operating within the food industry to the 

sports industry and concerning topics of designing new packages for existing products to 

designing and positioning entirely new product lines. Although SMEs and designers barely know 

each other and have little time to prepare for the development process during the DPC (most 

have only one orientation meeting one or two weeks before the DPC takes place), the results 

seem quite promising. Many organizations are satisfied with the results achieved during such a 

day and in many cases, cooperation between the SME and the design agency is extended for a 

longer period. While generally the use of design in the NPD process is seen as an expensive and 

painstaking issue, the DPCs prove otherwise, being highly effective and achieving results on a 

short-term basis (Moultrie et al., 2007).  

Syntens’ importance lies in the fact that they intervene in the product design process of 

SMEs and match them, using their extensive network, with a suitable external design agency. 

Furthermore, they facilitate a workshop setting providing SMEs an environment in which they 

can focus on the innovation at hand without being distracted by daily operations (it is a 

prerequisite that at least one member of the organization is present during the entire day). 

Furthermore, in the “Design Durven Doen” project’s follow-up for the years 2009 to 2013, 

named “Creatief Ondernemen
2
”, the DPCs will play a more dominant role because of their 

success. However, within Syntens it is also recognized that to enhance effectiveness of the 

DPCs, the post-workshop activities should be facilitated more proficiently. Hence, besides an 

evaluation of current practices regarding the DPC, a study of the entire product design processes 

taking place within several SMEs is necessary. Different cases will probably require different 

approaches. Therefore, based on the evaluation conducted, I selected five cases to be studied 

more in depth. Detailed case descriptions are provided in section 5.2. In the subsequent section, I 

discuss the methodology applied to evaluate current DPC practices, after which the following 

sections are devoted to a detailed discussion of the research methodology applied to the in depth 

case studies. 

4.2 Evaluation methodology 

The evaluation sample consisted of all the DPCs Syntens organized in Noord-Brabant, namely 

the first DPC in 2005, the DPC Pimp Your Product (2007), the Graphic DPC (2008), the DPC 

Food (2008), and the DPC Sport (2008). Whereas the first two DPCs did not have any 

constraints regarding the topic of the product design project conducted, the final three did have a 

                                                 
2
 In English: “Creative Entrepreneurship”. 
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general topic. For the evaluation, all participating SMEs were approached. The focus was on 

SMEs since they would be the most knowledgeable regarding results of the projects and potential 

post-DPC developments. Furthermore, the SMEs proved to be the bottleneck with respect to case 

selection for the comparative case study. Table 1 provides an overview of participants in these 

DPCs and the response rate for the evaluation conducted. The high response rate ensured a good 

representation of the results of the DPC. 

 

DPC 

Number of participants DPC Number of participants 

evaluation 

Response rate (%) 

DPC 2005 20 15 75 

PYP (DPC 2007) 10 10 100 

Graphic DPC (2008) 6 6 100 

DPC Food (2008) 10 9 90 

DPC Sport (2008) 10 9 90 

Total 56 49 88 

Table 1. Sample DPC evaluation 

 

 The evaluation was conducted using a ten-minute interview by phone focusing on a 

predefined set of questions (see appendix A). The interviews took place in November 2008, 

which ensured that a substantial number of participants had the opportunity to execute post-DPC 

activities regarding their projects. Hence, the effect of participation in the DPC could be 

analyzed to some extent. 

 The results of the interviews were analyzed using general descriptive statistics and 

frequency tables. In addition, an analysis was made of differences regarding characteristics and 

needs between SMEs that were first-timers regarding cooperation with external designers and 

SMEs that had previous experience with such collaborations. Finally, the effectiveness of the 

first DPC that took place in 2005 was analyzed, because most projects started during this DPC 

were finished, while for the other DPCs a substantial number of projects were still in progress. 

Since differences between two independent samples on non-metric data were tested, statistical 

tests were conducted using the non-parametric Mann-Withney test in SPSS 17.0. 

4.3 Process research methodology 

Based on the evaluation, five cases were selected for an in depth comparative case study. The 

methodology to study these cases is described in this section. Van de Ven (2007) differentiates 

between two types of research, namely process research and variance research. This study falls 

into the first category, which means that a process is seen as “a sequence of events or activities 

that describe how things change over time” (Van de Ven, 2007: 197). The unit of analysis is the 

product design project conducted in each of the cases. Poole et al. (2000) served as a guideline to 

set up the actual research design. 

4.3.1 Research design  

The first steps taken in this approach related to tailoring the study to the research questions. For 

conducting a process study, the goal is to identify a sequence of significant events that were 

essential in the change process over time (Poole et al., 2000). I took a retroductive approach to 

event identification, employing a theoretical framework supplemented with relevant practical 

observations to identify events. Three theoretical frameworks have been introduced already, 

namely Van de Ven et al.’s (1999) divergence/convergence model, Dorst and Cross’ (2001) co-
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evolution model, and the effectual model of Sarasvathy (2001). These models provided focus in 

identifying relevant events.  

   Another issue concerns the observations taken in order to identify events. Longitudinal 

data were collected based on historical observations. Real-time observations are usually 

preferred over historical observations because they exhibit no retrospective biases (Poole et al., 

2000). Nevertheless, observing innovation projects in real-time is a time-consuming endeavour 

that did not fit the timeframe in which my master thesis had to take place. Therefore, I collected 

historical data using available documentation and interviews with key players in the innovation 

projects. Hindsight biases and memory loss regarding relevant data have been taken into account, 

as described in paragraph 4.3.4. On the other hand, collecting historical data has the advantage of 

knowing the bigger picture, which makes it easier to filter out relevant events that at their time of 

occurrence did not seem that important, but later on turned out to be quite significant (Poole et 

al., 2000). 

 The sample used to investigate the research questions consists of five product design 

projects selected from DPC participants. Cases differ in the level of designer involvement to 

enable analyses of the effect of the designer’s involvement on the process. Sample diversity is 

high, since product design projects come from a wide array of industries, are conducted at 

different times, in different SMEs, and have varying degrees of innovativeness. This 

heterogeneous sample of product design projects is well suited for gaining insight in the product 

design processes involving external designers that take place in SMEs. Another benefit of a 

heterogeneous sample is that it facilitates generalization of research results to a wider set of 

SMEs (Poole et al., 2000). Furthermore, several common biases in SME research are overcome 

with this sample. Hoffman et al. (1998) found that SME research regarding innovation focuses 

on a small set of industries (mainly high-tech and IT), includes almost exclusively micro 

companies with less than ten employees, and that in many studies service and industrial 

companies are mixed. These biases are overcome in this study by taking cases from industries 

such as automotive, office equipment, and medical equipment, using SMEs with sizes ranging 

from ten to around hundred employees, and focusing on product design, automatically excluding 

service companies. Besides the abovementioned selection criteria, cases were selected based on 

the willingness of the SMEs and designers to cooperate, and whether a significant post-DPC 

trajectory had taken place.  

4.3.2 Data collection procedures 

Data were collected using semi-structured interviews. After case selection, an interview was 

scheduled with the project leader from the SME and the designer(s). In some cases, additional 

interviews were scheduled with other involved project team members. For each case, a minimum 

of two people were interviewed (the project leader from the SME and the external designer). For 

the Formit – Garmt Development case, additional interviews were conducted with a product 

engineer of Formit, an independent designer (Thijs van Leeuwen) who was involved in the 

project during the DPC, and the commercial director of Medi-Math from the Netherlands, which 

was the project’s client. For the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case, both designers 

involved in the project (Steven Kessels and James Granger) were interviewed. For the GPG 

Stirrups – GBO case, an additional interview was conducted with a product engineer of GPG 

Stirrups and two interviews were held with the project leader. In total, fifteen interviews were 

held, varying in duration from half an hour to two and a half hours. All interviews were recorded 

and fully transcribed in order to facilitate further analysis. To triangulate interview data, all 
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participants were asked to provide relevant documentation about the project, such as project 

proposals, (drafts of) offers, project related e-mails, and drawings or photos of the specific 

products. 

Data were gathered on a relevant set of incidents. For each incident the date of 

occurrence, what was done (action), which actors were involved and who dominated the action, 

the effect of the action (optional), the criteria for change (optional), and based on what 

information this incident was identified, were recorded (see table 2). There are four categories of 

dominant actors, namely the SME (name), the designer (name), an external party such as Syntens 

(name), or unknown. A combination of dominant actors is possible, for example, when 

entrepreneur and designer both contribute equally to an idea that came up during a brainstorm 

session. 

Based on these interviews and documentation, a detailed process reconstruction was 

made in the form of an event sequence file for each case (see table 2), which was subsequently 

communicated in Dutch to all interviewees for validation. Participants were asked to correct the 

data or supplement it with additional information where necessary. This feedback was 

communicated by phone or e-mail. Eventually, for each case a process reconstruction was built 

from these data, which had varying lengths (Ergonomique – GBO: 49 events; Formit – Garmt 

Development: 50 events; Arte – Dave Keune: 108 events; Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger: 

69 events; GPG Stirrups – GBO: 73 events).  

4.3.3 Coding 

Several event categories were defined, which served as the basis for the interview topics. 

Subsequently, codes were assigned to the events in the event sequence file to facilitate data 

analyses (see table 2). The main event categories were based on Poole et al. (2000) and were 

used in Van de Ven and Garud’s longitudinal study of the cochlear implant innovation project. A 

flexible coding procedure was employed; some of the definitions were changed or elaborated 

during the process of data collection and coding, to adapt them to the purposes of this study 

(Poole et al., 2000). An example of such a change is the definition of people events. Initially, 

people events were defined as changes in the people involved, but later their relation to each 

other or the product design project was included to take into account contract changes, formal 

continuation of cooperation, etc. Eventually, nine event categories were identified (codes are 

between brackets). 

- Activity events (A): factual activities that have taken place during the product design 

project, such as administrative meetings, budget meetings, evaluation meetings, strategy 

meetings, milestones, communication of progress, doing market research, doing 

technological research, executing risk assessments, scheduling, conducting field trials, 

etc. 

- Core idea events (ICE, ICC, ICM, ICCU): changes to the ideas and concepts of the 

product design project. These changes relate to the core idea (the actual product that is 

(re)designed). Idea events can be classified according to expansion (or introduction) of an 

idea, contraction of an existing idea, modification of an existing idea, and continuation 

(or repetition) of an existing idea. In addition, available information based on which ideas 

are changed was recorded. Furthermore, ideas that are discussed but later discarded and 

not implemented also fall into this category. 
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Event 

Date of 

occurrence Event description 

Actors 

involved 

Dominant 

actor Effect 

Criteria for 

change 

Course 

of 

action
3
 

Code
4
 

Source of 

information 

35 19-11-2007 

Steven and James draft an 

offer for Ton Peters for 

creating a styling of 

corporate identity. Specifics 

about goals are described in 

the document "offerte 

bedrijfsidentiteit.pdf". Costs 

are given, a proposal about 

in which phases the project 

will be conducted is given. 

Steven 

Kessels, 

James 

Granger 

Designers 

(Steven 

and 

James)   Exp 

GE, 

PI, A 

KesselsGranger 

documentation: 

"offerte_bedrijfs

identiteit.pdf" 

36 

End of 

November 

It appears that Ton has to 

wait longer for answers 

from Carrier and Thermo 

King, so the project is 

delayed. 

Ton 

Peters, 

Carrier, 

Thermo 

King 

External 

(Carrier, 

Thermo 

King) 

Planning schedule 

is not correct 

anymore, technical 

development is 

delayed 

Carrier and 

Thermo King 

follow formal 

procedures Mod 

GM, 

C 

Interview Ton 

Peters, line 

261/264 

37 

End of 

November 

Two brainstorm sessions 

about logo and product's 

name. The name Atlantis is 

discarded. They talk about 

development of the product. 

Technical aspects are dealt 

with by Ton Peters. 

Ton 

Peters, 

Steven 

Kessels, 

James 

Granger 

SME 

(Ton), 

designers 

(Steven 

and 

James) 

Together they think 

about a new name 

for the product 

Although it 

fitted the 

product, 

Atlantis was 

not unique and 

not easy to 

find on the 

internet CU 

A, 

ICC 

Interview 

KesselsGranger, 

line 693/698, 

719/720; 

Interview Ton 

Peters, line 

303/311 

38 

End of 

November, 

same days 

During brainstorm about the 

logo, James and Steven 

propose to, in addition to the 

logo, have their own 

company name on the 

cover. 

Ton 

Peters, 

Steven 

Kessels, 

James 

Granger 

Designers 

(Steven 

and 

James)  

Steven and 

James would 

like branding 

for their studio 

on a successful 

product  ICE 

Interview Ton 

Peters, line 

428/429 

Table 2. Example of a (partial) event sequence file taken from the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case 

                                                 
3
 Exp = expansion; Mod = modification; CU = continuation. 

4
 A = activity event; ICE = core idea expansion; ICC = core idea contraction; C = context event; PI = process intervention event; GE = goal expansion; GM = 

goal modification. 
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- Related idea events (IRE, IRC, IRM, IRCU): changes to related ideas or concepts (e.g. 

organizational aspects, support processes) regarding the product design project. The 

further classification of these events is similar to the previous category (expansion, 

contraction, modification, continuation). Again, available information based on which 

ideas are changed and discarded ideas were also recorded.  

- People events (P): changes in the people involved with the product design project or in 

the way they are related to each other or to the project (for instance contract changes). 

This can be a change in the product design team, such as the designers involved, but can 

also relate to other key people in the environment of the project that might affect the 

project, such as a change of company owner, which might affect general innovation 

policy. 

- Resource commitment events (RC): changes in formally or informally (to be) assigned 

resources to the product. Both internal and external resource commitments are included, 

such as budget made available by the external design agency involved in the project 

without charging the entrepreneur for these costs. These resources are not only financial, 

but can also relate to matters such as contacts, knowledge, or production capacity made 

available to the project. 

- Context events (C): changes in context that are beyond control of the participants, but 

may affect the innovation process. Both the organizational and the external context are 

taken into account. For example, policy changes in a holding that the SME is part of or 

the current economic crisis are context events. 

- Process intervention events (PI): deliberate interventions of the stakeholders involved in 

the product design project, such as a designer proposing to start with a brainstorm, 

followed by detailed development of ideas. These do not include making a formal 

planning or simple requests for information. They often indicate process changes (not 

always, for instance a designer repeating the brainstorm rule of "no critique allowed" is a 

continuation, but still a process intervention). Typically, process interventions involve 

remarks about what will (not) be done and who will conduct activities. For instance, the 

SME’s project leader states that he is specifically not looking for CAD/CAM drawings, 

but rather prefers a tangible model.  

- Outcome events (OP, ON, OM): “when a change occurs in the values … used to judge 

the progress or outcomes of the innovation” (Poole et al., 2000: 108). Outcome changes 

can be both tangible and intangible and can be positive, negative or mixed. An example 

of an outcome event is feedback after conducting tests with a prototype. 

- Goal events (GE, GC, GM, GCU): changes in goals or evaluation criteria, project 

schedules, and planning. Planning goals are not only related to final deadlines, but also to 

in-between milestones and updates or detailing. If possible, it is recorded based on what 

criteria decisions regarding goal changes are made. Goal events can be classified 

according to expansion (or introduction) of goals, modification of existing goals, 

contraction of existing goals, and continuation (or repetition) of existing goals. For 

instance, a goal expansion could be that additional evaluation criteria are defined for a 

goal when more detailed information about the product is available. 

In addition to the specifics of each event type, the course of action of each event was recorded. 

The course of action can be recorded as an expansion (addition, elaboration, reinforcement), a 

contraction (subtraction, reduction, de-emphasis), a modification (revision, shift, correction), or a 

continuation (repetition, ongoing progression). Idea and goal events are already coded according 
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to this classification. Therefore, events that only fall into these categories do not receive the 

additional course of action code. The course of action is coded relative to the previous activities 

conducted during the project. Hence, doing test activities exactly as planned is a continuation 

activity, while conducting additional or unplanned tests is an expansion activity. A modification 

occurs when previous ideas are adapted and replaced while contraction occurs when ideas are 

discarded. An incident can be an indicator of several event types such that events falling into 

different categories can occur simultaneously, but within categories, those events are exclusive. 

For instance, based on the ideas two independent designers have regarding the SME’s project 

(introduction of a core idea), one of them is selected (people event). Since after the interviews an 

elaborate understanding of the project’s context was present with the researcher, it was possible 

to classify incidents on a case-by-case basis, which is the common approach when using 

historical observations (Poole et al., 2000). 

4.3.4 Validity and reliability 

Since this study is based on retrospective data, several potential biases should be dealt with. 

These biases can occur because of cognitive limitations, lack of crucial information, framing of 

research questions, and informants’ tendency towards giving socially desirable answers (Huber 

& Power, 1985; Miller, Cardinal & Glick, 1997; Schwenk, 1985). This generally leads to an 

oversimplification and rationalization of processes that have taken place and a reduction or 

removal of events that are inconsistent with later results (Schwenk, 1985). Several measures 

have been taken to improve data reliability and validity. First, the most knowledgeable 

informants (project leaders and designers, in some cases supplemented with other stakeholders) 

regarding the product design projects have been interviewed. These key informants have 

different perspectives, especially the external designers that were involved (Huber & Power, 

1985; Miller et al., 1997; Schwenk, 1985). This way, a lack of knowledge or potential biases that 

might exist, for example due to emotional involvement, are likely to offset those of the other 

informants. Second, data triangulation is used by combining interview data and documentation to 

reconstruct the product design projects to enhance understanding of the processes (Schwenk, 

1985). Third, the interviews will focus on specific events and facts to enhance accuracy of the 

participants’ memory (Huber & Power, 1985; Miller et al., 1997). Fourth, the interviews will be 

semi-structured and a free report approach is used, leaving room for participants to not respond 

to questions on which they do not recall the answers (Miller et al., 1997). Finally, participants are 

motivated to provide accurate information by guaranteeing confidentiality where necessary 

(Huber & Power, 1985; Miller et al., 1997). 

After data had been collected and analyzed, several other measures improved reliability 

and validity. Validity of the analyses was improved by verifying the sequence of events of a 

specific product design project with the interviewees. Furthermore, with respect to construct 

validity it was assessed to what extent relationships found in the data concurred with proposals 

from literature. Construct definitions have been discussed with two other researchers. 

Finally, reliability of the coding scheme was established iteratively. Initially, a second 

researcher and I coded one case, namely the Peters Koelwagens case. Differences in codes were 

discussed and the coding scheme was adapted where necessary. Differences could exist for two 

reasons. First, there could be different understandings of the coding scheme and decision rules to 

code certain events. These differences were resolved by revising the coding scheme to improve 

clarity and comprehensiveness after which the coding process was repeated. Second, 

disagreement could exist about the interpretation of an event. Since this does not reflect the 
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actual reliability of the coding scheme, these differences were resolved through discussion as 

much as possible (Poole et al., 2000). 

After adaptation of the initial decision rules, the coding scheme was applied to the other 

four cases. I coded all events and two other researchers each coded two cases. Hence, a pair of 

coders coded all cases. Interrater reliabilities were calculated using Cohen’s Kappa, which takes 

into account chance agreement (Poole et al., 2005). A mathematical explanation of Cohen’s 

Kappa is provided in appendix B. Reliability scores are provided in table 3. 

 
Case Cohen’s Kappa (κ) 

Arte – Dave Keune .498 

Ergonomique – GBO Design - Engineering .552 

Formit – Garmt Development .712 

GPG Stirrups – GBO Design - Engineering .614 

Table 3. Interrater reliability scores for the cases 

 

Using the interpretation discussed by Landis and Koch (1997), these scores indicate 

moderate (.40 - .60) to substantial agreement (.60 - .80). The first pair of coders coded the Arte – 

Dave Keune case and then the Formit – Garmt Development case. The second pair of coders first 

coded the Ergonomique – GBO and then the GPG Stirrups – GBO case. Hence, interrater 

reliability increased as coders became more familiar with the coding scheme. After determining 

reliability based on independent coding, codes were discussed and 100% agreement on event 

interpretation was reached for all cases. Hence, data were sufficient reliable to continue to data 

analyses. 

4.3.5 Data analyses 

Now sufficient interrater reliability was established, data analyses could be conducted on 

research questions two to six (methodology issues concerning the first question were already 

discussed in section 4.2). This section describes the analyses for each research question and the 

relevant event categories used in these analyses. 

 The second research question regards the role of the designer in the product design 

process and the effect of type of project on this role. For type of project, an assessment was made 

of whether the project was open or closed regarding problem formulation, goals, and product 

specifications. Goal events were used to establish the extent to which goals and specifications 

were fixed at the outset of the product design project. I used Perks et al.’s (2005) typology, 

namely design as a functional specialism, design integrated in a multifunctional team, and design 

as NPD process leader, to assess the role of designers in the cases. The more integrated the role 

of the designer, the more activities he will conduct besides traditional functions regarding styling 

and concept design. Furthermore, when designers are involved with leading the project, they will 

exhibit significant decision-making power. Moultrie et al. (2007) reported numerous activities 

relating to design, which they used as basis for their design audit tool. Based on their tool, I 

selected activities on which the involvement of the designer was judged as none, minor, or 

extensive. Decisive power was added as criterion to be able to assess the role of the designer as 

project leader. Moultrie et al.’s (2007) list and the eventual list of activities used in this study can 

be found in appendix C. Based on activity events an assessment was made of the involvement of 

the designer in each activity and these results were related to type of project.  

The third question, regarding patterns of divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea 

development, was answered using goal and core idea events. Looking at the course of action 
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included in the goal and idea events, divergence and convergence could be established. During 

divergent phases, events will generally involve expansion, while during convergent phases, 

activities exhibit a pattern of trial-and-error learning leading to contraction or modification of 

concepts (Van de Ven et al., 1999). To identify cycling patterns, first a flexible phase mapping 

procedure was applied (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999; Poole et al., 2000). Phase maps were 

generated for both patterns. In order to identify phases, parsing rules were established, which are 

given in appendix D. Appropriate rules were found using an iterative and flexible procedure as 

advocated by Poole et al. (2000). The phase rules allowed for phase cycling, overlap, and “null” 

or disorganized periods (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999). 

Besides phase maps, gamma maps were generated using gamma analyses to identify 

patterns of divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development. “Gamma 

analysis…describes the general order of phases in a sequence and provides a measure of the 

distinctness or overlap of phase types” (Poole et al., 2000: 250). Gamma analysis is especially 

appropriate for use with simple unitary development models and can be applied to sequences 

with different phase lengths. Using gamma analysis based on the Goodman-Kruskal gamma 

(Pelz, 1985), a precedence score was calculated which indicated the order of phases and a 

separation score was calculated indicating whether phases are distinct (see appendix E). 

Precedence scores can range from -1 to 1 and indicate the proportion in which event A precedes 

B when positive, or B precedes A when negative. Thus, phases were ordered sequentially using 

precedence scores from 1 to -1 (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999; Poole et al., 2000). Separation 

scores can range from 0 to 1 and indicate the distinctness between phases. As a rule of thumb, 

phases with separation scores below .25 show overlap, phases with separation scores between .25 

and .50 exhibit some overlap, but can be distinguished, separation scores above .50 indicate clear 

separation (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999; Poole et al., 2000). Gamma maps were created based on 

these scores, which allowed for visual examination of sequences (Poole et al., 2000).  

Since gamma analysis is suited for investigating unitary sequences, some data 

modifications were necessary. First, similar to the phase maps, only goal and core idea events 

were taken into account. However, some events had multiple codes, falling in the core idea and 

the goal categories. This also implied that one event could have two courses of action (one for 

the idea change and one for the goal change). Therefore, when an event was coded in both 

categories, an artificial event was created to separate the two codes. The order of the two codes 

was established based on available information (for instance a project proposal which starts with 

general goals and subsequently describes several preliminary concepts), and when no 

information was available, the assumption was made that the goal change occurred before the 

idea change. Second, cycling was expected to occur, which would lead to gamma maps having 

quite low separation scores and showing no clear sequence order. Therefore, gamma analyses 

were not only conducted on the entire sequences, but also on partial sequences to test whether 

higher gamma scores could be obtained on these parts, which would be a good indication of 

cycling. A flexible procedure was used to find an appropriate split of sequences based on 

temporal bracketing, a strategy which fits well with nonlinear data analysis. This means that 

discontinuities in the process, for instance a change in people involved in the product design 

project, indicated new cycles (Langley, 1999). This way, all cases were split in two or three parts 

for additional gamma analyses. All gamma analyses were conducted using WinPhaser. 

The fourth question relates to the influence of the external designer and the SME 

representatives on the sequence patterns. Data from the previous two questions regarding the role 

of the designer, phase maps, and gamma maps, were combined and complemented with some 
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additional analyses. Data on goal, idea, context, and process intervention events were used in 

these analyses. First, I used optimal matching to compare the different sequences patterns. 

Optimal matching is a tool appropriate for testing multiple sequence models that exhibit 

recurrent events (Abott, 1990; Poole et al., 2000). In optimal matching, several sequences are 

compared by calculating a relative distance index, the Levenshtein distance, which is the 

smallest possible cost of operations of insertion, substitution, and deletion of sequence units 

required to align two sequences (Poole et al., 2000; Sankoff & Kruskal, 1983). Insertions, 

deletions (indels), and substitutions can be given different weights, such that the accumulated 

cost of insertion and deletion is equal to or higher than the cost of substitution. Sankoff and 

Kruskal (1983) describe the algorithm used to calculate the Levenshtein distance. Before an 

optimal matching analysis could be conducted, the cost of each operation had to be determined. 

Subsequently, sequences could be matched with each other and with several models (Poole et al., 

2000). Hence, it was possible to compare each case not only with the other cases, but also with a 

unitary sequence model and a cyclical model. Sequences were normalized to a length of 100 

events to take into account the substantial length differences between the various cases. 

Appendix F describes details of the optimal matching procedure regarding operation costs and 

modelling. Again, the analyses were executed with WinPhaser. 

The two optimal matching analyses resulted in dissimilarity matrices, displaying the 

Levenshtein index for each pair of sequences. These matrices were subjected to hierarchical 

cluster analyses to determine whether groups of sequences could be distinguished. Since cases 

are highly diverse, an average linking method (between groups) was employed using SPSS 17.0, 

because this method is least affected by outliers (Hair et al., 2006). Clusters were identified by 

inspection of dendrogram plots of the rate of change in cluster homogeneity. Several cluster 

solutions were examined and evaluated based on theoretical meaningfulness to increase validity 

(Hair et al., 2006; Lattin et al., 2003). 

In addition to the optimal matching and cluster analyses, the influence of the designer and 

the SME representatives was analyzed by looking at the dominant actor in each goal or idea 

event. As described earlier, for each event, the actor initiating or being most prominent in the 

event was recorded. Hence, it was possible to determine whether differences existed between 

contributions to divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development. Subsequently, 

differences in relative contributions were tested using non-parametric Mann-Withney tests in 

SPSS 17.0. Furthermore, a qualitative analysis of process interventions showed how deliberate 

interventions affect product design processes. Finally, to assess other influences on project 

development aside from the designer’s and SME’s influence, a qualitative analysis of the effect 

of context events was conducted. 

The fifth question relates to effectual characteristics in the product design processes. 

Effectual processes are resource-driven as opposed to goal-driven (Wiltbank et al., 2006). Hence, 

in effectual processes the event order would be resource events – goal events – idea events. 

Resources can consist of new stakeholders, financial resources, knowledge, time, etc. Hence, the 

analyses were conducted using goal events, core idea events, and resource events (consisting of 

both people and resource commitment events). Again, data transformation was needed to make 

event sequences suited for gamma analysis in WinPhaser. Where the events showed overlap, 

artificial events were created using the same procedure as described earlier. Hence, resource 

events were separated based on available information and insights in the specific cases 

(sufficient information was available in all instances). Gamma analyses as described earlier were 

conducted on the complete and on split sequences (Langley, 1999; Poole et al., 2000). 
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Sarasvathy (2001) mentions that processes are likely to exhibit a combination of causal and 

effectual characteristics. The analyses on split files provided an opportunity to find out whether 

effectual or causal processes dominate certain phases. In addition to the gamma analyses, a 

qualitative inspection of people and resource commitment events led to insights in the effect of 

resource commitment events and involvement of new stakeholders on the product design 

processes. Finally, a qualitative inspection of the cases was conducted to determine whether 

cases exhibited other effectual or causal characteristics (decision-making based on affordable 

loss, available means, etc.). 

5. Results 

 

This chapter presents the results of the abovementioned analyses. The first section relates to 

results of the evaluation of current practices around the DPC. Subsequently, section 5.2 contains 

detailed case descriptions of the five cases studied in depth. Next, results with respect to the role 

of the designer and type of project are presented. Then, divergence/convergence and goal 

setting/idea development patterns underlying the cases are discussed and compared. In addition, 

the influence of SME representatives and designers on these processes is established. Finally, 

section 5.5 contains an analysis of effectual characteristics in the product design processes. 

5.1 Results DPC evaluation 

The evaluation of current DPC activities of Syntens focused on two themes: an evaluation of 

practices regarding the DPC itself and an evaluation of post-DPC results. Results show that 

Syntens’ DPC stimulates SME – designer cooperation. In addition, statistical tests were 

conducted to establish differences between two groups of participants, namely SMEs without 

previous experience with (external) design (first timers) and SMEs that did have previous design 

experience (experienced users). Table 4 summarizes the descriptive results. 

 
Results 

Topic 
Yes No 

1. First timer? 31 17 

2. Project conducted without DPC participation? 30 19 

3. Project conducted with external designer without DPC participation? 18 27 

4. Was cooperation continued after DPC participation? 31 11 

5. Did Syntens provide post-DPC support? 16 33 

6. Did you have a positive valuation of design after DPC participation? 43 6 

7. Are you satisfied with the organization of the DPC? 41 6 

8. Are you satisfied with collaboration with the designer? 45 4 

Table 4. Descriptive results of the DPC evaluation
5
 

 

In total, 31 first timers and 17 experienced users participated in the five DPCs that were 

investigated. The majority of participants (30) stated that the project would have been conducted 

without DPC participation, although for 17 projects the project now was conducted earlier or 

faster. On the contrary, only 18 entrepreneurs would have conducted the project using an 

external designer when they would not have participated in the DPC, which indicates that the 

DPC stimulates cooperation with external designers. In addition, only six participants still 

                                                 
5
 Missing values are ommitted. Furthermore, on question 3, three respondents answered maybe. On question 4, 

seven participants responded they intended to continue cooperation, but no specific steps were taken yet.  
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express doubts about the value of design after participation in the DPC. The other participants 

either already valued designed positively (17 participants), or mentioned a positive change (26 

participants). Finally, regarding the DPC itself, almost all participants are satisfied with the 

cooperation with the designer (45 participants) and the organization of the day itself (41 

participants). Important points of attention to enhance the DPC’s success are a good match of 

expectancies between designers and SME representatives, the fact that SMEs can focus on a 

product design project for an entire day without distractions, and the demand of concrete results. 

It is interesting to note that in 31 cases, designers and SMEs continued cooperation for at 

least some time after the DPC. However, looking at the results of these product design projects, 

figure 4 displays a somewhat concerning image. Few projects seem successful, but this image is 

skewed, since three of the five evaluated DPCs took place only one to five months before the 

evaluation. Hence, the majority of these projects were still developing at the time of evaluation. 

However, 33 of the 49 projects did not receive any support from Syntens in their post-DPC 

activities. Of those 33 participants, 23 actually acknowledged that they would have appreciated 

Syntens’ support in some form. Hence, this provides an opportunity for improvement. 
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Figure 4. Effectiveness of all DPC (DPC 2005; PYP; Graphic DPC; DPC Food; DPC Sport)  
 

Besides these descriptive analyses of the entire sample of participants, differences 

between first timers and experienced users were investigated. Differences on all variables were 

tested using the non-parametric Mann-Withney test in SPSS 17.0. The first significant difference 

concerns the need for Syntens’ support in the post-DPC activities. Experienced users stated more 

often that they did not need Syntens’ support (Mann-Withney U = 196; p = .031; 2-sided). 

Looking at the projects that would have been conducted without Syntens intervening by 

proposing DPC participation, experienced users would more often have involved external 

designers anyway (Mann-Withney U = 52; p = .041; 2-sided). Finally, an analysis was made of 

the effectiveness of the 2005 DPC, since of this DPC most projects were completed. Table 5 

displays the results. A project is defined as effective when it was successfully implemented or 

elements were spun-off. Now, the success rate is quite high (46.7%). The table indicates that 

projects conducted by first timers fail more often than projects conducted by experienced users. 

However, this difference (leaving projects that are still developing out of the analysis), is not 

significant (Mann-Withney U = 11; p = .218; 2-sided). This probably is caused by a lack of 

statistical power due to the small group size (seven versus five participants in each group). 

Concluding, the DPC evaluation shows that the DPC is a successful tool in stimulating SME – 
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designer cooperation, although its potential might be increased by providing more proactive 

support in the post-DPC development trajectories. 

 

DPC 2005 complete DPC 2005 first timers DPC 2005 experienced users 

Effect #    %    #    %    #    %    

None 5 33.3 4 50 1 14,3 

Still developing 3 20 1 12.5 2 28,6 

Elements spun-off 4 26.7 2 25 2 28,6 

Successfully implemented 3 20 1 12.5 2 28,6 

Total 15 100 8 100 7 100 

Table 5. Effectiveness DPC 2005 

 

Based on this DPC evaluation, five product design projects were selected and subjected to an in 

depth case study. Section 5.2 describes these cases. Appendix G provides product impressions. 

5.2 Case descriptions 

5.2.1 Ergonomique BV and GBO Design – Engineering BV 

This team participated in the first DPC that took place in Eindhoven on the 7
th

 of April 2005. 

Ergonomique is an organization located in Eindhoven, delivering ergonomic products for 

application in office environments, like document holders, laptop solutions, monitor raisers, and 

wrist supports. The organization has around 30 employees and was founded in 1997. Its 

customer base ranges from SMEs desiring to have an ergonomic workspace for their employees 

to the Dutch Department of Economic Affairs. They are one of the largest suppliers in the area of 

office ergonomic aids in The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and the United Kingdom. 

Ergonomique is renowned for its unique and exclusive, high quality products, and the free trials 

and advice they give regarding their products. 

 During the DPC, Ergonomique collaborated with GBO, a multifaceted industrial design 

agency that not only supplies creative and aesthetic designs, but also has knowledge of materials 

and production techniques. By integrating design and engineering disciplines, GBO is able to 

provide services in the entire product design process. With its 24 designers and engineers located 

in Helmond and Antwerpen (Belgium), GBO develops products for both international and 

regional customers. 

Traditionally, Ergonomique did not conduct product development activities. However, its 

managing director, Ernie Hiemstra recognized that in order to distinguish their products from 

competitors, high quality products were needed. Already in 2003, Ernie Hiemstra met GBO 

through a meeting arranged by Syntens, in order to discuss the redesign of one of Ergonomique’s 

products, a monitor raiser. However, the benefits of involving a design agency were not 

perceived to be high enough to cover the costs involved. Hence, in the years before DPC 

participation, Ergonomique cooperated with suppliers instead of designers for product 

development. Suppliers would take on most development costs while Ergonomique guaranteed a 

substantial amount of orders. Although this ensured low-cost product development, results were 

never completely satisfactory. Ernie Hiemstra felt that products were “engineered rather than 

designed” and therefore could not provide a differential user experience. 

 Then, in 2005, Syntens starts preparations for the first DPC. To stimulate SME – designer 

cooperation, design expertise would be hired at a cost of about €3000 of which Syntens would 
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pay €2000. To ensure commitment of both the designer and the SME to the projects, the designer 

is obliged to give a €500 discount and the SME has to pay for the other €500. Syntens 

approaches GBO as a potential design participant. Subsequently, GBO proposes participation 

with Ergonomique. They still believe they can deliver the benefits Ergonomique is searching for, 

and the DPC provides a low-cost opportunity for Ergonomique to experiment with GBO in NPD. 

 A month before the DPC, Ergonomique, Syntens, and GBO discuss the goals of this 

cooperation. Ergonomique wants a redesign of its current laptop stand, the ErgoStand. They need 

a differential design and a larger laptop stand, since laptop sizes are increasing. Ernie Hiemstra 

communicates clear specifications regarding material usage, cost price, and a foolproof usage 

(i.e. nobody should have difficulties in using the stand). In addition, he already has some ideas 

about how to deliver differential value (e.g. by integrating a cable management system and 

document holder). Finally, Formit produced the ErgoStand, and they should also be the 

production partner for the redesigned stand, named the ErgoSummit. GBO proposes to organize 

the project in three phases, namely preparation before the DPC, concept development during the 

DPC, and presentation of three concepts with detailed drawings afterwards. A second meeting 

takes place in which Ernie Hiemstra meets Rob Crins, the GBO designer who will conduct the 

project. After his briefing, he prepares for the project by looking at Ergonomique’s products, the 

market in which they operate, and the current ErgoStand. 

 On April 7, 2005, the DPC kicks-off. Rob Crins brings several materials from which they 

can build carton prototypes to evaluate their ideas. Based on the ErgoStand, sketches are made 

for an improved product, focusing on the folding mechanism used to fold the stand to facilitate 

storage and transport. By chance, Formit is also present at the DPC so they provide immediate 

feedback on manufacturability. The team works iteratively on modifying features of the 

ErgoStand and introduces new ideas regarding the folding mechanism, the integrated document 

holder, and cable management system. At the end of the day, Rob Crins finishes a foam mock-

up, including corresponding technical drawings. 

 After the DPC, Rob Crins conducts half a day’s work to detail the model after which his 

formal commitment to the project ends. Subsequently, Ergonomique approaches Formit with 

these drawings. They adapt some measures because of manufacturability issues and build a first 

prototype. Since the appearance of the product slightly changes, Ernie Hiemstra consults Rob 

Crins again after which a second prototype is built. Ergonomique tests this prototype on rigidity 

and after some final modifications by Formit, the first batches are produced late 2005. Because 

of the project’s success, Ergonomique and GBO continue cooperation in other projects. 

Currently, GBO has (re)designed five other products for Ergonomique, which greatly enhanced 

the differential advantage of Ergonomique’s products. 

5.2.2 Formit BV and Garmt Development 

Formit and Garmt Development also participated in the 2005 DPC. Formit is a company that is 

specialized in the design, development, and production of enclosures from plastic sheets. An 

advantage of Formit’s production process is that they use no moulds or hard tooling. They 

produce products using plastics or Hylite (an aluminium based sandwich material). One of their 

customers was Ergonomique. Other customers fall into a range of categories such as electronic, 

medical, and construction. Formit produces both prototypes as well as series of a maximum of 

10,000 pieces. Formit has an internal development department and expertise in engineering 

design. 
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 Garmt Development is an independent one-man design studio located in Delft. Garmt 

Reijsenbach, the owner, has expertise in the fields of industrial design and development, 

engineering and prototyping, and manufacturing management. Products he has worked on before 

the pressure cooker took place are for example telecom concepts and medical products, taking a 

technically innovative, ergonomic perspective. 

This project concerns a medicine cabinet produced by Formit for Medi-Math (currently 

part of Scan Modul System group). Medi-Math delivers high quality logistic solutions for health 

care, ranging from hospitals to army applications. Although they have an internal R&D 

department, they frequently involve external parties in their product development projects. 

Garmt Reijsenbach is one of these parties. He had worked on several projects for Medi-Math 

when in 1999 Medi-Math asks him to design a medicine cabinet for distribution of medicines in 

hospitals. Garmt Reijsenbach designs the entire product, makes mock-ups, conducts tests, and 

finally searches for appropriate production methods. He meets Formit, a manufacturer with 

specialist production methods regarding the use of plastics, and although Medi-Math initially 

wants to use a composite material, Garmt Reijsenbach chooses to cooperate with Formit as 

production partner. Formit’s product engineer, Stefan Vuijk, is involved to tailor Garmt 

Reijsenbach’s design to Formit’s specific methods. The initial product that is taken into 

production in 2000 shows some minor deficiencies, but over the years several adaptations lead to 

improved quality and cabinets with one, two, three, and four layers of storage boxes are made. 

 However, halfway 2004, serious problems come to light concerning the closure of the 

cabinet. The door skews and sometimes breaks. Medi-Math receives numerous complaints and 

they need a proper solution to this problem. Initially, Formit delivers doors in order to fix the 

broken cabinets, but soon Medi-Math approaches Garmt Reijsenbach to solve the problem. 

Medi-Math believes that the problems have occurred due to mistakes in either the design or the 

production of the product, and therefore they do not want to invest in a problem-solving project 

before a descent solution is presented. Although both Garmt Reijsenbach and Stefan Vuijk think 

about product improvements, no formal problem-solving project is started because of a lack of 

resources and other priorities. Then, at the end of 2004, Formit’s director, Jack Keulen, hears 

about the DPC and he sees an opportunity to find a solution in a low-cost manner, still showing 

to Medi-Math that they are willing to invest time in the project in order to remain their supplier. 

 Garmt Reijsenbach formulates project goals for the DPC and communicates these to 

Formit and Medi-Math. Formit prefers a low budget solution and Medi-Math demands that the 

products already in the field also should be fixed. Garmt Reijsenbach involves another designer 

for additional support, namely Thijs van Leeuwen, an independent designer with whom he has 

cooperated in other projects. In preparation for the DPC, Garmt Reijsenbach, Thijs van Leeuwen, 

and Stefan Vuijk already test some solutions, but these appear not to be appropriate because of 

costs involved, manufacturability issues, or hygiene issues in the hospital market. Garmt 

Reijsenbach discusses with Medi-Math the possibility to redesign the entire product instead of 

just focusing on improving the current closure mechanism, but because of a lack of time and 

resources provided by the DPC, the focus will remain on solving the skewing problem. 

 During the DPC, Garmt Reijsenbach leads the process by proposing several brainstorm 

sessions through which eventually a promising concept using a pulling mechanism with elastic 

cords is generated. The focus is on a low-cost and quick solution that Medi-Math can also apply 

during field repairs. After the DPC, Garmt Reijsenbach makes technical drawings and hands 

these over to Formit. His involvement decreases and Formit takes over the project, modifying the 

initial solution to fit their production methods and building prototypes. They present these to 
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Medi-Math and get approval to produce the new cabinet. Medi-Math introduces the new product 

to the market, but soon it appears that other problems remain (e.g. the top of the four-layered 

cabinet rips off). Currently, Medi-Math intends to stop delivery of the medicine cabinets and 

only delivers on customer demand. 

5.2.3 Arte and Dave Keune 

This team participated in the Pimp Your Product DPC in October 2007. Arte (formerly Arte di 

Granito) was founded in 1996 and is specialized in manufacturing stone or stone-based products 

for application in kitchens, bathrooms, and living rooms, such as kitchen worktops. Arte has over 

100 employees and is situated in Helmond. They provide sustainable products with lifelong 

guarantee. The organization focuses on the consumer market, but approaches its customers 

through dealer networks. 

 Dave Keune is an independent designer who, at the time of the DPC, formed Buro 

Vormkrijgers together with Sander Mulder. Shortly after the DPC took place, they both decided 

to go their own way. Dave Keune continued with the Arte project. He conducts projects both on 

his own initiative and for a wide range of customers in the professional as well as the private 

market. Dave Keune is experienced in interior, furniture, and lighting design.  

Arte was already experienced with the value of design before participation in the DPC in 

October 2007. When Syntens approaches Arte to participate, they see it as an opportunity to 

meet talented designers with whom product development activities might be conducted in the 

future. Syntens matches Arte with Buro Vormkrijgers. During the DPC, they cooperate with 

Gerbert Dirks, director of Arte specials. The goal is to create a futuristic concept car with designs 

of modular sanitary units using Silestone, a composite material (mainly quartz) with antibacterial 

features of which Arte is the largest Dutch supplier. Arte operates in the kitchen market, but they 

want to expand their product portfolio to the sanitary market. Cooperation during the DPC is 

promising and Gerbert Dirks decides to continue cooperation. Ideas generated during the DPC 

are discarded since the focus now should be on economically viable products. 

 A month after the DPC, Buro Vormkrijgers receives a project proposal considering the 

design of an entire sanitary product line, consisting of a shower, bath, sinks, fountain, and later a 

toilet, bidet, and accessories. However, shortly after the DPC, Sander Mulder and Dave Keune 

decide to split up and start their own independent design studios. Hence, they make an offer to 

present two proposals each, at a 50% discount after which Arte can choose with whom 

cooperation will be continued. After a presentation of their concepts in January 2008, one of 

Dave Keune’s concepts is chosen because this one seems more realistic regarding 

manufacturability, the designs fit better with Gerbert Dirks’ preferences, and they fit the 

characteristics of Silestone (it is difficult to incorporate skewed angles in the material).  

Subsequently, a relatively long period starts in which several offers are adapted and the 

eventual products that Dave Keune will design are determined. Several products appear difficult 

to make with Silestone (e.g. toilet, bath), while furniture such as cupboards and mirrors are 

added to the product line in order to deliver a complete package to the customer. To lower 

development costs, Arte first wants to focus on the lowest-risk products. These changes are made 

in discussion with Dave Keune and Gerbert Dirks. On several occasions, Dave Keune presents 

preliminary concepts and alternatives after which he modifies the designs. Each offer Dave 

presents contains a proposition of product development phases (detailing design, production of 

models, testing of models, finalizing design). In August 2008, a final offer containing which 

products to produce in which phases, is accepted. 
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In June 2008, Gerbert Dirks requests, to Dave Keune’s surprise, that Dave Keune has to 

finish the designs to present them at the MOW fair, an important home interior fair during which 

Arte would like to present the products. However, this sudden change in project planning would 

compromise the designs’ quality and therefore this presentation is cancelled. From that point 

onwards, Dave Keune takes over planning activities to keep control over the project. He 

communicates this planning with Gerbert Dirks and provides regular updates. 

Besides the product design project, Arte starts forming a business plan for the entire 

sanitary concept, now called Arte Wellness. In addition to Dave Keune’s designs, Arte wants to 

provide Silestone walls and floors for sanitary applications. Since large investments are 

necessary, with Syntens’ support a project proposal is written for OP-Zuid, an institution 

providing subsidies for innovative projects in the south of the Netherlands. However, the OP-

Zuid commission declines the initial application. Subsequently, Arte comes into contact with 

another organization, Geberit, with whom they develop an innovative modular system whereby 

they are able to renovate a sanitary environment and cover the floors and walls with Silestone 

plates using less contractors and greatly diminishing throughput time. Arte and Syntens write a 

new proposal for OP-Zuid, including this innovative business model. 

In the meanwhile, Dave Keune details his designs and expands them with multiple 

options of each product to facilitate customization, but then in October 2008, the economic crisis 

sets in, which leads Gerbert Dirks to decide that, as opposed to earlier plans, all of Dave Keune’s 

Silestone products will have to be produced internally. Since production methods are different 

from expected, Dave Keune has to adapt his designs. Furthermore, the project schedule is 

delayed since Arte’s priorities now are on the project with Geberit, which has a higher likelihood 

of generating revenues in the near future. Eventually, first models of the designs are finished in 

January 2009 after which Arte, together with Dave Keune, starts looking for an appropriate 

furniture manufacturer. 

5.2.4 Peters Koelwagens BV and KesselsGranger DesignWorks 

In 2007, another participant of the DPC was Peters Koelwagens (formerly Peters Polyester). The 

organization was founded by Ton Peters in 1987, has ten employees, and is located in Oss. They 

modify minivans into refrigerated vans and equip them with cooling systems, adapt the roof of 

the van to cover the condenser unit, and enhance insulation of the cargo space. They are market 

leader in the Netherlands with respect to quality and are second regarding market share. Its 

customer base consists of dealers, lease contractors, government organizations, and stores. 

 The partner of Peters Koelwagens during the DPC was KesselsGranger. This design 

agency founded by Steven Kessels and James Granger, is located in Eindhoven. They focus on 

high quality, innovative designs in markets such as automotive, lifestyle, and furniture and 

decoration. The products KesselsGranger develops are predominantly targeted at exclusive niche 

markets. 

In September 2007, Syntens approaches Ton Peters, owner of Peters Koelwagens, to 

inform him about participation in the DPC in October 2007. During earlier contacts on his 

general innovation policy, he already mentioned he wanted to redesign the current condenser unit 

cover they placed on cooling vans at that time. Initially, Peters Koelwagens is coupled to another 

design studio, but this cooperation does not live up to expectations. Subsequently, Syntens 

arranges a meeting of Ton Peters with KesselsGranger, who proves to be a better match. Ton 

Peters feels that, in addition to the personal match, he has more control over this relatively young 

design studio. During a preparation meeting before the DPC, goals and specifications are 
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established. The new cover should be universally applicable, aerodynamic, and have a premium 

styling. Ton Peters mails detailed specifications (measures, etc.) to KesselsGranger and 

specifically states that he is looking for sketches and a tangible model, as opposed to virtual 

designs. 

 During the DPC, Steven Kessels and James Granger propose to conduct the project in 

several phases (brainstorming, concept design, creating renderings, presenting concepts). They 

expand specifications by translating the demand of universal applicability to the need for 

simplicity in the design. During the day, a “drop-shaped” modular concept is developed 

consisting of a box containing the condenser unit, two fins, and a carbon fibre cover on top of 

that. The concept is quite promising and a jury awards it with a €5000 price.  

 Based on these new financial resources and the good experiences during the DPC, Ton 

Peters decides to continue cooperation with KesselsGranger afterwards. He plans to have the 

product designed by Christmas 2007. First, during an entire day at Peters Koelwagens, foam 

models are created and tested on available vans in order to determine the styling of the cover. 

When the concept’s design is fixed, Ton Peters requests permission of his two largest condenser 

unit suppliers, Thermo King and Carrier, to use the new cover with their products. Besides 

concept design and styling, Steven Kessels and James Granger are involved in determining the 

product’s name (Aerofin) and design logos for the product and the organization after which their 

formal commitment to the project ends. Early 2008, Thermo King and Carrier grant approval to 

Peters Koelwagens to use the new cover. Hence, Ton Peters starts working on technical details. 

Because of manufacturability reasons, he discards the modular concept and instead wants to 

produce the cover in two pieces. In addition, a carbon fibre cover appears to be too expensive. 

Hence, he contacts KesselsGranger again to find a proper solution. They propose to use high-

gloss black paint for the cover, which still fits the premium styling of the product. 

 Because of increased orders, Ton Peters prioritizes other projects and the Aerofin project 

is somewhat delayed. In the summer of 2008, the first prototypes are built and tested. Test results 

are promising and only some minor modifications have to be made. The only major adaptation is 

in the production methods. While producing the prototypes, Ton Peters experienced that a 

modular system might have been better anyway. These changes are scheduled to be applied late 

2008 or early 2009. 

5.2.5 GPG Stirrups and GBO Design – Engineering BV6 

GPG Stirrups participated in a DPC that took place in October 2008, during the Dutch Design 

Week in Eindhoven. GPG Stirrups is a sister cooperation of Abrahams Metaalbewerking BV 

(AMB). AMB is specialized in CNC turning and milling operations on various materials such as 

steel, aluminium, and plastics. AMB produces high-quality products for a wide range of 

industrial companies, mainly focusing on the production of machine parts to customer 

specification. GPG Stirrups has developed an innovative stirrup design, incorporating an 

adjustable damping mechanism that greatly enhances riding comfort. These stirrups are produced 

using AMB’s facilities. Currently, two AMB employees work on issues concerning GPG 

Stirrups, and a third, a freelancer, is responsible for marketing aspects regarding GPG Stirrups. 

In 1998, GPG Stirrups developed and patented a stirrup with mechanical suspension. This 

suspension system enhanced the horse riding experience for both the horse and the rider because 

of reduced stress on the joints. In addition to the mechanically suspended stirrup, in 2001, a sister 

                                                 
6
 For general information on GBO Design – Engineering BV, see section 5.2.1. 
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cooperation of GPG Stirrups developed a hydraulically suspended stirrup. However, little 

attention was paid to selling the stirrups, and especially the hydraulic one was far too expensive. 

 Early 2008, Richard Cornet, then owner of AMB, decides to pick up the stirrup project 

again and make it marketable. The project finally starts in September 2008, involving Richard 

Cornet and Carlo Bosmans, an engineer of AMB. The qualitatively superior hydraulic stirrup 

serves as a starting point, but soon it appears to be far too expensive. Therefore, Carlo Bosmans 

generates the idea of developing a pneumatic suspension system, which would be qualitatively 

superior to the mechanical one, but far less expensive than the hydraulic system. During this 

time, the idea is born to develop an adapter with a pneumatic suspension system, which can be 

hooked onto almost any stirrup. This way, GPG Stirrups avoids competition with other stirrup 

producers and market penetration is simplified. However, a proper solution for hooking the 

adapter to the stirrup cannot be found. 

 Then, two weeks before the DPC in October 2008, a Syntens advisor meets Richard 

Cornet and proposes DPC participation. Although Richard Cornet does not see the benefits of 

involving a designer, he is persuaded to experiment with it. GBO, again with Rob Crins, will be 

his partner. The goal of the DPC for Rob Crins will be to design the external appearance and 

functionalities of a complete stirrup. 

 During the DPC, Rob Crins proposes to begin with defining target groups, branding 

issues, and so on, to get an idea of what are the demands. Based on some drawings, they choose 

a technological style direction for the product. Rob Crins starts making sketches, but soon 

Richard Cornet brings forward the idea they earlier had about developing an adapter. Using 

modular components, Rob Crins believes he can design both a complete stirrup and an adapter in 

one day. Through an iterative process of sketching and detailing external functionalities, such as 

the hooking mechanism and a tuning wheel for adapting air pressure, Rob Crins is able to present 

detailed drawings of both the complete stirrup and the adapter at the end of the day. The jury is 

impressed and awards the team with a €1000 price to be spent on the project. 

 After the DPC, Richard Cornet and Carlo Bosmans decide to focus on the adapter, 

because this seems more promising than the entire stirrup, regarding competition. Since Carlo 

Bosmans will develop the technical aspects of the stirrup, Richard Cornet decides to involve Rob 

Crins again when the technical aspects are finished, to evaluate the product’s appearance and 

design packaging. Carlo Bosmans makes numerous modifications to the technical design of the 

product and involves a supplier to deliver appropriate rubbers for closure of the air chamber. In 

the meanwhile, Richard Cornet is concerned with business plan development and negotiates with 

IME Technologies (an organization affiliated to the Eindhoven University of Technology) for 

technical tests of the product, using a €2500 subsidy he was granted by Senternovem. In 

addition, he contacts well-known horse riders for consumer tests. Initial technical tests show that 

the air chamber has to be enlarged. Hence, Carlo Bosmans has to modify the adapter’s design. 

Eventually, he finishes concept development early January 2009, and a prototype is produced. 

 Besides the pneumatic adapter, GPG Stirrups shifts attention to developing a 

mechanically suspended adapter. Based on the experiences with the pneumatic adapter, this 

development is relatively easy. Furthermore, the mechanical stirrup already proved its value and 

is tested immediately with positive results. At the end of January, the project regarding the 

pneumatic adapter is delayed several weeks, because a supplier took longer than expected to 

deliver necessary parts due to the changes in the product’s design. 
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5.3 Role of the designer 

Now elaborate case descriptions have been provided, the subsequent sections focus on analyses 

regarding the research questions defined in chapter 3. First, the role of the designer in each 

project was analyzed, using assessment criteria based on Moultrie et al. (2007) and Perks et al. 

(2005) as described in appendix C. Table 6 presents the results of this analysis. The cases are 

displayed from least to most integrated role of the designer. Hence, the more intensive the 

involvement of the designer in activities other than those marked as functional, the more 

integrated he is in the product design project. 

 Subsequently, using specifications defined at the start of the project, a classification is 

made of type of project, ranging from closed to open. Table 7 displays the ranking. Both Peters 

Koelwagens and Ergonomique provided detailed goals and specifications at the start of the 

product design project to their partners. The problem-solving project of Formit and Garmt 

Development started with clear goals, although no specifications of a solution were given. GPG 

Stirrups only made clear that Rob Crins would have to design the exterior of a pneumatically 

suspended stirrup. Finally, for the Arte – Dave Keune case, only a concept, namely modular 

Silestone units in a sanitary environment, was defined at the start of the project. Two positions in 

this typology require further explanation. First, the Formit – Garmt Development case differs 

from the other four cases since this was a strict problem-solving project, inherently making the 

project more closed. Second, GPG Stirrups was involved in the DPC on very short notice. GBO 

and GPG Stirrups only met each other three days before the DPC took place. This implies that 

there was barely time to come up with detailed specifications for this product design project. 

Looking at the ranking of cases according to project typology and the role of the designer 

while taking into account the exceptional situation of GPG Stirrups, it appears that the more open 

a project is at the start, the more integrated the designer is in the entire product development 

process. However, when examining the data more closely, another pattern can be identified. In 

the Formit – Garmt Development case, where Garmt Reijsenbach initially acted as project 

leader, and in the Arte – Dave Keune case, a clear understanding of the value of design was 

already present within the SMEs, while for the other cases, the SMEs were first timers with 

respect to external design involvement. Hence, this analysis indicates that the integration of 

designers in the entire product development process might be related to the fact that experienced 

SMEs are more willing to integrate external designers in the entire product development process. 

5.4 Patterns underlying product design processes 

Several analyses have been conducted in order to establish patterns underlying the investigated 

product design processes regarding divergence/convergence/ongoing progression (DCO) and 

goal setting/idea development (GI) in line with the models of Van de Ven et al. (1999) and Dorst 

and Cross (2001). First, phase maps are created to identify general patterns. Second, gamma 

analyses on the complete and split case files indicate potential cycling of patterns. Third, 

processes are compared to each other and to hypothetical models using optimal matching and 

cluster analysis. Finally, qualitative analyses on the influence of the designer, SME 

representatives, and context changes lead to further insight into how these patterns evolve. 
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Case 

Peters Koelwagens -

KesselsGranger 

GPG Stirrups - 

GBO 

Ergonomique - 

GBO 

Formit - Garmt 

Development
7
 Arte - Dave Keune 

Activity 

Involvement (None, 

Minor, Extensive) 

Involvement (None, 

Minor, Extensive) 

Involvement (None, 

Minor, Extensive) 

Involvement (None, 

Minor, Extensive) 

Involvement (None, 

Minor, Extensive) 

Project generation None None None Extensive None 

Market segmentation None Minor None None None 

Competitive analysis None None Minor None None 

Investigating user needs None None Minor Extensive Minor 

Ongoing user involvement None None None None None 

Generating product specifications None None None Extensive Extensive 

Concept generation
8
 Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive 

Aesthetic design
8 

Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive 

Ergonomic design
8 

None Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive 

Product architecture design
8 

Minor Minor Extensive Extensive Extensive 

Concept evaluation & selection
8 

Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive 

DFM Minor Minor Minor Extensive Extensive 

Market prototype creation None None None None
9
 Extensive 

Technical prototype creation None None None None
9 

Extensive 

Prototype evaluation None NA
10

 Minor Minor
9 

NA
11

 

Product development process Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive Extensive 

Project management None None Minor Minor Extensive 

Decisive power None None None Extensive Minor 

Table 6. Scores for all cases on assessment criteria for role of the designer 

 

Ranking (from closed to open) Case 

1 Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

1 Ergonomique – GBO 

3 Formit – Garmt Development 

4 GPG Stirrups – GBO 

5 Arte – Dave Keune 

Table 7. Ranking type of project 

                                                 
7
 Thijs van Leeuwen was a designer involved in this project, but only during the DPC. Hence, for this analysis, only Garmt Reijsenbach’s involvement has been 

evaluated. 
8
 These activities are considered to fit Perks et al.’s (2005) functional role of design. 

9
 Although Garmt Reijsenbach was involved in making and testing prototypes for earlier versions of the cabinet, his involvement with the DPC project was far 

less. 
10

 At the time of data collection, prototypes were just created and had yet to be tested. Involvement of Rob Crins (GBO) was not scheduled. 
11

 Although Dave Keune planned to evaluate the prototypes and adapt these according to the test results, due to delays in the project's schedule, this had not yet 

occurred at the time of data collection. 
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5.4.1 Phase mapping 

Phase mapping is a method applied to order sequences of events into more orderly and 

interpretable phases (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999; Poole et al., 2000). Phase maps are created to 

identify DCO and GI patterns. For this analysis, only events coded as either a core idea and/or a 

goal event were used. All other events were deleted from the dataset. The course of action scores 

attached to the core idea and goal event codes indicate the category of each event regarding 

divergence or convergence. Divergent events (D) are those assigned with an expansion code, 

convergent events (C) are those assigned with a contraction or modification code, and a third 

category, ongoing progression (O), is added to account for continuation events, since these could 

not be theoretically assigned to either divergence or convergence. Phase maps are constructed 

using the procedures described in appendix D. Figures 5 and 6 display the phase maps for both 

patterns. Maps are stretched to the same length to facilitate comparison. The phase maps are 

displayed in order of designer involvement (see table 6). Next, I describe the activities conducted 

during the phases in detail. 

 

 
Figure 5. Phase maps DCO 

 

The Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case starts with a divergent phase during which 

initial goals are set, communicated, and described in a project offer. Subsequently, the process 

diverges during the DPC, during which the product concept is developed and the team wins a 

€5000 price. Afterwards, foam models are created, tested, and adapted iteratively to determine 
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the product’s styling during an entire day at Peters Koelwagens. Rapid iterations lead to an 

overlap of convergent and the second and third divergent phases. The final divergent phase 

relates to the brainstorms regarding the product name and logo, after which Ton Peters develops 

technical aspects of the Aerofin and the process steadily converges. 

The GPG Stirrups – GBO case starts with overlapping divergent and convergent phases 

during which initial in-house development of the stirrup takes place, based on modifications of 

previous models. Then, in the second half of the first divergent phase, GPG Stirrups starts 

collaboration with GBO during the DPC. First, the process diverges during the DPC, but later, 

the process becomes more iterative; ideas are adapted based on Rob Crins’ visualizations and 

new aspects are incorporated. After the DPC, Carlo Bosmans generates ideas about internal 

product design. A third convergent phase is entered when he adapts the product. A third 

divergent phase starts when suppliers are contacted and bring in new ideas concerning closure of 

the air chamber. The fourth and final convergent phase regards adaptations of Rob Crins’ designs 

to fit the new specifications and modifications of the product based on test results. The final 

divergent phase relates to business plan development and an expansion of Rob Crins’ 

involvement to design packaging. 

During the first phases of the Ergonomique – GBO case, goals and idea concepts are 

introduced, communicated, and described in a project proposal. The subsequent two divergent 

and first convergent phases take place at the DPC, during which concepts are further expanded, 

modified, and a final design is determined. At the end of the DPC and in the week afterwards, 

Rob Crins develops the product more iteratively, hence the overlap in phases. The final 

convergent phase concerns modifications based on prototype tests. 

The Formit – Garmt Development case exhibits four cycles of divergence and 

convergence. The first divergence/convergence cycle relates to initial product development by 

Garmt Reijsenbach and Formit during which first the medicine cabinet concept is generated and 

later it is adapted to fit Formit’s production methods and to enhance quality. The second cycle 

concerns the start of the problem-solving project. Garmt Reijsenbach and Formit conduct initial 

activities to find a solution, some tests are conducted, and most solutions are discarded because 

they do not deliver proper performance. The third cycle contains the DPC project, during which 

several solution alternatives are generated and the one using elastic cords is chosen. The final 

cycle concerns post-DPC development and modifications based on prototype tests. 

The Arte – Dave Keune case starts with idea generation during the DPC, continuation of 

cooperation between Arte and Buro Vormkrijgers, and the development of four proposals of both 

Dave Keune and Sander Mulder. Subsequently, Dave Keune is chosen in a first convergent 

phase. Then, a divergent/convergent cycle starts during which initial idea development takes 

place and a project offer is determined. During the subsequent long divergent phase, Dave Keune 

details his designs, after which he has to make some modifications due to the effects of the 

economic crisis on the project. The final cycle of divergence/convergence relates to the 

development of new concepts by Dave Keune and the subsequent modifications needed to fit 

within Arte’s production capacities. 

In all cases, DCO cycles occur. The projects having an integrated designer (Formit – 

Garmt Development and Arte – Dave Keune) appear to show more cycles than the other three 

projects. However, these differences seem marginal. Somewhat surprisingly, many instances of 

overlap of DCO phases are identified. Although several authors stated that different skills, 

probably possessed by different personalities, are needed in both phases (Cross, 1994; Van de 

Ven et al., 1999), the phase maps show that the cases often exhibit both divergence and 
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convergence simultaneously. This concurs with Buijs’ (2003) findings and can be explained by 

the fact that divergence and convergence iterate so rapidly that phases cannot be separated. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Phase maps GI 

 

With respect to the GI maps, Peters Koelwagens and KesselsGranger start with 

communication of project goals and determining an offer. First ideas are already discussed 

during this phase. Subsequently, the DPC takes place in which ideas are further developed. After 

the DPC, new goals are set within the limits of the €5000 price they won. During subsequent 

phases, ideas are detailed. The final goal phase relates to an adaptation of the project’s planning. 

The GPG Stirrups – GBO case contains two cycles. The first relates to internal goal 

setting and idea development. The second cycle concerns the goals set for the DPC project with 

Rob Crins and subsequently a long phase of idea development follows. 

The Ergonomique – GBO case contains only one cycle. First, goals are set regarding the 

DPC project. Important to notice is that during this phase, initial ideas of Ergonomique 

concerning the laptop stand are also communicated to GBO. Subsequently, during and after the 

DPC, the product is developed further. 

The Formit – Garmt Development case is somewhat exceptional. The sequence starts 

with idea development, concerning initial development of the medicine cabinet. The goal-setting 

phase corresponds with the start of the actual problem-solving project conducted during the DPC 

after which detailed development of the product takes place. 

The Arte – Dave Keune case exhibits a more iterative process regarding goal setting and 

idea development. Initially, goals are set for the DPC project, afterwards, goals relate to a 

continuation of cooperation between Arte and Buro Vormkrijgers, and the third and fourth goal-

setting phases relate to the project offerings Dave Keune proposes. Furthermore, in the fourth 

goal-setting phase, Dave Keune takes over planning activities from Arte. The fifth and sixth goal 

setting phases concern modifications in the project schedule, for instance due to the economic 

crisis. During all these phases, ideas are developed simultaneously.  
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Phase map Ergonomique – GBO 

 
Phase map Formit – Garmt Development 
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Regarding GI cycles, especially the Arte – Dave Keune project clearly shows iteration 

and overlap. The other cases show less iteration to no cycling at all in the Ergonomique – GBO 

case. Overlap between goal setting and idea development is present in all cases. In line with 

Dorst and Cross (2001), goal setting and idea development occur simultaneously and probably 

directly affect each other. 

5.4.2 Gamma analyses 

Phase maps provide initial insight into the patterns underlying the product design processes in 

the cases. Gamma analyses can provide deeper insight using statistical measures of the order and 

separation of phases (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999). As with the phase maps, gamma analyses 

were conducted on all cases for both DCO and GI sequences. However, as described in section 

4.3.5, artificial events were needed in order to facilitate analysis by means of WinPhaser. 

Appendix H presents the data sequences that served as input for the analyses. Based on these 

data, for each event sequence, precedence scores were calculated. These were arranged from 1 to 

-1 and indicate the order in which phases occurred during the sequences. In addition, separation 

scores were calculated, which indicate whether phases are distinct or overlap. 

 As expected, the initial gamma analyses on the complete case files often show little to no 

separation between phases because gamma analysis is especially suited for analysis of unitary 

event sequences (Poole et al., 2000). Events of specific categories are likely to be dispersed over 

the entire event sequence if sequences are not unitary. This would imply low precedence and 

separation scores. Hence, gamma maps would not display a clear image. The phase maps already 

indicated cycling in many sequences. Each cycle might progress unitarily. Thus, additional 

gamma analyses were conducted on split sequences to test whether clearer results could be 

obtained. Event sequences were split using a temporal bracketing strategy (Langley, 1999). 

Hence, case specific discontinuities in the sequences suggested separation points. The Peters 

Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case contains two cycles, namely initial idea development before 

and during the DPC, and fine-tuning the idea during continued cooperation after the DPC. The 

GPG Stirrups – GBO case has three cycles, namely initial in-house idea development; product 

design involving GBO; and after the DPC in-house technical idea development. The 

Ergonomique – GBO case is split into two cycles, one of preparation and the second of product 

development starting at the DPC. The Formit – Garmt Development case contains two cycles 

regarding DCO, the first of initial product development and the second starting with the actual 

problem-solving project. For GI, the case is split into three cycles, initial product development; 

generating a solution concept; and a post-DPC cycle of detailed development of the solution 

concept. Finally, Arte –Dave Keune contains three cycles for both DCO and GI, namely initial 

contact in light of the DPC ending with discarding the ideas development; a second cycle 

regarding project formulation, selection of the designer, and initial idea development, ending 

with the final offer; and a third cycle of further idea and business development. Appendix H also 

contains the partial event sequences. Calculated precedence and separation scores on the 

complete and split case files are presented in appendix I. 

 To facilitate interpretation of the results, figures 7 and 8 present the gamma maps of each 

complete and partial sequence for both DCO and GI sequences. These figures clearly show that 

analyses on the complete sequences, especially for the integrated Arte – Dave Keune and Formit 

– Garmt Development projects, fail to distinguish between phases. The split files on the other 

hand, generally provide a clearer picture. Exceptions are the parts in which project goals are 

determined, for instance, in part two of the Arte – Dave Keune GI sequence and in part one of 
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the Ergonomique – GBO GI sequence. The results of these gamma maps concur with the results 

of the phase maps. Again, a clear cycling pattern for both DCO and GI is found. In addition, the 

lack of separation, especially in the case of some GI phases, indicates that goal setting and idea 

development often occur simultaneously. Besides the simultaneous occurrence of goal setting 

and idea development, a lack of separation can indicate that distinct activities in a product 

development project take place in parallel. For instance, in the final cycle of the GPG Stirrups – 

GBO project, Carlo Bosmans details the technical design of the suspended stirrup while Richard 

Cornet arranges business agreements for technical tests, consumer tests, and is concerned with 

business plan development. Hence, the project develops simultaneously along several 

trajectories, which diminishes separation scores. 

 In line with the phase maps of figures 5 and 6, the gamma maps of the projects in which 

the designer is functionally involved show higher separation scores. The gamma maps on the 

integrated Formit – Garmt Development and Arte – Dave Keune cases show no separation for 

the complete sequences. Again, this indicates that when involvement of the designer in the entire 

product design project is higher, the processes are less unitary and likely to exhibit more cycling. 

 

 
Figure 7. Gamma maps DCO 
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Figure 8. Gamma maps GI 

5.4.3 Optimal matching and cluster analysis 

The previous analyses show support for the earlier proposed models regarding DCO and GI 

cycling. Preliminary evidence is found on differences between cases in which designers are only 

functionally involved and cases in which designers had a more integrated role in the entire 

product design process. The integrated cases appear to be more complex, exhibiting more 

iterations and overlap. To further test similarities between cases and their alignment with 

hypothesized models, the DCO and GI sequences of the complete case files as used in the 

gamma analyses are subjected to optimal matching and cluster analyses.  

For optimal matching, the input sequences and operation costs are defined in appendix F. 

Substitution costs were set to 1, except for the DCO sequences, in which the substitution costs to 

O events were .5, since ongoing progression is an intermediate state occurring dispersed over the 

sequence. Additional to the case sequences, two models were created, namely a simple unitary, 

and a 3-cycle model, to test for cycling in the cases. Optimal matching analyses are conducted 

with WinPhaser. All sequences were set to a normalized length of 100 events to diminish the 

impact of length differences between the cases. Appendix J provides the output in the form of 

dissimilarity matrices using Levenshtein distances. 

These distances provide a measure of relative dissimilarity between cases. To test 

statistically whether cases can be grouped or fitted certain models, these distances formed the 

input of hierarchical cluster analyses using an average linking method (in-between groups) 

conducted with SPSS 17.0. Several cluster solutions were examined based on dendrogram plots, 

variance coefficients and theoretical meaningfulness. The dendrograms in figures 9 and 10 

present the results. 

The DCO cluster solution groups the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case with the 

simple unitary cycle model and the Ergonomique – GBO case with the 3-cycle model. The other 

cases do not fit a cluster. This five-cluster solution is identified when agglomeration of clusters is 
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stopped at the largest coefficient interval (between .225 and .263). Although heterogeneity 

within groups would be rather large, it is possible to opt for a 2-cluster solution (agglomeration 

coefficient between .277 and .303), in which the first cluster would contain Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger, GPG Stirrups – GBO, and the unitary sequence model. The second cluster 

would contain the other cases and the 3-cycle model. The GI cluster solution groups the unitary 

sequence model with the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger, GPG Stirrups – GBO, and 

Ergonomique – GBO cases, and the Formit – Garmt Development sequence with the 3-cycle 

model. Arte does not fit a cluster. 

 

 
Figure 9. Dendrogram cluster analysis DCO sequences

12
 

 

 
Figure 10. Dendrogram cluster analysis GI sequences

12 

 

 It appears difficult to form appropriate clusters. Regarding DCO, Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger shows a clear unitary cycle model, and regarding GI, this is the case for 

Ergonomique – GBO. Again, a tendency is found towards the cases in which designers have an 

integrated role to be more complex. Nevertheless, exact simple unitary or cycling unitary 

sequences are difficult to identify. This has several causes. First, the cycling model contains 

three cycles with equal sequence length. In reality, cycling does occur, but partial sequence 

lengths vary (see appendix H). Second, although the phase and gamma maps identified cycles on 

a macro-level, optimal matching is more prone to deviations on a micro-level. The lack of neat 

clusters is an indication of more chaotic processes taking place on a micro-level. This is probably 

caused by multiple dimensions underlying these processes (Poole et al., 2000), such as the 
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 1 = Ergonomique – GBO ; 2 = Formit – Garmt Development ; 3 = Arte – Dave Keune ; 4 = Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger ; 5 = GPG Stirrups – GBO ; 6 = Model 1 cycle ; 7 = Model 3 cycles. 

Agglomeration coefficients 
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availability of financial resources, time, commitment of people such as external designers, and 

the parallel development of distinct activities such as technical design and business development 

or related idea development. 

5.4.4 The influence of the designer on product design processes 

The previous analyses indicate that the role of the designer influences product design processes 

in SMEs. An analysis on the dominant actors of each event in each case provides further insight 

into how the roles of the designers and SME representatives affect these processes. Using cross-

tabulations and non-parametric Mann-Withney tests, differences between the relative 

contribution of SMEs and designers to divergence or convergence and goal setting or idea 

development was established. Appendix K provides all cross-tabulations and test scores. 

 The analyses regarding dominance in divergence and convergence show that in three of 

the five cases, designers are significantly more involved in divergent events than convergent 

events compared to the SMEs. For the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case the difference 

is almost significant and complies with the results of the other cases. The Ergonomique – GBO 

case does not show a significant difference, which might be due to the low number of events for 

the SME in both categories. Hence, not surprisingly, the benefit of designers seems to be 

especially in triggering divergent behaviour, while SMEs provide focus through converging 

behaviour. This implies that the more designers are involved in the entire project, the more 

divergent phases they potentially trigger and thus the development process is likely to exhibit 

more cycles.  

Regarding goal setting versus idea development, the Mann-Withney tests only show a 

significant difference between the relative dominance of SME and designer in the Arte – Dave 

Keune case. Dave Keune is significantly more dominant in idea development. A closer 

examination of the matrices shows that in the Formit – Garmt Development case, Garmt 

Reijsenbach dominates more goal-setting events than Formit, which is according to expectations 

since he acts as the project’s leader throughout the largest part of the project. In the Arte – Dave 

Keune case, domination in goal-setting events is almost equal, indicating the integrated role 

Dave Keune has in the entire process. Surprisingly, in the Ergonomique – GBO case, GBO 

dominates more goal setting events. Still, if we look at what kind of goal events are dominated 

by GBO, it appears that these mainly relate to repetition or detailing of the predefined project 

goals that Ergonomique set at the start of the project. In the other two cases, the SME dominates 

most goal-setting activities. Hence, whereas the dominance in idea development events does not 

differ greatly amongst cases, the difference lies especially in the dominance in goal setting 

events. The cases in which the designer is more integrated in the entire NPD process show a 

higher involvement and dominance of designers in goal-setting events than in the other cases. 

 Besides the dominant actor analysis, a qualitative analysis of process interventions and 

context events provides insight into dimensions underlying product design processes. The effect 

of each process intervention and context event is determined. These results are presented in 

appendix L. The results show that process interventions of designers predominantly focus on 

phasing the process, starting with divergent actions such as brainstorming, and later converging 

to present one or a few detailed alternatives. All project-offers presented by the designers to the 

SMEs contained project phases, often complemented with a timeline of activities. In the two 

integrated projects, Garmt Reijsenbach and Dave Keune took on actual planning activities while 

in the other projects the planning was made by the SMEs. On the other hand, process 

interventions of SMEs initially focus on what not to do. For instance, at an early stage, 
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Ergonomique aborts cooperation with GBO. Furthermore, Gerbert Dirks wants to evaluate 

economic viability of Dave Keune’s designs before continuing the project. In addition, in the 

initial project formulation of Peters Koelwagens, Ton Peters highlights that he does not want a 

virtual design, and finally Richard Cornet of GPG Stirrups explicitly mentions to Rob Crins of 

GBO that he should focus on external design, because Carlo Bosmans will handle the technical 

development of the product. These findings concur with the image that SMEs often are 

responsible for convergence in the product development process. Later during the projects, 

process interventions by SMEs concern networking and finding the right partners such as 

suppliers for execution of the project. For instance, GPG Stirrups involves well-known riders and 

the Eindhoven University of Technology for testing their stirrups and Arte approaches Syntens in 

order to discuss possibilities of applying for subsidies for the Arte Wellness project.  

 The results also show that context events often cause delays in project schedules. Only 

the relatively short projects of Ergonomique – GBO and Formit – Garmt Development show no 

significant delays. In the Arte – Dave Keune project the planning is adapted several times, 

initially because of many changes in the product concepts while later, Arte caused significant 

delays since due to the economic crisis they prioritized other projects having more immediate 

turnover. In the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case, the project was delayed because Ton 

Peters had to wait longer than expected on approval of his chief suppliers to use the new cover 

with their condenser units, and an explosive growth of orders throughout 2008 led his attention 

away from the project to more immediate operations. Finally, in the GPG Stirrups – GBO 

project, daily operations also caused delays in the project’s schedule. Furthermore, technological 

uncertainty caused a delay when after testing, the adapter appeared to need changes and the 

supplier did not have the new parts in stock.  

5.5 Effectuation 

The previous analyses focussed on identifying underlying patterns in the product design 

processes based on the cycling model of Van de Ven et al. (1999) regarding divergence and 

convergence, and the model of Dorst and Cross (2001) regarding co-evolution of goals and ideas. 

This section provides results regarding tests on the third model presented in the literature review, 

namely the effectual process model of Sarasvathy (2001). 

 Effectuation is resource-driven, whereas causation is goal-driven (Wiltbank et al., 2006). 

If applied to the product design processes of this study, this would mean that people and resource 

commitment events precede goal and core idea events in effectual processes. If goal events 

would precede people and resource commitment events, a causal process would be in place. To 

test the order of events, people and resource commitment events were taken together as general 

resource events. Subsequently, these three event types (goal (G), core idea (I), and resource (R) 

events) formed the input of gamma analyses similar to those described in section 5.4.2. Again, 

analyses of both the complete and split processes were conducted. The GPG Stirrups – GBO, 

Ergonomique – GBO, and Arte – Dave Keune cases have the same split as for the previous 

gamma analyses (in two, three, and three cycles respectively). The Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger case now contained three cycles. The first cycle includes development of the 

condenser unit cover during the DPC, the second cycle starts with winning the €5000 price and 

consequently continuation of their cooperation, and the final cycle concerns further development 

of the idea after the formal commitment of KesselsGranger to the project has ended. The Formit 

– Garmt Development case was now split into three cycles, namely development of the initial 

product, the problem-solving project before and during the DPC, and detailing and testing the 
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solution with little involvement of Garmt Reijsenbach afterwards. Again, splits were identified 

using relevant discontinuities, such as changes in stakeholders involved in the project (Langley, 

1999). 

 Figure 11 displays the results of the gamma analyses in gamma maps. Appendix I 

contains the precedence and separation scores. The maps show that each sequence exhibits a 

combination of both effectual and causal processes. The Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

case also shows effectual processes at first, when KesselsGranger is involved and in the second 

cycle when cooperation is continued, while the final cycle clearly follows a causal pattern in 

which Ton Peters contacts useful relations for production of malls and prototype evaluation. The 

GPG Stirrups – GBO case starts out causally when Richard Cornet decides to pick up the stirrup 

business. However, the intervention of Syntens and consequently the unplanned involvement of 

GBO turn the process into an effectual one. The final cycle evolves more disorderly, showing 

both effectual and causal characteristics. The Ergonomique – GBO case starts with an effectual 

process of new stakeholders (GBO) getting involved in the project. Subsequently, goals are set 

and ideas develop, while in the second phase of the project, goals, and ideas clearly precede 

resources. Based on the developed ideas, Ergonomique contacts partners for production and 

prototype evaluation, clearly a causal pattern. The Formit – Garmt Development case starts 

effectually when Garmt Reijsenbach commits to the development of the medicine cabinet and 

Formit is involved regarding their specialized production methods, which significantly affects 

the product’s specifications. The problem-solving project on the other hand evolves causally. 

Finally, the Arte – Dave Keune project is largely effectual, especially in the beginning where the 

cooperation with Buro Vormkrijgers and later the selection of Dave Keune affect which ideas are 

developed. In general, the cases show effectual processes at the start of the projects where 

involvement of stakeholders and availability of resources determine in what direction a project 

develops, whereas causal mechanisms take over at the end, and based on necessities of the 

project, people are involved and resources are made available. 

Besides this quantitative analysis, a qualitative analysis of criteria of change shows more 

details of the effectual patterns. Effectual processes are resource-driven (Wiltbank et al., 2007). 

Hence, a qualitative analysis of all resource events (people and resource commitment events) 

was conducted. Of each resource event, it was determined whether it fitted a causal or effectual 

pattern or both. The results are presented in appendix M. The results show a picture that concurs 

with the gamma maps. Most resource events early in the projects exhibit effectual reasoning (e.g. 

a resource change impacts goals and ideas), while later, causal processes are more dominant (e.g. 

developed ideas affect which stakeholders to involve). In addition, the availability of resources 

especially triggers divergent behaviour while the absence of resources leads to convergence, 

which is in line with Van de Ven et al. (1999).  

Second, effectual theory claims that decisions are based on three types of means, namely 

identity, knowledge, and available networks. All of these decision criteria can be found in the 

cases and some examples are provided next. Regarding identity, in the first meeting of Steven 

Kessels and James Granger with Ton Peters, the designers discuss Ton Peters’ likes and dislikes, 

not only about his products, but about his life philosophy in general, his preference for holiday 

destinations, etc. This information serves as input into their concept development, which should 

match Ton Peters’ preferences. An identity match between designers and the SME project leader 

is important. For instance, initially Richard Cornet of GPG Stirrups was quite sceptical about the 

value of involving designers, but when he met Rob Crins of GBO he decided to try designer 
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involvement, not only because of his expertise, but also largely because of their personality 

match and shared passion of horses and horse riding. 

 

 
Figure 11. Gamma maps GIR 

 

 Regarding availability of knowledge, in all cases, decisions were made based on the 

manufacturability within the current means of the SME. Hence, the project teams did not search 

for the “optimal” manufacturing method, but adapted ideas to fit available production facilities.   

 With respect to access to partners in available networks, the role of Syntens is quite 

important. Through Syntens, the SMEs and designers are brought together, which significantly 

affects the way projects evolve. Through Syntens, the SMEs have access to a variety of 

potentially useful partners. In addition, contacts sought by the SMEs themselves mainly focus on 

existing networks, such as GPG Stirrups approaching Trelleborg, a known contact of a previous 

sister cooperation. 

 Finally, besides this set of means, effectual processes often involve decision-making 

based on control, risk avoidance and affordable loss. Again, GPG Stirrups is a good example. 

After the DPC, they choose to focus on the adapter to avoid competition in the stirrup market. 

They intend to create their own niche and furthermore they develop a mechanical adapter of 

which the technology has already proven itself. The Arte – Dave Keune case provides another 

example, in which Gerbert Dirks and Dave Keune decide to focus on the “easiest” products first 

and postpone development of a bath and toilet. A final obvious example is the choice of Ton 

Peters to cooperate with KesselsGranger. Besides the personality match and the skills of the 

designers, Ton Peters indicated that he felt he would have more control over their activities 

compared to the other design agency he cooperated with earlier. 
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6. Discussion 

 

The final chapter of this report contains a discussion and interpretation of the research results. 

First, theoretical implications are discussed based on the research questions posed in chapter 3. 

Second, research limitations are described. The third section gives practical implications for 

SMEs, designers, and Syntens after which a conclusion follows. 

6.1 Theoretical implications 

6.1.1 The Design Pressure Cooker 

The first research question concerned an evaluation of Syntens’ current practices regarding 

stimulation of design involvement and product development within SMEs by means of the DPC. 

Syntens’ DPC is a successful tool to intervene in the NPD processes of SMEs. The DPC supports 

an elaborate set of cases, from various industries and levels of complexity, from strict problem 

solving to initiating collaboration for developing an entirely new product line. SME – designer 

collaborations during the DPC have been fruitful in many instances. 

 Processes taking place during the DPC fit the common way of working in many SMEs. 

First, processes clearly exhibit effectual characteristics. Ideas take shape based on available 

knowledge, financing, and access to potential partners. The availability of resources is especially 

important for generating divergence. Syntens brings together SMEs and skilled designers from 

their network and provides substantial financing to stimulate SMEs to involve designers in their 

product development projects. Second, the DPC enables fast iterations and a focus on short-term 

results at the end of the day. This resource-based thinking and rapid convergence are common in 

SMEs (Bradford & Childe, 2002; Lindman et al., 2008; Millward & Lewis, 2005). 

Furthermore, the DPC’s success is partly due to the practices stimulating design during 

the DPC and a good match between SME and designer. The DPC also ensures co-location and 

stimulates visualizing ideas at least during that part of the product design project. Visualisation 

and modelling are essential aspects of design since mock-ups, prototypes, and sketches provide a 

way to quickly grasp the meaning of products (Utterback et al., 2006). Designers often posses 

skills in rapid or virtual prototyping, which have been shown to speed up the NPD process 

(Cooper & Edgett, 2008; Moultrie et al., 2007; Verworn et al., 2008). Design is mainly based on 

tacit knowledge and intuitive meanings (Utterback et al., 2006). Visualisations make ideas 

tangible, thereby facilitating communication between people from different backgrounds. Thus, 

concretizing ideas makes it easer to decide on a preferred course of action and provides focus on 

realistically attainable results. Furthermore, face-to-face meetings and co-location are especially 

valuable in such circumstances. During these meetings, visualizations serve as boundary objects 

that form the basis of mutual understanding (Bechky, 2003; Utterback et al., 2006). Hence, this 

research shows that through deliberate interventions by external parties, such as Syntens’ DPC, 

in the product development processes of SMEs, innovation quality can be enhanced by 

involvement of designers. However, most product design projects are not finished after just one 

day of working. Therefore, to facilitate post-DPC processes, a deeper understanding of the 

processes taking place is necessary. The DPC provided an excellent starting point from which 

five cases have been selected to study these processes in depth. 
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6.1.2 Role of the designer 

Designers have different roles and execute different activities in the five cases studied in depth. 

Their role encompasses more than just the styling of a product. In the case studies, designers 

have been involved in functional design activities, but also in prototype creation and testing, 

supplier selection, process management, and planning. Using Perks et al.’s (2005) typology, the 

role of the designer in these cases varies from mainly functional in three cases to integrated in 

one and leading in the fifth case. The more integrated a designer is, the more he is involved in 

activities such as prototype testing and evaluation, supplier selection, and planning. Although 

Perks et al.’s (2005) typology has been used previously to describe designer involvement in NPD 

(e.g. Chiva & Alegre, 2007), this study goes beyond that and links the role of the designer to the 

type of project they conduct. There seems to be a relation between the openness of the project 

assignment and the level of integration of the designers in the project. Dave Keune and Garmt 

Reijsenbach initially worked within an open assignment, without pre-established detailed 

specifications. In the GPG Stirrups – GBO case, the assignment was rather open while the 

designer was functionally involved, but this was mainly due to the short time span between the 

first meeting and the start of the project. The other two cases exhibit functional involvement and 

detailed specifications beforehand. Hence, for different assignments, different relationships exist 

between the SME and the designers. It might be interesting to focus future research on 

determining whether the functional or integral role of the designer might be more effective for 

closed or open assignments.  

In addition, a closer evaluation of data shows that the experience the SME has with 

design before DPC participation might affect the SME – designer relationship. Within Arte, the 

value of design is already well known. For them, the DPC serves as a platform through which 

they can contact talented designers for a NPD project. Since they are pleased with the work of 

Buro Vormkrijgers and later Dave Keune, they are willing to involve them in the entire product 

development process. On the other hand, for Peters Koelwagens, GPG Stirrups, and 

Ergonomique, it is the first time they cooperated intensively with designers regarding product 

development. Hence, they take a “wait-and-see” strategy, clearly setting boundaries on what the 

designers should do, without knowledge of or experience with the value of designer involvement 

in other parts of the process. For the inexperienced entrepreneur, it might be too risky to assign 

too many responsibilities to the designers. For instance, Ton Peters of Peters Koelwagens aborts 

his first cooperation and subsequently chooses to collaborate with KesselsGranger because he 

believes he has more control over them.  

Finally, it is interesting to focus future research on how designers are involved within 

these companies in future projects and whether support such as given by Syntens’ DPC remains 

valuable for experienced SMEs. The Ergonomique – GBO case provides a good example. They 

start collaboration in 2005, after which GBO conducts several other product development 

projects for Ergonomique in which they are involved far more intensively and conduct activities 

such as engineering and supplier selection. Hence, it might be that after a first (successful) 

project has been conducted with a designer, SMEs are willing to involve design expertise more 

intensively in later projects. Hence, familiarity with design practices and its value could form an 

important initial barrier to involving designers. 

6.1.3 Process cycling 

This study contributes to innovation research with a process perspective taken to investigate 

product design processes involving external designers in SMEs. As opposed to other studies 
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investigating variables influencing SME – designer cooperation (Bruce & Morris, 1994; Chiva & 

Alegre, 2007; Lewis & Brown, 1999), this study focuses on how product design processes 

evolve over time. In innovation research, process research is less applied than variance research 

(Van de Ven, 2007). Especially regarding collaboration in NPD, few researchers take a process 

perspective. When a process perspective is taken, these studies often remain purely qualitative, 

while in this study, qualitative analyses were supplemented with several quantitative analyses. 

The third research question focused on patterns of divergence/convergence/ongoing progression 

(DCO) and goal setting/idea development (GI) underlying product design processes. This 

question is answered using not only case descriptions, but also detailed quantitative analyses 

such as gamma analyses, optimal matching, and cluster analyses.  

In all projects, several DCO cycles have been identified. Although gamma analyses on 

the complete sequences often do not provide clear separation between phases, those on split files 

do. This provides support for the model of Van de Ven et al. (1999) and shows that their general 

innovation model is also applicable to product design processes in SMEs. Furthermore, the effect 

of involving external designers on cycling is assessed. It appears that the more integrated 

projects exhibit more cycles, especially in the case of Arte – Dave Keune in which the 

assignment is most open. This suggests that a more intensive involvement of designers and a 

more open project lead to more cycling. Important to notice is that divergence, convergence, and 

ongoing progression phases often overlap and are not always clearly distinct. This indicates rapid 

iterations between divergence and convergence, as found by Buijs (2003). Hence, the product 

design processes in these SMEs are not as linear as the general NPD models other researchers 

have suggested (Cooper et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2002; Ulrich & Eppinger, 2004). 

The cases also exhibit GI cycling and overlap, especially in the Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger, GPG Stirrups – GBO, and Arte – Dave Keune cases. Again, the gamma 

analyses show unclear images for most complete processes while providing better maps for split 

sequence files. These goal-setting patterns indicate the underlying teleological nature of the 

product design processes (Poole et al., 2001). Again, both phases often overlap. Goals are set 

based on the ideas that have been developed. Ideas and goals are often changed simultaneously. 

Hence, support is found for the model of Dorst and Cross (2001) who state that designers do not 

take the problem space (similar to goal phases) as fixed. Especially in the more open Arte 

project, goals are regularly modified based on new insights in concept development. For 

instance, it appears difficult to develop a Silestone bath, while feedback on the initial designs of 

Dave Keune shows that it would be wise to include furniture. Hence, goals are expanded to 

include cupboards and a mirror, while the bath is deleted from the proposal. 

Cycling and overlap make the product design processes more disorderly. The largest, 

most encompassing project of Arte and Dave Keune is most disorderly on both patterns. This 

finding concurs with Pelz (1985), who found that innovation processes are more disorderly for 

innovations that are more complex. Besides the fast iterations and mutual dependency of goals 

and ideas, another reason for overlap in the phases is the fact that multiple trajectories of 

development are present. Activities are conducted in parallel, which leads to a messier product 

development process (Buijs, 2003). For instance, during the post-DPC part of the GPG Stirrups – 

GBO project, Richard Cornet deals with business development, planning, and finding 

appropriate partners for testing, while Carlo Bosmans executes technical product development. 
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6.1.4 The influence of designers on product design processes 

Product design processes evolve more unitary when designers are involved more functionally. 

This is indicated by optimal matching and cluster analyses. Nevertheless, it was hard to find 

clear simple or cycling unitary processes. This implies that at a micro-level, product design 

processes evolve more chaotically than expected. This complex pattern is influenced by several 

dimensions (Poole et al., 2001), such as the role of the designer in the project, the availability of 

resources (e.g. financial, time, knowledge), parallel development of different activities within the 

project, and the development of other projects within the organization. For example, in the Arte – 

Dave Keune project, the development of a project with Geberit is prioritized, which delays Dave 

Keune’s project. Future research might focus on a more formal investigation of the influence of 

these and possibly other dimensions. 

This study finds formal support for the notion that in divergent and convergent phases, 

project team members with different skills are involved (Cross, 1994; Van de Ven et al., 1999). 

Statistical analyses have been conducted which show that designers generally dominate 

divergent activities while SMEs tend to dominate more convergent activities. In addition, the 

more integrated designers are, the more they affect goal-setting activities. Taken together, this 

implies that were designers are involved more intensively, multiple directions are likely to be 

explored. Divergence is shown to be important for innovation (Utterback et al., 2006), indicating 

that a more intensive involvement of designers in the product design is fruitful. Designers 

enhance innovation quality through exploring alternative ways of development. 

The convergent dominance of SMEs can be explained by the fact that SMEs possess a 

limited amount of time, human, and financial resources (Lindman et al., 2008; Millward & 

Lewis, 2005). In addition, they often depend on one or just a few products for survival, making 

innovation success crucial (McAdam & Keogh, 2004; Moultrie et al., 2007). Therefore, 

innovation processes within SMEs will focus on more certain, short-term outcomes (Bradford & 

Childe, 2002; McAdam & Keogh, 2004). 

Designers generally do not focus on optimizing components but on the entire product. In 

addition, they often are experienced in multiple markets, having worked for multiple companies, 

with a variety of technologies and therefore can provide new insights an organization would not 

have found by itself (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997). An obvious example of designers contributing 

to general product quality beyond styling is provided in two cases. Modularity has been 

recognized as one of the solutions for dealing with increased complexity and the need for 

customization (Utterback et al., 2006). Both KesselsGranger and GBO propose a modular 

product architecture in their designs. Regarding the condenser unit cover, KesselsGranger 

propose a modular design to facilitate manufacturing, and although Ton Peters initially chooses 

another solution, the modular design turns out to be more efficient. In the GPG Stirrups – GBO 

project, Rob Crins proposes a modular design using similar components in both a complete 

suspended stirrup and an adapter, so that he can finish both conceptual designs during the DPC. 

Furthermore, designers focus on “phasing” the process. An analysis of deliberate process 

interventions shows they all propose phases in which to conduct the product, starting with 

diverging activities such as brainstorming and subsequently converging towards alternative 

selection and detailed idea development. Especially in the first phases, designers emphasize the 

importance of out-of-the-box thinking to enhance divergent behaviour. For instance, Garmt 

Reijsenbach repeats several times during initial brainstorm sessions at the DPC, that no critique 

on ideas is allowed. This “phasing” seems contrary to my previous results that show that linear 

progression is rare in the investigated product design projects, which exhibit cycling, overlap, 
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and sometimes even evolve rather chaotically. Still, other researchers find that designers use 

phasing, but that this might be a way of clarifying a structure, providing an understandable logic 

for the SME, while the actual process evolves more iteratively (Utterback et al., 2006). 

Besides proposing phases, in two cases, designers are responsible for the project’s 

planning. Naturally, Garmt Reijsenbach proposes a planning since he is the project’s leader. In 

addition, Dave Keune takes over planning activities from Arte to ensure steady progression and 

to provide focus or even some pressure on the SME to deal with matters concerning the product 

development project, instead of prioritizing daily operations. In the cases in which designers are 

functionally involved, planning activities are dominated by the SMEs. 

Contrary to the designers’ influence, SMEs often define what designers should not do. 

For instance, Ton Peters of Peters Koelwagens states that he does not need virtual designs and 

Richard Cornet of GPG Stirrups states that the focus should be on external design and not on 

internal technical development of the suspended stirrup. Hence, the SMEs’ focus on convergence 

also comes forth in this analysis.  

Finally, contextual changes are an important dimension affecting product design 

processes. Context changes cause delays in three projects, often because SMEs prioritize other 

activities over the NPD project. Both GPG Stirrups and Peters Koelwagens encounter a busy 

period during which their attention is diverted to other activities. For Arte, the economic crisis 

affects the product design project. First, they decide to manufacture all Dave Keune’s products 

internally, except for the furniture. Hence, he has to adapt some of his designs to the specific 

production methods available at Arte. Second, Arte prioritizes other projects that generate more 

immediate turnover, which causes delays in Dave Keune’s project planning. Thus, in line with 

other studies on NPD in SMEs, resources such as people and time committed to the NPD 

projects by the SMEs appear to be quite fluid (Bradford & Childe, 2002). 

6.1.5 Effectuation 

In addition to the application of Van de Ven et al.’s (1999) and Dorst and Cross’ (2004) models 

to product design processes in SMEs, the effectual process model as proposed by Sarasvathy and 

colleagues is tested empirically in this study (Sarasvathy, 2001; Wiltbank et al., 2007). Although 

the effectual model has been applied in entrepreneurial settings and anecdotal evidence of its 

applicability has been provided, this study uses effectual theory in a product design setting and 

validates its usefulness quantitatively using gamma analyses. Furthermore, not only effectual 

processes are identified in this study, but also a combination of effectual and causal reasoning is 

found in each case, confounding with the proposition of Sarasvathy (2001), who states that 

innovation processes are likely to exhibit both patterns.  

In all cases, effectual and causal processes are found, with effectuation being 

predominant in the earlier phases of the projects and causation being more prominent in later 

stages. Gamma analyses supplemented with a qualitative analysis of resource commitment and 

people events are applied to identify these patterns. The availability of resources and 

commitment of external designers to the project clearly leads to divergence in idea development 

and goals are expanded based on who gets involved. In addition, a (perceived) lack of resources, 

such as in the Formit – Garmt Development case leads to limitations on goals, only focusing on 

direct problem solving as opposed to taking a broader perspective to improve the entire medicine 

cabinet. 

Finally, the cases provide anecdotal evidence of effectual mechanisms at work. Identity 

and personality are important in finding the proper match between SME and external designer. 
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The developed products have to fit the SMEs and designers philosophy, such as in the Peters 

Koelwagens – KesselsGranger case in which the designers stimulate Ton Peters to talk about his 

personal likes and dislikes on which they base their initial designs. Available skills and 

knowledge is an obvious decision criterion in all projects since all SMEs state that the developed 

products have to be manufactured using the currently available production methods. The 

selection and involvement of other stakeholders, such as specialist suppliers in the GPG Stirrups 

– GBO case, occurs based on existing networks of contacts. Decisions are often made based on 

affordable loss and risk avoidance. For instance, in the Arte – Dave Keune project, the most 

risky products are initially deleted from the project proposal. Lastly, SMEs often focus on 

control as opposed to prediction. In the GPG Stirrups – GBO case, the primary focus is on 

developing a suspended adapter instead of a complete stirrup to avoid competition and build a 

market they can control. An important reason of Ton Peters to cooperate with KesselsGranger is 

that he believes to be able to control their activities. 

6.2 Research limitations 

As with any study, this research suffers from some limitations. First, retrospective data were 

collected, which inherently contains limitations. Data might have been biased due to cognitive 

limitations, oversimplification of events after occurrence, framing of research questions, and the 

tendency towards socially desirable answers (Huber & Power, 1985; Miller, Cardinal & Glick, 

1997; Schwenk, 1985). Since within the timeframe of my master thesis project it was not 

possible to collect real-time data, several measures have been taken to overcome these biases. 

First, interviews were conducted with multiple stakeholders having different roles and views on 

the project and integrated case descriptions were checked with all participants. Second, data 

triangulation was applied since documentation supplemented the information that came forth 

from the interviews. Third, the focus during interviews was on factual events instead of opinions 

to enhance validity of the results. A future real-time study might complement the findings of this 

study.   

 Another limitation stems from the fact that case study results might be idiosyncratic. 

Often, case study results are hard to generalize. This disadvantage is counteracted by employing 

a multiple case comparison on a heterogeneous set of cases (Poole et al., 2001). Cases come 

from different industries and the participating organizations have different sizes. Hence, results 

are likely to be applicable to other SMEs conducting product design projects involving external 

designers. Nevertheless, the focus is on product design. Although defined in a broad sense, this 

means that the results might differ when looking to services or graphic design. Furthermore, the 

analyses show that personality and identity are important in matching SMEs with external 

designers. Since all participants are Dutch, this might differ in other cultures. Future research in 

other cultural settings or with a focus on different types of design than product design can be 

used to see whether results found in this study can be applicable in those situations. 

 The limited number of cases leads to decreased statistical strength of the cluster analysis, 

which might have distorted the results. In addition, the limited number of events in the 

Ergonomique – GBO and Formit – Garmt Development cases leads to decreased statistical 

power in testing for dominance differences of SMEs versus designers in divergent or convergent 

events and goal or idea events. Nevertheless, by employing multiple methods of analyses, 

ranging from quantitative to detailed qualitative analyses, the richness and completeness of 

results was enhanced (Langley, 1999).  
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Finally, the research focuses on the involvement of external designers. Product design 

processes within SMEs using internal designers are likely to evolve differently (Bruce & Morris, 

1994; Chiva & Alegre, 2007). On the one hand, external designers might provide more 

divergence, since they are experienced with other views, technologies, and markets outside of the 

organization (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Utterback et al., 2006). On the other hand, Pelz (1985) 

found that within homogeneous groups (i.e. project teams with internal designers) innovation 

processes evolve more chaotically. Hence, it is interesting to conduct a study focusing on internal 

product design to assess process differences with respect to projects involving external designers. 

Furthermore, a similar study in large enterprise can assist in identifying differences between 

SMEs and large enterprises regarding product design processes. 

6.3 Practical implications 

The results of this study have several practical implications. First, in product design processes, it 

might be valuable to have fluid as opposed to static goals. Clear evidence was found of cycling 

of divergence/convergence and goal setting/idea development. Although a clear design brief at 

the start of the project is important (Lewis & Brown, 1999), the project team should not adhere 

too strictly to the initial assignment. Insights generated as the project evolves should be 

incorporated. Furthermore, product development projects within SMEs often exhibit constraints 

on resources such as time, financing, and available skills. Hence, initially an effectual approach 

should be taken, meaning that the project team explores the possibilities of the cooperation, 

based on available means and using an affordable loss criterion to evaluate alternative paths of 

development.  

Furthermore, instead of presenting a rigid phasing of the design process, designers could 

advocate a cyclical approach to projects conducted with SMEs. In SMEs, constraints on 

resources often lead to rapid convergence (Bradford & Childe, 2002). SMEs are often interested 

in seeing quick results. In addition, visualisation and modelling are essential aspects of design. 

Communication is the main reason of failure of SME – external designer collaborations (Bruce 

& Morris, 1994). Models or sketches can serve as boundary objects, which facilitate 

communication between the designer and the SME (Bechky, 2003; Utterback et al., 2006). 

Hence, to cope with resource uncertainty and to enhance communication, having frequent 

milestones in which concrete results (e.g. concept sketches, visuals, mock-ups, prototypes) are 

presented to and evaluated with the SMEs might be a better way of providing SMEs with clarity 

of the design process than proposing a rigid long-term phasing. 

The results also indicate that designers often exhibit divergent skills while SMEs tend 

towards convergence. Divergence is important in innovation processes, hence SMEs should 

involve designers and designers should promote divergence in their product design processes. 

Design is about integration and wholeness (Utterback et al., 2006), thus designers can encourage 

SMEs to focus on the product as a whole, instead of optimizing components. Also for problem-

solving projects, such as the Formit – Garmt Development project, this can be beneficial.  

Finally, this study clearly shows that involving external designers in the product design 

process has benefits for SMEs. Designers bring along a set of skills that are often missing within 

small organizations. In addition, designers are often able to provide support to functions outside 

of the traditional way design is seen by many SMEs (i.e. they only see designer’s benefits in 

styling). Hence, whenever possible, SMEs should open up to designers and involve them more 

intensively in the entire product development process, from beginning to end. On the other hand, 

the value of design in styling is obvious to many organizations. Utterback et al. (2006) mention 
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that a designer’s knowledge should be valued more than his creativity. Therefore, designers 

should promote their skills in other areas, such as design for manufacturing, choosing proper 

materials, and so on, to convince SMEs to cooperate with them.  

6.3.1 Recommendations for Syntens 

This study shows that the role of Syntens in NPD projects within SMEs can be significant. By 

organizing DPCs, they provide a platform on which SMEs can get familiar with the value of 

external designers in a low-risk environment. Nevertheless, the support of Syntens could be 

expanded to encompass the post-DPC development trajectories in which they can provide useful 

support to enhance the projects’ success. Taking the previous practical implications in mind, 

some specific recommendations for Syntens can be given. 

 First, in the investigated projects, generally a new cycle of goal setting and idea 

development started after the DPC had taken place. Syntens already supports goal setting and 

making a design brief before the DPC. During the DPC, the first idea development cycle takes 

place. Nevertheless, goals are fluid and depend on idea development. Hence, after the DPC, 

Syntens could again support a goal setting meeting in which the implications of the developed 

ideas are dealt with. Syntens advisors can underline the importance of divergence and exploring 

alternative paths of development within available means, until a satisfactory solution is found. 

 Second, Syntens’ DPC can provide an opportunity to show the broader value of design to 

inexperienced SMEs and stimulate an integral role for designers in the SME’s NPD projects. 

Syntens might emphasize the value of design beyond styling within SMEs. The cases clearly 

illustrate the value of design in other areas, such as manufacturing and technical development. 

The match between designer and SME is quite important. This study shows that a personality 

and identity match is important, but also a match on relevant knowledge and skills. For instance, 

Rob Crins of GBO has experience in the horse riding market and has technical knowledge on 

suspension systems, which convinced Richard Cornet of GPG Stirrups that it might be worth 

collaborating with him during the DPC. Again, Syntens should make the match based on 

personality and skills of the designer, such as technical skills, experience with similar products, 

knowledge about the market, etc, and not because of his creative skills (Bruce & Morris, 1994; 

Utterback et al., 2006). Other important aspects are that designers should be involved as early in 

the project as possible and they should collaborate with high-level managers (Utterback et al., 

2006). Hence, Syntens might encourage SMEs to participate in the DPC with projects that are at 

the start of development and involve project leaders in the DPC. 

 Furthermore, one of the success factors of the DPC is the focus on visualisation and 

modelling, which are essential aspects of design. In the Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

case, the project team decides to organize another day like the DPC, but now internally, to 

determine styling of the condenser unit cover by creating, evaluating, and adapting mock-ups on 

the fly using available vans on which the mock-up is placed. This way, a styling is quickly 

determined. Syntens might encourage such hands-on approaches to take place not only during 

the DPC, but also afterwards during internal development.  

 Another essential aspect of the product design processes is they are not completed during 

the DPC. This provides an opportunity for Syntens to expand its activities to support SME – 

designer cooperation even further. They might play an active role in finding resources to develop 

the product afterwards, for instance by proposing subsidy arrangements SMEs might apply for to 

conduct specific parts of the project (e.g. the technical product tests of GPG Stirrups’ adapter are 

conducted by IME Technologies by means of a Senternovem subsidy). In addition, Syntens can 
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serve as a platform to bring together SMEs and valuable stakeholders in general (e.g. a Syntens 

advisor has proposed a potential furniture manufacturer in the Arte – Dave Keune case). This 

networking function is quite important in the development stage, since the involvement of 

stakeholders such as suppliers or manufacturers directly affects the product. This also implies 

that Syntens can be more proactive in stimulating designer – SME collaboration aside from the 

DPC. Whereas the DPC focuses primarily on first timers with no previous design experience, 

other organizations might find it difficult to find a designer with the appropriate skills to conduct 

a project. Therefore, Syntens’ networking function regarding stimulating designer – SME 

collaboration could be extended to encompass other projects not initiated during a DPC. 

 A final aspect on which Syntens might provide support in product design projects is 

planning. Syntens can stress the importance of innovation projects. However, it cannot be 

neglected that, especially in economically difficult times, generating immediate cashflow is of 

eminent importance to SMEs. In addition, often no formal product development team is 

available. Therefore, beside goal ambiguity, and technological and market uncertainty, SMEs 

face a high amount of resource uncertainty regarding availability of financial means, 

commitment of time, and availability of skilled personnel (Bradford & Childe, 2002). This study 

shows that contextual changes, either internal or external to the organization, impact resources 

assigned to the NPD projects and divert priorities away from the product design project towards 

other operations. Hence, projects are delayed. Instead of defining a planning for the entire 

product to be realised, an iterative planning approach might be useful in this situation (Bradford 

& Childe, 2002). A flexible planning strategy, which concurs with the cycling innovation 

project, could be employed. In the near future, SMEs can control the availability of resources and 

therefore can make a detailed planning of short cycles of a few weeks with frequent meetings in 

between that serve as milestones during which the planning for the next cycle can be determined. 

Only a general long-term goal of when to be finished should be incorporated to take into account 

activities that take more time than these short cycles. This approach is similar to Dave Keune’s 

approach in his project with Arte. He made a general planning, and subsequently he detailed this 

planning for short periods to remain focussed on what to do for the next meeting. This approach 

ensures that changes in resource availability are taken into account without leading to 

disappointment of not attaining a project schedule. 

6.4 Conclusion 

This study provides insight in SME – designer collaboration. Results show that product design 

processes within SMEs involving external designers evolve far from linearly. Processes often 

evolve iteratively, having several cycles of development throughout which goals are redefined 

based on the ideas developed. Furthermore, external designers proof to be valuable regarding 

enhancing divergence, but their benefits encompass a wider set of activities, such as process 

management, supplier selection, and prototype testing. Still, projects appear to be highly 

dependent on the availability of resources and the involvement of appropriate stakeholders. 

Therefore, interventions such as Syntens’ DPC can significantly enhance innovation within 

SMEs. The role of Syntens Eindhoven in building a prominent design region can be significant, 

since the essence of building such a region lies not in the availability of a large number of quality 

designers, but in the link between designers and manufactures to translate designs to actual 

products creating economic value (Utterback et al., 2006). 
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Appendix A: Questions DPC evaluation 

 

The following set of questions was asked during the DPC evaluation: 

- Was it the first time that you cooperated with a (external) designer? 

- What is your opinion regarding cooperation with the designer? 

- What is your opinion regarding organization of the DPC itself? 

- Did you continue cooperation with the designer after the DPC? 

- What is the current status of the project? 

- What was the effect of the project (substantial profits, spin-offs, etc.)? 

- Did you receive guidance of Syntens on this project after the DPC? 

- Would you have conducted this project without participation in the DPC? 

- Would you have involved an external designer in the project without participation in 

the DPC? 

- Did your valuation regarding (external) design involvement change due to 

participation? 

- Do you have any further comments? 

 

Besides these general evaluation questions, three questions were asked to evaluate whether the 

SME would be suited for participating in the later case study research. 

- What kind of project was conducted (open or closed with respect to problem 

formulation)? 

- What was the role of the designer in the product design project? 

- Are you willing to participate in an in depth case study? 
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Appendix B: Cohen’s Kappa 

 

Cohen’s Kappa is used to determine interrater reliability when two coders code each event. By 

adding a null category to the coding scheme, it is possible to calculate interrater reliability in 

case of multiple codes assigned to a single event (Poole et al., 2000). Cohen’s Kappa is 

calculated as follows: 

c

co

p

pp

−

−
=

1
κ , in which ( )∑= Ncrp iio , , and ( ) NNCRp iic ∑= . 

κ = Cohen’s Kappa  (ri,ci) = value of the cell designated by row i, column i 

po = overall agreement Ri = sum of all codes in row i 

pc = chance agreement Ci = sum of all codes in column i 

N = total number of codes assigned 

 

Values of Cohen’s Kappa can range from -1 to +1. Landis and Koch (1977) established the 

following interpretation scheme. 

 
Kappa statistic Strength of agreement 

< 0.00 Poor 

0.00-0.20 Slight 

0.20-0.40 Fair 

0.40-0.60 Moderate 

0.60-0.80 Substantial 

0.80-1.00 Almost perfect 

Table 8. Interpretation of Cohen’s Kappa according to Landis and Koch (1977) 
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Appendix C: Role of the designer 

 

Moultrie et al. (2007) report numerous activities, which they used in their design audit tool to 

evaluate design practices in SMEs. These relate to both management and execution activities 

generated from NPD and design literature. These activities are combined into the following 

categories that seem important for design success: 

Project generation:   - Idea generation & idea management 

- Creative culture and environment 

- Product strategy 

- Project selection 

Requirements capture: - Market segmentation 

    - Competitive analysis 

    - Investigating user needs 

    - Ongoing user involvement 

    - Product specification 

Concept design:  - Concept generation 

    - Aesthetic design 

    - Ergonomic design 

    - Product architecture design 

    - Concept evaluation & selection 

Implementation:  - Design for manufacture & assembly 

    - Prototyping to reduce market risks 

    - Prototyping to reduce technical risks 

    - Evaluation 

Project management:  - Product development process 

    - Risk management 

    - Design reviews 

    - Managing design targets & metrics 

    - Teamwork 

    - Specialist design involvement 

 

Using Perks et al.’s (2005) identification of design roles, the activities listed under 

concept design relate to a functional involvement. The more integrated a designer becomes, the 

more he will be involved in other activities. Some of the activities listed by Moultrie et al. 

(2007), such as creative culture and environment are not relevant looking at the scope of this 

study and are therefore omitted. Furthermore, decisive power is added to be able to include Perks 

et al.’s (2005) “design as project leader” role. Hence, the following list of activities was used to 

assess the designer’s role in the product design project (involvement was scored in three 

categories: none, minor, extensive): 

- Project generation (is the designer involved in generating and selecting projects?) 

- Market segmentation (is the designer involved in segmenting markets?) 

- Competitive analysis (is the designer involved in competitive analyses?) 

- Investigating user needs (is the designer involved in investigating user needs?) 

- Ongoing user involvement (is the designer involved with users?) 

- Product specification (is the designer involved in generating product specifications?) 
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- Concept generation (is the designer involved in concept generation?)
13

 

- Aesthetic design (is the designer involved in aesthetic design?)
13

 

- Ergonomic design (is the designer involved in ergonomic design?)
13

 

- Product architecture design (is the designer involved in product architecture and / or 

technical design?)
13

 

- Concept evaluation & selection (is the designer involved in concept evaluation and 

selection?)
13

 

- Design for manufacture & assembly (involvement beyond the design stage, during 

manufacturing) 

- Prototyping to reduce market risks (involvement in for instance, building prototypes 

for field trials) 

- Prototyping to reduce technical risks (involvement in for instance, building 

prototypes for in-house reliability testing) 

- Prototype evaluation (is the designer involved in evaluating prototypes?) 

- Product development process (is the designer involved in managing the product 

development process (proposing brainstorming etc.)?) 

- Project management (is the designer involved in project management activities such 

as planning?) 

- Decisive power (does the designer have decisive power?) 

                                                 
13

 These activities are considered to fit Perks et al.’s (2005) functional role of design. 
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Appendix D: Parsing rules for phase mapping 

 
Parsing rules were established for two categories of event sequences, namely for divergence 

versus convergence and for goal setting versus idea development. Only events coded as a goal 

and/or idea event were taken into account. Hence, all non-goal/non-idea events were deleted 

from the event sequences. For the divergence/convergence maps, a third category, ongoing 

progression, is added in order to cope with idea and goal events that fall into the continuation 

category, which cannot be assigned clearly to divergent or convergent behaviour. Using a 

flexible mapping procedure (Poole et al., 2000), the following parsing rules were established. 

 

Divergence/convergence/ongoing progression rules: 

- Start of a divergent phase: two expansion events within three consecutive events 

indicate the start of a divergent phase. 

- End of a divergent phase: two consecutive non-expansion events indicate the end of a 

divergent phase. 

- Start of a convergent phase: two modification or contraction events within three 

consecutive events indicate the start of a convergent phase. 

- End of a convergent phase: two consecutive non-modification or non- contraction 

events indicate the end of a convergent phase. 

- Start of an ongoing progression phase: two continuation events within three 

consecutive events indicate the start of an ongoing progression phase. 

- End of an ongoing progression phase: two consecutive non-continuation events 

indicate the end of an ongoing progression phase. 

 

Goal setting/idea development rules: 

- Start of a goal-setting phase: two goal events within three consecutive events indicate 

the start of a goal-setting phase. 

- End of a goal-setting phase: two consecutive non-goal events indicate the end of a 

goal-setting phase. 

- Start of an idea development phase: two core idea events within three consecutive 

events indicate the start of an idea development phase. 

- End of an idea development phase: two consecutive non-core idea events indicate the 

end of an idea development phase. 
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Appendix E: Gamma analysis 

 

Gamma analysis is based on the Goodman-Kruskal gamma (Pelz, 1985), which is calculated as 

follows: 

( ) ( )QPQP +−=γ , in which 

P = number of pairs in which an A mention precedes a B mention 

Q = number of pairs in which an A mention follows a B mention 

 

If positive, gamma is the proportion in which an A mention precedes a B mention. If negative, 

gamma is the proportion in which a B mention precedes an A mention. To calculate the gamma 

scores, a matrix is made of precedence counts (Poole et al., 2000). For instance, in the sequence 

AAABABBCC, the following matrix would be calculated: 

 
 A B C 

A 0 1 0 

B 11 0 0 

C 8 6 0 

Table 9. Example precedence counts 

 

Subsequently, a matrix is calculated of all pair-wise gamma scores (see table 10). Values above 

and below the diagonal are the same, but have opposite signs (Pelz, 1985). The precedence score 

then is the average gamma scores for a specific code. In the example the precedence scores are 

.92 for A, .08 for B, and -1 for C. Separation scores are the mean of the absolute gamma scores. 

Hence, in the example separation scores are .92 for A, .92 for B and 1 for C. As a general cut-off 

value, separation scores above .50 show clear separation, scores between .25 and .50 show some 

degree of overlap, and values below .25 indicate no separation (Kemerer & Slaughter, 1999; 

Poole et al., 2000). 

 
 A B C 

A 0 -.83 -1 

B .83 0 -1 

C 1 1 0 

Table 10. Example pair-wise gamma scores 
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Appendix F: Optimal matching procedures 

 

The optimal matching algorithm aligns two sequences using substitutions, insertions, and 

deletions of units. Sankoff and Kruskal (1983) describe the algorithm, which results in a 

dissimilarity index between a pair of sequences known as the Levenshtein index. The first step in 

calculating this index consists of determining the costs of substitutions and indels (insertions and 

deletions). Indel costs were set to an arbitrary value of .5. Accumulated indel costs should always 

be equal to or larger than the substitution costs between a pair of events (Sankoff & Kruskal, 

1983). The subsequent matrices represent the substitution costs for divergence (D), convergence 

(C), and ongoing progression (O) events as well as for goal (G) versus idea (I) events. All 

substitution costs are set to 1, except for those relating to ongoing progression events, which are 

set to .5, because ongoing progression events are dispersed over the entire event sequences. 

 
 D C O 

D    

C 1   

O .5 .5  

Table 11. Substitution cost matrix DCO 

 

 G I 

G   

I 1  

Table 12. Substitution cost matrix GI 

 

These substitution cost matrices formed together with the event sequences the input for the 

optimal matching analyses. Not only the event sequences of cases were compared, but also 

hypothetical sequence models were added to test whether specific cases fitted with unitary or 

cycling sequence models. Tables 13 and 14 display the event sequences of all cases and models 

in RLE format (the format required by WinPhaser input). For the DCO and GI patterns, two 

models were created as follows. First, the average rate of occurrence of events over all cases was 

calculated. Models were based on these scores for a simple unitary sequence and a 3-cycle 

sequence. A 3-cycle sequence should be sufficient to recognize cycling within a sequence (Poole 

et al., 2000). Since optimal matching used normalized event sequences of a length of 100 events 

for the cases, the original models were “stretched” until they also had a length of 100 events. For 

DCO models, O events were distributed equally over each sequence within the D events, because 

the raw data sequences of the cases showed that ongoing progression mainly occurred during 

divergent phases and between divergent and convergent phases.  
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DCO sequences (average: total: 46.2; D: 22.2; C: 17; O: 7) 

Case Sequence in RLE format Event frequency 

D 9 

C 10 

Ergonomique – GBO (27 

events) 2D 4O 1C 1D 2O 2D 1C 1D 2C 1D 1C 2O 1D 1C 1D 4C 

O 8 

D 16 

C 13 

Formit – Garmt Development 

(36 events) 
2D 1C 1D 3C 1D 1O 1D 1C 2O 1D 1O 2D 2C 1O 3D 1C 2D 

1C 1O 1C 2D 3C 1O 1D 
O 7 

D 43 

C 22 

Arte – Dave Keune (74 

events) 
4D 1O 1D 1C 1O 2D 1O 4D 1C 1D 3C 6D 1C 1D 4C 1D 2C 

3D 1O 1C 3D 1O 1D 1O 1D 2O 4D 2C 2D 2C 9D 4C 1O 1C 
O 9 

D 17 

C 20 

Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger (44 events) 
3D 4O 4D 1O 1D 2O 3D 1C 1D 2C 1D 1C 1D 2C 1D 1C 2D 

13C 
O 7 

D 26 

C 20 

GPG Stirrups – GBO (50 

events) 
1D 1C 1D 2C 1D 1C 1D 1O 5D 1O 1D 1O 1C 1D 1C 2D 1C 

3D 1O 3D 3C 3D 5C 1D 2C 1D 1C 1D 1C 1D 1C 
O 4 

D 48 

C 38 

Model 1: unitary sequence 

(100 events) 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 2O 6D 38C 

O 14 

D 48 

C 34 

Model 2: 3 cycles of a unitary 

sequence (100 events) 
4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 12C 4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 11C 

4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 2O 4D 11C 
O 18 

Table 13. Optimal matching sequences DCO in appropriate format for analysis with WinPhaser 

 

GI sequences (average: total: 46.2; G: 12.6; I: 33.6) 

Case Sequence in RLE format Event frequency 

G 7 Ergonomique – GBO (27 

events) 
1G 1I 1G 1I 1G 1I 2G 1I 2G 16I 

I 20 

G 7 Formit – Garmt Development 

(36 events) 
9I 1G 1I 4G 4I 1G 9I 1G 6I 

I 29 

G 24 Arte – Dave Keune (74 

events) 

1I 2G 1I 1G 2I 2G 1I 1G 5I 2G 1I 1G 1I 2G 4I 3G 2I 3G 1I 

1G 17I 2G 2I 1G 11I 1G 1I 2G I 50 

G 12 Peters Koelwagens – 

KesselsGranger (44 events) 
2G 1I 1G 1I 2G 2I 1G 3I 1G 1I 2G 7I 2G 9I 1G 8I 

I 32 

G 13 GPG Stirrups – GBO (50 

events) 
3G 4I 2G 1I 1G 4I 1G 9I 1G 2I 1G 2I 1G 5I 1G 8I 1G 2I 1G 

I 37 

G 27 Model 1: unitary sequence 

(100 events) 
27G 73I 

I 73 

G 28 Model 2: 3 cycles of a unitary 

sequence (100 events) 
10G 24I 9G 24I 9G 24I 

I 72 

Table 14. Optimal matching sequences DCO in appropriate format for analysis with WinPhaser 
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Appendix G: Product impressions 

 

 
Figure 12. Preliminary (left) and final (right) design of the ErgoSummit (Ergonomique – GBO) 

 

 
Figure 13. Photos of medicine cabinet prototypes (without top) of the 3- (left) and 4-layered (right) versions 

showing the closure mechanism using an elastic cord (Formit – Garmt Development) 

 

 
Figure 14. 3D visualization of one of the alternatives of an Arte Wellness shower unit (Arte – Dave Keune) 
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Figure 15. 3D visualization of one of the alternatives of an Arte Wellness mirror including wall faucet, sink 

including cupboard and apothecary cupboard (Arte – Dave Keune) 

 

 
Figure 16. Impressions of the condenser unit cover (Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger) 

 

  
Figure 17. Renderings (left) and a photo of the prototype of the pneumatically suspended adapter (GPG Stirrups – 

GBO) 
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Appendix H: Gamma analysis input sequences 

 
Ergonomique – GBO 

DCO sequence 

Part I Part II 

D D O O O O C D O O D D C D C C D C O O D C D C C C C 

GI sequence 

G I G I G I G G I G G I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

GIR sequence 

R R R R G I G I R G I G G I G G I I I R I I I I I R I I I I R R I R R I R I R I R 

Formit – Garmt Development 

DCO sequence 

Part I Part II 

D D C D C C C D O D C O O D O D D C C O D D D C D D C O C D D C C C O D 

GI sequence 

Part I Part II Part III 

I I I I I I I I I G I G G G G I I I I G I I I I I I I I I G I I I I I I 

GIR sequence 

R  I I R I I I I I I I G R I R G G G R G I I I I G I I I I I I I I I R G I I I I R I R I 

Arte – Dave Keune 

DCO sequence 

Part I Part II Part III 

D D D D O D 

C 

O D D O D D D D C D C C C D D D D D 

D C D C C C C D C C 

D D D O C D D D O D O D O O D D D D C C D D C 

C D D D D D D D D D C C C C O C 

GI sequence 

I G G I G I I 
G G I G I I I I I G G I G I G G I I I I G G G 

I I G G G 

I G I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I G G I I G I I I I I I I I I I I 

G I G G 

GIR sequence 

R R I G R G I 

R G I I 

R G G I G R R I I I I R I G G I G I G G I I 

I I G G G I I G G G R 

R I G I I R I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I R G G I I G I I I I I I 

I I I I I G I R G R G R 

Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

DCO sequence 

Part I Part II 

D D D O O O O D D D D O D O O D D D C D C C D C D C C D C D D C C C C C C C C C C C C C 

GI sequence 

G G I G I G G I I G I I I G I G G I I I I I I I G G I I I I I I I I I G I I I I I I I I 

GIR sequence 

Part I Part II Part III 

R R R R R G G I G I G R G I I G I I I G I R R G G I I I I I I I G G I I I I I I I R I I G R R I I I R R I I I I I 

GPG Stirrups – GBO 

DCO sequence 

Part I Part II Part III 

D C D C C D C 
D O D D D D D O D O C D C D D C 

D D 

D O D D D C C C D D D C C C C C D C C D C D C 

D C 

GI sequence 

G G G I I I I G G I G I I I I G I I I I I I I I I G I I G I I G I I I I I G I I I I I I I I G I I G 

GIR sequence 

R G G G I I R I I R R G G R I G I I I I G I I I I I I I I I 
R G R I I G I I G I R I R I R I I G I R I I I R I I I I G R 

I I G 

Table 15. Complete and partial input sequences of DCO, GI, and GIR gamma analyses for all cases 
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Appendix I: Precedence and separation scores gamma analyses 

 

The following tables display the pair-wise gamma scores, precedence scores, and separation scores for each case on the complete and 

split DCO, GI, and GIR sequences. Cells signed NA (not applicable) indicate those in which the specific sequence part did not contain 

an event in that category. 

 
Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 D C O D C O D C O 

D .000 -.556 .222 .000 -.333 -.467 .000 -.519 .111 

C .556 .000 .700 .333 .000 .600 .519 .000 .407 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

O -.222 -.700 .000 .467 -.600 .000 -.111 -.407 .000 

Precedence scores .167 -.628 .461 .400 -.467 .067 .204 -.463 .259 

Separation scores .389 .628 .461 .400 .467 .533 .315 .463 .259 

Table 16. Results gamma analysis DCO Ergonomique – GBO complete / part I / part II 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 G I G I G I 

G .000 -.757 .000 -.100 .000 -1.00 Pair-wise gamma scores 

I .757 .000 .100 .000 1.00 .000 

Precedence scores .757 -.757 .100 -.100 1.00 -1.00 

Separation scores .757 .757 .100 .100 1.00 1.00 

Table 17. Results gamma analysis GI Ergonomique – GBO complete / part I / part II 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 G I R G I R G I R 

G .000 -.757 -.327 .000 -.100 .840 .000 -1.00 -1.00 

I .757 .000 -.029 .100 .000 .800 1.00 .000 -.472 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

R .327 .029 .000 -.840 -.800 .000 1.00 .472 .000 

Precedence scores .542 -.364 -.178 -.370 -.450 .820 1.00 -.264 -.736 

Separation scores .542 .393 .178 .470 .450 .820 1.00 .736 .736 

Table 18. Results gamma analysis GIR Ergonomique – GBO complete / part I / part II 
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Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 D C O D C O D C O 

D .000 -.096 .000 .000 -.375 NA .000 -.241 .333 

C .096 .000 -.055 .375 .000 NA .241 .000 .365 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

O .000 .055 .000 NA NA NA -.333 -.365 .000 

Precedence scores .048 -.021 -.027 .375 -.375 NA -.046 -.303 .349 

Separation scores .048 .076 .027 .375 .375 NA ..287 .303 .349 

Table 19. Results gamma analysis DCO Formit – Garmt Development complete / part I / part II 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I
14

 Part II Part III 

 G I G I G I G I 

G .000 -.153 NA NA .000 -.667 .000 -1.00 Pair-wise gamma scores 

I .153 .000 NA NA .667 .000 1.00 .000 

Precedence scores .153 -.153 NA NA .667 -.667 1.00 -1.00 

Separation scores .153 .153 NA NA .667 .667 1.00 1.00 

Table 20. Results gamma analysis GI Formit – Garmt Development complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I R G I R G I R G I R 

G .000 -.153 .071 NA NA NA .000 -.667 .000 .000 -1.00 -1.00 

I .153 .000 .060 NA .000 .750 .667 .000 .333 1.00 .000 -.500 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

R -.071 -.060 .000 NA -.750 .000 .000 -.333 .000 1.00 .500 .000 

Precedence scores .041 -.107 .066 NA -.750 .750 .333 -.500 .167 1.00 -.250 -.750 

Separation scores .112 .107 .066 NA .750 .750 .333 .500 .167 1.00 .750 .750 

Table 21. Results gamma analysis GIR Formit – Garmt Development complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 D C O D C O D C O D C O 

D .000 -.175 .013 .000 -1.00 -.600 .000 -.527 .867 .000 -.478 .203 

C .175 .000 .121 1.00 .000 1.00 .527 .000 1.00 .478 .000 .567 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

O -.013 -.121 .000 .600 -1.00 .000 -.867 -1.00 .000 -.203 -.567 .000 

Precedence scores .048 .081 -.148 .800 -1.00 .200 -.170 -.764 .933 .138 -.522 .385 

Separation scores .048 .094 .148 .800 1.00 .800 .697 .764 .933 .341 .522 .385 

Table 22. Results gamma analysis DCO Arte – Dave Keune complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

                                                 
14

 The first part of the GI sequence of the Formit – Garmt Development case contains only I events. 
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Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I G I G I G I 

G .000 -.247 .000 -.333 .000 .163 .000 .357 Pair-wise gamma scores 

I .247 .000 .333 .000 -.163 .000 -.357 .000 

Precedence scores .247 -.247 .333 -.333 -.163 .163 .357 -.357 

Separation scores .247 .247 .333 .333 .163 .163 .357 .357 

Table 23. Results gamma analysis GI Arte – Dave Keune complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I R G I R G I R G I R 

G .000 -.247 .094 .000 -.333 .500 .000 .163 .343 .000 .357 .048 

I .247 .000 .283 .333 .000 .625 -.163 .000 .400 -.357 .000 -.219 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

R -.094 -.283 .000 -.500 -.625 .000 -.343 -.400 .000 -.048 .219 .000 

Precedence scores .076 -.265 .189 -.083 -.479 .563 -.253 -.118 .371 -.202 .288 -.086 

Separation scores .171 .265 .189 .417 .479 .563 .253 .282 .371 .202 .288 .133 

Table 24. Results gamma analysis GIR Arte – Dave Keune complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 D C O D C O D C O 

D .000 -.835 .412 .000 NA -.250 .000 -.689 NA 

C .835 .000 1.00 NA NA NA .689 .000 NA 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

O -.412 -1.00 .000 .250 NA .000 NA NA NA 

Precedence scores .212 -.918 .706 .250 NA -.250 .689 -.689 NA 

Separation scores .624 .918 .706 .250 NA .250 .689 .689 NA 

Table 25. Results gamma analysis DCO Peters Koelwagens – GBO complete / part I / part II 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II 

 G I G I G I 

G .000 -.552 .000 -.429 .000 -.500 Pair-wise gamma scores 

I .552 .000 .429 .000 .500 .000 

Precedence scores .552 -.552 .429 -.429 .500 -.500 

Separation scores .552 .552 .429 .429 .500 .500 

Table 26. Results gamma analysis GI Peters Koelwagens – GBO complete / part I / part II 
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Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I R G I R G I R G I R 

G .000 -.552 .013 .000 -.429 .810 .000 -.500 .333 .000 -.600 -1.00 

I .552 .000 .317 .429 .000 .917 .500 .000 .333 .600 .000 .300 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

R -.013 -.317 .000 -.810 -.917 .000 -.333 -.333 .000 1.00 -.300 .000 

Precedence scores .270 -.435 .165 -.190 -.673 .863 .083 -.417 .333 .800 -.450 -.350 

Separation scores .282 .435 .165 .619 .673 .863 .417 .417 .333 .800 .450 .650 

Table 27. Results gamma analysis GIR Peters Koelwagens – GBO complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 D C O D C O D C O D C O 

D .000 -.269 .250 .000 -.333 NA .000 -.389 .222 .000 -.301 .818 

C .269 .000 .525 .333 .000 NA .389 .000 1.00 .301 .000 1.00 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

O -.250 -.525 .000 NA NA NA -.222 -1.00 .000 -.818 -1.00 .000 

Precedence scores .010 -.397 .388 .333 -.333 NA .083 -.694 .611 -.259 -.650 .909 

Separation scores .260 .397 .388 .333 .333 NA .306 .694 .611 .599 .650 .909 

Table 28. Results gamma analysis DCO GPG Stirrups – GBO complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I G I G I G I 

G .000 -.247 .000 -1.00 .000 -.786 .000 -.105 Pair-wise gamma scores 

I .247 .000 1.00 .000 .786 .000 .105 .000 

Precedence scores .247 -.247 1.00 -1.00 .786 -.786 .105 -.105 

Separation scores .247 .247 1.00 1.00 .786 .786 .105 .105 

Table 29. Results gamma analysis GI GPG Stirrups – GBO complete / part I / part II / part III 

 

Sequence part Complete Part I Part II Part III 

 G I R G I R G I R G I R 

G .000 -.247 -.101 .000 -1.00 .000 .000 -.786 .667 .000 -.105 .042 

I .247 .000 .102 1.00 .000 .500 .786 .000 1.00 .105 .000 .237 
Pair-wise gamma scores 

R .101 -.102 .000 .000 -.500 .000 -.667 -.100 .000 -.042 -.237 .000 

Precedence scores .174 -.175 .001 .500 -.750 .250 .060 -.893 .833 .032 -.171 .139 

Separation scores .174 .175 .101 .500 .750 .250 .726 .893 .833 .073 .171 .139 

Table 30. Results gamma analysis GIR GPG Stirrups – GBO complete / part I / part II / part III 
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Appendix J: Dissimilarity matrices resulting from optimal matching 

 

Tables 31 and 32 present the dissimilarity matrices that resulted from optimal matching analyses 

on the DCO and GI sequences using Levenshtein distances. 

 
Sequence 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

1. Ergonomique – GBO        

2. Formit – Garmt Development .290       

3. Arte – Dave Keune .320 .270      

4. Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger .205 .315 .340     

5. GPG Stirrups – GBO  .315 .280 .280 .265    

6. Model 1: unitary cycle .295 .340 .350 .205 .260   

7. Model 2: 3 unitary cycles .225 .255 .245 .305 .310 .300  

Table 31. Distance matrix normalized DCO sequences 

 
Sequence 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

1. Ergonomique – GBO        

2. Formit – Garmt Development .230       

3. Arte – Dave Keune .230 .230      

4. Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger .140 .210 .190     

5. GPG Stirrups – GBO .190 .240 .210 .160    

6. Model 1: unitary cycle .140 .270 .300 .200 .210   

7. Model 2: 3 unitary cycles .230 .190 .210 .210 .220 .180  

Table 32. Distance matrix normalized GI sequences 
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Appendix K: Cross-tabulations dominant actor 

 

For each case, cross-tabulations are made of the dominant actor of each event regarding their 

contribution to divergence, convergence, or ongoing progression, and goal setting or idea 

development. Again, only goal and core idea events are taken into account. In addition, Mann-

Withney tests executed with SPSS 17.0 show statistical differences between the relative 

contributions of designers and SMEs. For the DCO tests, differences are assessed between 

divergence and convergence. Hence, ongoing progression is not taken into account. All 

differences are tested taken into account only those events for which the dominant actor is either 

the SME or the designer. Events in which both the SME and the designer contribute equally and 

those that are dominated by external parties are not included in the Mann-Withney tests. The 

matrices display both the absolute numbers as well as the proportion of events in each category. 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Divergence 2 0.22 5 0.56 2 0.22 0 0 

Convergence 0 0 3 0.30 4 0.40 3 0.30 
DCO 

Ongoing 

progression 
2 0.25 4 0.50 2 0.25 0 0 

Table 33. Matrix dominant actor versus DCO Ergonomique – GBO 

 

There is no significant difference in divergence versus convergence domination (Mann-Whitney 

U = 5; p = 0.326; 2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Goal event 2 0.29 5 0.71 0 0 0 0 
GI 

Idea event 2 0.10 7 0.35 8 0.40 3 0.15 

Table 34. Matrix dominant actor versus GI Ergonomique – GBO 

 

There is no significant difference in goal setting versus idea development (Mann-Whitney U = 

22; p = 0.778; 2-sided). 
 

 
  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Divergence 1 0.06 8 0.50 4 0.25 3 0.19 

Convergence 8 0.61 1 0.08 4 0.31 0 0 
DCO 

Ongoing 

progression 
3 0.43 3 0.43 1 0.14 0 0 

Table 35. Matrix dominant actor versus DCO Formit – Garmt Development 

 

The designer is dominating less convergent events and more divergent ones (Mann-Whitney U = 

9; p = 0.001; 2-sided). 
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  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Goal event 1 0.14 4 0.57 0 0 2 0.29 
GI 

Idea event 11 0.38 8 0.28 9 0.31 1 0.03 

Table 36. Matrix dominant actor versus GI Formit – Garmt Development 

 

There is no significant difference in goal setting versus idea development (Mann-Whitney U = 

54; p = 0.140; 2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Divergence 10 0.23 31 0.72 2 0.05 0 0 

Convergence 13 0.59 7 0.32 2 0.09 0 0 
DCO 

Ongoing 

progression 
1 0.11 6 0.67 0 0 2 0.22 

Table 37. Matrix dominant actor versus DCO Arte – Dave Keune 

 

The designer is dominating less convergent events and more divergent events (Mann-Whitney U 

= 270.5; p = 0.002; 2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Goal event 11 0.46 10 0.42 2 0.08 1 0.04 
GI 

Idea event 13 0.26 34 0.68 2 0.04 1 0.02 

Table 38. Matrix dominant actor versus GI Arte – Dave Keune 

 

The designer is dominating significantly more idea events (Mann-Whitney U = 406; p = 0.050; 

2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Divergence 5 0.29 9 0.53 3 0.18 0 0 

Convergence 10 0.50 5 0.25 4 0.20 1 0.05 
DCO 

Ongoing 

progression 
2 0.29 1 0.14 3 0.43 1 0.14 

Table 39. Matrix dominant actor versus DCO Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

 

The designer is dominating less convergent events and more divergent events, but the difference 

is not significant (Mann-Whitney U = 72.5; p = 0.101; 2-sided). 
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  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Goal event 6 0.50 3 0.25 1 0.08 2 0.17 
GI 

Idea event 11 0.34 12 0.38 9 0.28 0 0 

Table 40. Matrix dominant actor versus GI Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 

 

There is no significant difference in dominance in goal setting versus idea development (Mann-

Whitney U = 108; p = 0.345; 2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Divergence 12 0.46 5 0.19 9 0.35 0 0 

Convergence 17 0.85 0 0 2 0.10 1 0.05 
DCO 

Ongoing 

progression 
2 0.50 1 0.25 0 0 1 0.25 

Table 41. Matrix dominant actor versus DCO GPG Stirrups – GBO 

 

The designer is dominating less convergent events and more divergent ones (Mann-Whitney U = 

30; p = 0.017; 2-sided). 

 
 

  Dominant Actor 

SME Designer 

SME & 

Designer External    

# p # p # p # p 

Goal event 6 0.46 2 0.15 3 0.23 2 0.15 
GI 

Idea event 25 0.67 4 0.11 8 0.22 0 0 

Table 42. Matrix dominant actor versus GI GPG Stirrups – GBO 

 

There is no significant difference in goal setting versus idea development (this image is skewed, 

because of the low involvement of the designer in the entire process compared to the SME) 

(Mann-Whitney U = 80; p = 0.453; 2-sided). 
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Appendix L: Analysis of process interventions (PI) and context events (C) 

 
Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

3 Ernie Hiemstra decides not to work with GBO, since they are 

perceived to be too expensive. 

SME Ergonomique will cooperate (with limited success) 

with suppliers regarding product development. 

PI 

5 Syntens informs GBO about the DPC. Syntens GBO will participate with Ergonomique. PI 

6 Syntens informs Ergonomique about the DPC. Syntens Ergonomique will start cooperation with GBO. PI 

8 GBO proposes to conduct the project in three phases: 

preparation, design development during DPC, reporting results. 

Designer Rob Crins of GBO will meet with Ergonomique to 

prepare the project. 

PI 

10 Rob Crins mails a project schedule to Ergonomique: half a day 

preparation, designing the product during DPC, finalizing design 

within a week after the DPC (half a day’s work). 

Designer The project is conducted this way. PI 

14 Rob Crins brings several materials to the DPC. Designer He wants to have a functional prototype at the end 

of the DPC. 

PI 

26 A patent expert present at the DPC is consulted. SME Ernie Hiemstra informs about an existing patent. 

Later he will have problems with the patent owner. 

PI 

35 Ernie Hiemstra involves Rob Crins again when evaluating the 

prototype because of changes to the aesthetics of the 

ErgoSummit. 

SME Rob Crins will make new drawings, taking into 

account some measure changes for 

manufacturability. 

PI 

Table 43. Analysis process interventions and context events Ergonomique – GBO 

 

Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

13 Medi-Math holds Formit (and Garmt Reijsenbach) responsible 

for the problems with the medicine cabinet. Hence, they have to 

solve it. Initially, Medi-Math will not provide financial support. 

Medi-Math No concrete problem-solving project is started, but 

the problem has Formit’s and Garmt Reijsenbach’s 

attention. 

PI 

16 Syntens informs Jack Keulen (Formit) about the DPC and he 

proposes participation with Garmt Reijsenbach to solve the 

problem. 

Syntens, SME Now, a concrete problem-solving project is started 

using financial support of the DPC. 

PI 

24 Bert Berrens (Medi-Math) en Garmt Reijsenbach consider 

redesigning the cabinet entirely, but decide to focus on the 

closure mechanism because of limited time available during the 

DPC. 

Designer, Medi-

Math 

Only a partial solution is found. Therefore, later 

there will be other problems with the medicine 

cabinet. 

PI 

26 Garmt Reijsenbach proposes to have brainstorm sessions during 

the DPC to come up with a solution, and do technical 

development for manufacturability afterwards. 

Designer The focus during the DPC is on brainstorming, 

afterwards on technical development during which 

the initial solution is adapted for production. 

PI 

Table 44. Analysis process interventions and context events Formit – Garmt Development 
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Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

27 Garmt Reijsenbach proposes a detailed planning of several 

brainstorm sessions during the DPC (warm-up, entire product, 

closure mechanism, and optimization). During brainstorms, no 

critique is allowed. 

Designer Garmt Reijsenbach leads a structured session. He 

wants to facilitate thinking out-of-the-box to come 

up with a creative solution. 

PI 

30 During the brainstorm about the closure mechanism, Garmt 

Reijsenbach underscores again that no critique on the ideas is 

allowed. 

Designer Formit wants to focus on attainable solutions, while 

Garmt Reijsenbach wants to approach the problem 

in a broader sense. 

PI 

30 Jack Keulen’s attention is sometimes called for the Ergonomique 

project, which takes place during the same DPC. 

SME Jack Keulen is involved less intensively during the 

brainstorm sessions. 

C 

40 Garmt Reijsenbach proposes a planning to be finished within 

two/three weeks after the DPC. 

Designer Garmt Reijsenbach will make initial product 

drawings, after which Stefan Vuijk (Formit) takes 

responsibility for further development. 

PI 

Table 44 (continued). Analysis process interventions and context events Formit – Garmt Development (continued) 

 

Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

6 Syntens brings together Sander Mulder and Gerbert Dirks 

regarding participation in the DPC. They are told all design 

activities should be conducted during the DPC. 

Syntens Arte starts cooperation with Sander Mulder and 

Dave Keune. They conduct no preparation 

activities. 

PI 

9 Dave Keune and Sander Mulder decide to focus on creating a 

concept car during the DPC. 

Designers A futuristic set of ideas will be developed without 

looking at attainability. 

PI 

11 Dave Keune and Sander Mulder decide to make 3D rendering 

during the DPC for the concept car. 

Designers The way of working for the DPC is determined. PI 

15 Arte wants a meeting on short term with Dave Keune and Sander 

Mulder regarding continuation of cooperation. 

SME Cooperation is continued. PI 

16 Gerbert Dirks proposes two project phases, namely first 

development of shower cabin, sink, and fountain, and second 

development of a bidet, toilet, and accessories in the second half 

of 2008. 

SME A first split is made regarding what products to 

make first. However, this will change frequently. 

PI 

18 Sander Mulder and Dave Keune propose eight project phases, 

from which the first three (formulate proposal, concept 

development, and presentation) will be conducted end 

2007/begin 2008. 

Designers The first phases will be conducted together. 

Afterwards, they split up. 

PI 

29 Dave makes an offer in which he proposes 4 phases: 

development to final design, production of wooden models, 

production of Silestone models, finalizing design based on 

prototype testing. 

Designer This is the first proposal of Dave Keune and will 

change several times. However, it provides a 

guideline of how the design part will be conducted. 

PI 

Table 45. Analysis process interventions and context events Arte – Dave Keune 
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Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

33 A new offer is proposed by Dave with the following phases: 

development to final design, production of models (wooden and 

Silestone), prototype testing, final design for showroom and 

promotion. He plans to be finished in July 2008. 

Designer Making Silestone prototypes appeared to be easier, 

hence phases are changed. 

PI 

38 Gerbert Dirks wants to calculate commercial viability of Dave 

Keune’s designs. If viable, Dave can continue his work begin 

June, otherwise he has to adapt the designs. 

SME The designs appear viable, some changes will be 

made, but Dave does not hear anything from Arte 

for a while. 

PI 

40 Dave Keune informs about the plans with the project because the 

deadline is approaching and he lacks information. 

Designer A meeting will be held in which progress will be 

discussed. 

PI 

41 Dave Keune does not want to present his designs at the MOW 

fair because then quality will be compromised. 

Designer Presentation at the MOW fair of Dave Keune’s 

concepts is cancelled. 

PI 

43 Dave Keune takes over planning activities. Designer Dave Keune is in control of project planning. PI 

45 Dave Keune specifies the planning and asks for confirmation. Designer Gerbert Dirks grants approval of the planning. PI 

46 Gerbert Dirks approaches Syntens concerning subsidy 

possibilities for the Arte Wellness project. 

SME Arte will apply for OP-Zuid subsidy. PI 

48 Dave Keune proposes a new offer, again with four similar 

phases, but now with a detailed planning (ready end of 2008). 

Designer This is the final offer and these phases are more or 

less conducted, however not on time. 

PI 

87 Dave Keune proposes to catch up with the planning in 

November. 

Designer Extra costs are made for additional designs. PI 

88 Arte has problems caused by the credit crisis. SME Production needs to be kept internal, which affects 

Dave Keune’s designs. Priorities will be on other 

projects. 

C 

101 Dave Keune makes a detailed planning concerning prototyping. 

In addition, he wants to schedule meetings with suppliers. 

Designer Dave Keune makes the furniture prototypes. PI 

107 Gerbert Dirks informs that priorities will be on other projects. SME The planning has to be adapted again. PI 

Table 45 (continued). Analysis process interventions and context events Arte – Dave Keune (continued) 

 

Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

2 Syntens informs Ton Peters (Peters Koelwagens) about the DPC. Syntens Peters Koelwagens will start the redesign project 

concerning the condenser unit cover. 

PI 

4 Ton Peters is not satisfied with his first design partner and 

informs Syntens he wants another one. 

SME KesselsGranger is approached. They will cooperate 

successfully. 

PI 

7 Ton Peters gives essential specifications to KesselsGranger and 

states that these are not to be discussed. He wants no virtual 

design (CAD). 

SME The focus will be on first sketching and then making 

mock-ups of the cover to determine styling. 

PI 

Table 46. Analysis process interventions and context events Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 
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Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

12 KesselsGranger proposes the project’s phases: during DPC 

brainstorm, development of ideas (3 alternatives), afterwards 

further development and presentation. 

Designers This is the initial project planning, but this will alter 

since cooperation will be continued after the DPC. 

PI 

13 KesselsGranger proposes three phases during the DPC: 

brainstorm / concept design, creating renderings, presentation 

concepts.  

Designers The DPC will evolve accordingly. PI 

18 James Granger and Steven Kessels have to pick up a new car. Designers There is a long break during the DPC. C 

22 Ton Peters wants to create foam models to determine styling. SME No virtual models are created. PI 

35 KesselsGranger proposes four phases for development of brand 

identity Peters Koelwagens (logos, etc.) 

Designers KesselsGranger will develop logos for the Aerofin 

and Peters Koelwagens. 

PI 

36 Ton Peters has to wait long for approval of the condenser unit 

suppliers to use his new cover with their products. 

SME The project is delayed. C 

48 Ton Peters finished deposition of the Aerofin trademark for 

Europe. 

SME The product’s name is fixed. C 

49 Ton Peters gets approval of the condenser unit suppliers. External Technical detailing of the concept can start. C 

53 Peters Koelwagens experiences an explosive growth of orders. SME The project’s schedule is again delayed. C 

Table 46 (continued). Analysis process interventions and context events Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger (continued) 

 

Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

4 Richard Cornet (GPG Stirrups) decides to pick up the old 

projects concerning the suspended stirrups. 

SME They will start the project again after the summer of 

2008. 

PI 

5 Richard Cornet is too busy with work for Abrahams.  SME The stirrup project is delayed to September 2008. C 

8 GBO participates in the DPC food at which they learn about the 

upcoming DPC sports. 

Designer GBO shows willingness to participate in the 

upcoming DPC. 

C 

10 Richard Cornet contacts the TU/e for connections regarding 

future testing of new stirrups. 

SME He gains valuable contacts and a group of students 

will write a (disappointing) business plan for GPG 

Stirrups. 

PI 

13 Syntens informs Richard Cornet about the possibilities of the 

DPC and its financial benefits. 

Syntens Richard Cornet decides to participate with the 

stirrup project. 

PI 

14 During the preparation meeting of GPG Stirrups and GBO, Rob 

Crins proposes to start with determining styling, subsequently 

drawing designs, and presenting drawings including main 

measures. 

Designer The DPC will be structured accordingly. PI 

14 Richard Cornet notifies Rob Crins that he should only focus on 

external functionality and aesthetics. 

SME Carlo Bosmans will later detail the technical design 

of the stirrup. 

PI 

Table 47. Analysis process interventions and context events GPG Stirrups – GBO 
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Event Description Dominant actor Effect Code 

19 During the DPC, Rob Crins proposes to start with defining 

branding issues.  

Designer This will be done at the start of the DPC. PI 

27 Rob Crins proposes to use the DPC sketches as presentation 

material. 

Designer No 3D renderings are made; this saves time so that a 

more complete concept can be developed. 

PI 

34 Richard Cornet and Rob Crins intend to continue cooperation 

after the DPC, but Carlo Bosmans will detail the drawings. 

SME Rob Crins’ involvement with technical development 

is not needed. He will design packaging. 

PI 

36 Some results of the DPC have been published in a local 

newspaper. 

SME Full patenting is no longer possible. C 

38 Rob Crins proposes a meeting concerning packaging. Designer He will design packaging for the stirrup. PI 

43 Richard Cornet involves the TU/e for testing the stirrups. SME IME Technologies (affiliated to the TU/e) will 

conduct technical tests. 

PI 

44 Carlo Bosmans notices that special rubbers are needed and 

contacts two specialist suppliers, Trelleborg and Eriks. 

SME Eventually, Trelleborg will be selected. PI 

53 Richard Cornet decides to contact well-known riders for 

customer testing of the stirrup. 

SME This will have promotional benefits if tests are 

successful. 

PI 

63 Rob Crins brings Richard Cornet into contact with the owner of 

a breeding magazine. 

Designer This might be a useful contact for promoting the 

stirrup. 

PI 

72 Richard Cornet decides to employ a marketing/sales 

representative. 

SME He is needed for promotion of GPG Stirrups. C 

73 Trelleborg does not have a specific rubber in stock. Trelleborg The project is delayed. C 

Table 47 (continued). Analysis process interventions and context events GPG Stirrups – GBO (continued) 
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Appendix M: Analysis of resource events 

 
Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

1 Syntens brings Ergonomique into contact with GBO. P Effectuation GBO will design some concepts for a monitor stand for 

Ergonomique. 

3 Ernie Hiemstra (director of Ergonomique) decides not to cooperate 

with GBO, because he thinks it is too expensive. 

P Causation Since no direct benefits are perceived and GBO is 

deemed expensive, collaboration is stopped. 

5 Syntens informs GBO about the DPC and they propose to 

participate with Ergonomique. 

P Effectuation This will lead to the development of a new laptop 

stand. 

6 Syntens provides financing (€2000) for the redesign project, GBO 

gives €500 reduction and Ergonomique has to pay €500. 

RC Effectuation Since resources are now readily available, Ernie 

Hiemstra decides to try a new collaboration with GBO. 

9 Rob Crins of GBO gets acquainted with Ergonomique; he will 

conduct the redesign project of the laptop stand. 

P Causation GBO provides the right designer after they decided to 

cooperate with Ergonomique. 

19 Formit, the producer of the laptop stand, is present at the DPC, and 

they are consulted concerning the redesigned product. 

P Effectuation Formit coincidently is present and hence can be 

consulted. They are positive about the 

manufacturability of the new laptop stand. 

26 A patent expert is present during the DPC and consulted 

concerning an integrated document holder in the laptop stand. 

P Effectuation This expert thinks an existing patent will pose no threat 

and hence the idea is developed as it is. 

32 Rob’s formal involvement in the project ends. P Causation He is finished with the activities they agreed on 

beforehand. 

33 Ernie Hiemstra approaches Formit for production of the stand. P Effectuation Formit is the current production partner, their specific 

production methods lead to some minor adaptations to 

the product. 

35 A prototype is discussed with Rob Crins of GBO, since Formit has 

adapted some measures. The design is revaluated. 

P Causation Since Formit’s changes might affect the design of the 

product, Rob Crins is involved again. 

36 Rob Crins adjusts product drawings, which costs around €500. RC Causation New drawings have to be made. 

40 To improve rigidity of the prototype, Formit puts some time in 

finding a proper solution. 

P, RC Causation Improvement of the prototype was needed; hence, time 

was invested to find a proper solution. 

42 Ergonomique negotiates with Formit about the cost price of the 

product. 

RC Causation The product is finished. Hence, the cost price can be 

determined. 

49 Ergonomique finds a Chinese supplier for the laptop stands and 

stops production at Formit. 

P Causation Because of larger production volumes, Formit is no 

longer the most attractive supplier. 

Table 48. Analysis resource events Ergonomique – GBO 
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Table 49. Analysis resource events Formit – Garmt Development 

 
Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

1 Syntens contacts Buro Vormkrijgers (Sander Mulder and Dave 

Keune), informs them about DPC, and explains matters 

concerning it. 

P Effectuation Buro Vormkrijgers will work on the DPC project with 

Arte and design the sanitary concepts. 

3 Syntens informs Hugo van Osch (director of Arte) about the DPC 

and its financial benefits. He goes to Gerbert Dirks (manager of 

Arte Specials) to ask whether he has an idea to work on during the 

DPC. 

P, RC Effectuation Since resources become available (partial DPC 

financing by Syntens), Gerbert Dirks will develop the 

idea of the modular sanitary system to work on during 

DPC. 

6 Sander Mulder and Syntens meet with Gerbert Dirks and decide to 

cooperate in the DPC.  

P Effectuation This cooperation leads to the development of modular 

sanitary concepts. 

8 Syntens provides €1000 for the design project, Arte pays €500, 

and Buro Vormkrijgers gives a €500 reduction. 

RC Effectuation Since Arte gets the opportunity to work against low 

costs with the designers, they decide to experiment 

with it. 

Table 50. Analysis resource events Arte – Dave Keune

Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

1 Garmt Reijsenbach starts cooperation with Medi-Math. P Effectuation Garmt has conducted a project for Medi-Math during 

his study. 

5 Garmt Reijsenbach meets Formit at a fair. P Effectuation Their involvement leads to the use of plastic for the 

medicine cabinet to make it lighter. 

14 Garmt Reijsenbach, and Jack Keulen and Stefan Vuijk of Formit 

put some time in finding a solution for the skewing problem. 

RC Causation Market feedback shows that there are problems with 

the closure of the door of the cabinet. 

16 Syntens meets Formit and explains financial support concerning 

the DPC (Syntens pays €1930, Formit €500, and Garmt 

Reijsenbach gives €500 reduction). 

P, RC Effectuation Since resources become available, an actual problem-

solving project can be started to redesign the closure 

mechanism of the medicine cabinet. 

19 Garmt Reijsenbach asks Thijs van Leeuwen to join the project 

during the DPC. Garmt will pay him. 

P, RC Effectuation They have worked together before. Thijs van Leeuwen 

might provide additional input to find a descent 

solution. 

39 At the end of the DPC, the formal involvement of Thijs van 

Leeuwen ends. 

P Causation Thijs van Leeuwen was only approached to join the 

DPC. 

45 After Garmt Reijsenbach receives results of the prototype, his 

involvement with the project ends. 

P Effectuation No resources are available to keep Garmt Reijsenbach 

involved. 

48 Garmt Reijsenbach is approached again by Medi-Math concerning 

another problem with the medicine cabinet. 

P Causation Customer complaints have surfaced concerning a 

breaking cabinet top. 
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Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

14 Dave Keune and Sander Mulder decide to split up. P Effectuation They will give Arte an offer concerning their 

individual ideas regarding the design of a sanitary 

product line for Arte. 

18 Sander Mulder and Dave Keune make an offer with 50% reduction 

(they will give 4 individual proposals, instead of 2 together, for the 

same price). 

RC Effectuation They show commitment to Arte, which will lead to 

extended cooperation. In addition, four ideas will be 

developed. 

19 Gerbert Dirks gives Dave Keune and Sander Mulder the green 

light to develop two proposals each and agrees with the offer. 

P, RC Effectuation They will give Arte an offer concerning their 

individual ideas regarding the design of a sanitary 

product line for Arte. 

28 Gerbert Dirks informs Dave Keune that based on the presentation 

of their proposals he is chosen and Sander Mulder is not. 

P Causation / 

effectuation 

The designer with the best ideas is chosen. / The choice 

for Dave Keune influences later idea development. 

48 Gerbert Dirks agrees with the third offer made by Dave Keune. 

The ideas to be developed and project goals and phasing are 

determined. 

RC Causation After a long period of goal setting and initial idea 

development, it is determined what the project will 

look like and what the design costs will be. 

49 Syntens visits Arte concerning Arte’s application in OP-Zuid to 

get financing for Arte’s sanitary project (Arte Wellness). 

P Effectuation Gerbert Dirks knew Syntens from the DPC and 

therefore contacts them to here about subsidy 

possibilities. 

54 Syntens has written a report for the OP-Zuid commission 

regarding the Arte Wellness project. Arte wants to invest over €1 

million and they apply for €250,000 subsidy. 

RC Causation Arte has developed ideas concerning the use of 

Silestone in sanitary environments and wants to adapt 

its production and distribution facilities to bring it to 

the market. The Dave Keune project is part of Arte 

Wellness. 

77 Arte encounters Geberit. P Effectuation Together with Geberit, Arte develops a business model 

regarding rapid renovation of sanitary environments. 

The earlier OP-Zuid plans are adapted (after initial 

declination of the subsidy request) according to these 

ideas. 

103 Dave Keune has conducted extra activities and proposes an 

additional invoice of €800 with which Gerbert Dirks agrees. 

RC Causation Because of additional activities, additional financing is 

needed. 

104 After my contact with Gerbert Dirks, Syntens again visits Arte 

concerning declination of the OP-Zuid application. 

P Causation Arte has contacted Syntens again because of the 

declination. 

108 Dave Keune and Gerbert Dirks have an appointment at Lima, a 

potential supplier/producer of the furniture included in Dave 

Keune’s designs. 

P Causation / 

effectuation 

Since furniture is included in Dave Keune’s designs, 

which cannot be produced at Arte, suppliers are 

contacted. / Syntens has brought forward Lima as a 

potential supplier. 

Table 50 (continued). Analysis resource events Arte – Dave Keune (continued) 
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Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

1 Syntens informs KesselsGranger about DPC P Effectuation This will lead to cooperation with Peters Koelwagens. 

2 Syntens informs Ton Peters (Peters Koelwagens) about the DPC 

and its financial benefits. 

RC Effectuation Financial support of the DPC provides a means to 

conduct a redesign project of the condenser unit cover. 

3 Ton Peters is brought into contact with another design agency (not 

KesselsGranger) as DPC partner. 

P Effectuation This design agency has its own ideas about the 

redesign project. 

4 Collaboration between this design agency and Peters Koelwagens 

is ended. 

P Causation Ton Peters did not approve the plans of this design 

agency. 

5 Ton Peters meets KesselsGranger and decides to cooperate with 

them during the DPC. 

P Effectuation Ton Peters has more influence on them. They match 

personally and provide good input in the project. 

11 Financial matters concerning the DPC are explained. Syntens pays 

€1000, Peters Koelwagens pays €500, and KesselsGranger gives 

€500 reduction. 

RC Effectuation Financial support makes it possible for Ton Peters to 

cooperate with an external designer. 

21 Project wins €5000 at the DPC. RC Effectuation This makes it possible to continue cooperation. 

22 KesselsGranger and Peters Koelwagens continue cooperation. P Effectuation Besides the condenser unit cover, attention can be paid 

to designing a product and company logo. 

50 Formal commitment of KesselsGranger ends and Ton Peters 

commits his own time to the project now. 

P, RC Effectuation The €5000 price is spent. Now, the project will not be 

conducted as quickly as before due to Ton Peters’ other 

activities in the company. 

54 Ton Peters invests about 5 to 7 thousand euro in production malls. RC Causation These malls are needed for production of the cover. 

56 Ton Peters contacts KesselsGranger regarding the use of carbon 

fibre. They put some time into finding a proper solution, since 

carbon fibre is too expensive. 

P, RC Causation Since this product change affects the cover’s aesthetics, 

Ton Peters decides to involve KesselsGranger for their 

advice. 

61 Carrier and Thermo King provide condenser units and cooling 

vans for prototype testing. 

RC Causation The new cover needs to be tested before Thermo King 

and Carrier agree with placing their units inside. 

64 KesselsGranger is again involved concerning the size of the logo 

on the product. They suggest enlarging it. 

P, RC Causation Ton had doubts about the logo on the prototypes. 

Hence, he contacted KesselsGranger again. 

Table 51. Analysis resource events Peters Koelwagens – KesselsGranger 
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Event Description Code Causation / 

effectuation 

Causal / effectual reasoning 

3 Carlo Bosmans, an engineer at Abrahams, gets involved with the 

stirrup projects. 

P Effectuation He rides horses and works at Abrahams. He will adapt 

some aspects of the mechanical stirrup. 

10 Richard Cornet (director of Abrahams and GPG Stirrups) contacts 

the TU/e. 

P Effectuation Three students will write a business plan for GPG Stirrups 

and Richard Cornet gets contacts for testing the stirrup 

later. 

13 Richard Cornet meets Syntens and financial benefits of the DPC 

are explained. 

P, RC Effectuation At first, Richard Cornet is sceptic about the value of 

design, but because of financial support provided by 

Syntens, he decides to try cooperation during the DPC. 

14 Rob Crins of GBO meets Richard Cornet. He will conduct the 

DPC project for GPG Stirrups. 

P Effectuation Rob is familiar with horses and has enough technical 

expertise to convince Richard Cornet of the value of 

design. His involvement will have significant effects on 

the development of the product. 

17 GPG Stirrups gets €1250 support from Syntens, GBO gives a €625 

reduction and GPG will pay for €625 of the costs of the DPC 

project. 

RC Effectuation Because of financial support, GPG Stirrups is willing to 

involve a designer in the project. 

32 The project wins €1000 at the DPC. RC Effectuation This price has to be spent on the design project; hence, 

cooperation between Rob Crins and GPG Stirrups will be 

continued. 

34 Richard Cornet and Rob Crins decide to continue cooperation. P Causation Cooperation during the DPC was good. 

43 GPG gets a €2500 Senternovem subsidy for testing the stirrups at 

IME Technologies (affiliated with the TU/e). 

P, RC Effectuation Since financial means are available, Richard Cornet can 

contact an official testing agency. Otherwise, he would 

have conducted the tests elsewhere. 

44 Two rubber specialists are contacted, Eriks and Trelleborg. P Causation / 

effectuation 

Carlo Bosmans is further developing the stirrup and 

notices that special rubbers are needed. / Trelleborg is an 

existing contact of an old sister cooperation of Abrahams. 

47 Trelleborg is chosen, their offer is best and they show more 

commitment to the project. 

P, RC Effectuation Feedback of Trelleborg leads to immediate adjustments to 

the stirrup to make it suited for special rubbers. 

53 Richard Cornet contacts some well-known riders for testing of the 

product. 

P Causation Testing by these well-known riders will help promotion. 

56 Carlo Bosmans investigates which suppliers to use and contacts 

them. 

P Causation Some parts are bought, instead of produced at Abrahams. 

63 Rob Crins mails Jac Remijnse, the owner of a horse-breeding 

magazine. 

P Effectuation Rob Crins knows Jac Remijnse and thinks he might be a 

useful contact concerning promotion of the stirrup. 

Table 52. Analysis resource events GPG Stirrups – GBO 
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